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BIOSPHERE 

Give your decoys and tlie 
ducks a rest; join tlie 
National Voluntary Restraint 
Program. 

2 Sourh Carolina \Xlildlife 

WATERFOWL ON THE WING ARE AN EVERTHRILLING SPECTACLE ... the silk-ripping whisper of 

wings, ducks circling, chuckling overhead, sideslipping air, floating down toward the decoys. 

I anticipate their coming with each season. Perhaps it is because their grace so perfectly symbolizes 

all that is wild and free; perhaps because their winging southward across our continent assures that all 

is well in the cycling of the seasons. 

They will come again this season , riding the breath of winter winds. This time, however, all is not 

well with the ducks. H alf a century of convening duck land to agricultural land and a decade of dry 

climatic conditions, capped by this year's devastating drought, are to blame. 

From Iowa to central southern Canada, that region collectively called the prairie potholes, millions 

of small wetlands that formerly grew waterfowl have been turned by the plow to grow grain . This year, 

millions more lie arid, cracked and barren dust bowls. While ambitious waterfowl habitat restoration 

efforts are under way (see "Directions," page 54 ), the effects of the drought have produced a bitter 

pill, especially for sportsmen's conservation groups and government biologists who have fought so 

long and hard. 

The majority of our migratory waterfowl, from Atlantic to Pacific flyways, originate annually in 

these small prairie depressions. With breeding habitat at a premium this year, many ducks have 

overflown to more nonhern areas that traditionally produce poor brood results. Of those that have 

stayed in the pothole region, many will not find the habitat to reproduce; those that do nest will be 

especially susceptible to predators. 

So great is the ducks' plight that this past summer the Izaak Walton League of America and the 

Nonh American Wildlife Foundation (groups founded and suppon ed by sportsmen) independently 

called for severely restricted limits and seasons. Moratoriums on hard-hit species including 

canvasbacks and pintails were also recommended. 

Earlier this fall , at the recommendation of the Flyway councils, federal and state agencies 

responded. Bag limits and season lengths were reduced some 25 percent, cen ain species were 

protected and all agencies promised beefed-up enforcement efforts. 

It's hoped that all sportsmen will abide by these regulations while continuing to suppon the ducks 

through the purchase of waterfowling stamps and direct contributions to conservation groups. Such 

action is vital if duck populations are to rebuild when climatic conditions improve, although there is 

no guarantee as to when this will happen. 

In the meantime , there's a truly novel means by which individual waterfowlers can show their love 

for the spon and for the birds upon which it depends. By joining the National Voluntary Restraint 

Program (see "Roundtable," page 55) hunters can unite with others who pledge to purchase the 

necessary licenses and stamps while not hunting, or at least restricting their bag to drakes only and 

stopping shon of the limit. 

Those who join will be guaranteeing that the birds overwintering in the flyways are allowed to 

return nonh next spring in maximum numbers to breed. It's an action that shows a commitment 

to waterfowl and waterfowling, and one designed to assure the thrill of ducks on the wing for 

seasons to come. 
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RUNNING WITH THE 
FOX by David Macdonald. 
Published by Faces On File 
Incorporated, 460 Park Avenue 
South, New York, New York 
10016, 212-683-2244. Photos, 
index, 224 pages, 1988. 

In Running With the Fox, 
naturalist David Macdonald 
champions the fox's cause, 
proving that this often-maligned, 
supposedly solitary beast is , in 
fact, a highly sociable creature 
whose evil-doing reputation is 
largely unmerited. 

Easily readable and illustrated 
in 120 photos and black-and
white drawings, Running With 
the Fox engages us on an 
extraordinary quest with the 
author on each step of his 
landmark ten-year field study of 
this elusive creature. It 
uncovers the wealth of his 
groundbreaking discoveries 
about fox behavior. 

Special highlights ofRunning 
With the Fox are scores of 
features throughout the text on 
all manner of fox facts, trivia, 
folklore and biology- everything 
from his assessment of the fox as 
a pet to the precise number 
of fox species in the world to the 
fox's diet. 

SOUTH CAROLINA'S LOW 
COUNTRY-A PAST 
PRESERVED by Catherine C. 
Messmer, photography by C. 
Andrew Halcomb. Published by 
Sandlapper Publishing, 
Incorporated, P.O. Box 1932, 
Orangeburg, SC 29116-1932, 
531-1658. Cloth, color and black 
and white photos, index, 14 3 
pages, 1988. 

South Carolina's Low 
Country is a h istory of the 
people, culture and different 
forces of nature that have caused 
this part of the state to evolve 

into what it is today. Despite the 
hardship of the Revolutionary 
War, the Civil War, 
Reconstruction, and the Great 
Depression , many of the old 
plantations remain standing. 

This book includes the 
Beaufort, Georgetown and 
Charleston areas only of the 
state. Preserved homes, churches 
and public buildings are seen 
literally and pictorially through 
the eyes of Catherine Messmer 
and Andrew H alcomb. 

SHARK:A 
PHOTOGRAPHER'S 
STORY by Jeremy Stafford
Deitsch. Published by Sierra Club 
Books, 730 Polk Street, San 
Francisco, California 94109, 
( 415) 776-2211. Color 
photographs, appendix, index, 
200 pages, 1988. 

Sharks ... evil and primitive 
crearures charging from the 
depths to attack their prey with 
savage ferocity, or beautiful and 
efficient predators? 

In Sharks: A Photographer's 
Story, marine explorer and 
photographer Jeremy Stafford
Deitsch presents the most 
intimate portrait yet available of 
th is magnificent animal. The 
result of a three-year global 
study, the author's first-hand 
observations form a vivid and 
authoritative record of all the 
major species of shark in their 
natural habitat. H is conclusions 
about sharks are often 
unexpected and challenge the 
conventional wisdom regarding 
these creatures. 

Stafford-Deitsch's dramatic 
underwater photographs capture 
the diverse activities and 
adaptations of the many species 
of shark. 

Shark: A Photographer's Story 
provides a wealth of information 

BOOKS 

about the skills required for 
deep-sea/scuba diving and 
underwater photography. 

AN OUTDOOR JOURNAL: 
ADVENTURES AND 
REFLECTIONS by Jimmy 
Carter. Published by Bantam 
Books, 666 Fifth Avenue, New 
York, New York 10103, 1-800-
323-9872. Cloth, index, 275 
pages, 1988. 

Over a six-year period of time, 
former President Jimmy Carter, 
sitting at an open picture window 
in the loft of his small log cabin 
on the banks ofTurniptown 
Creek in the north Georgia 
mountains, wrote most of this 
book. The recollections of those 
outdoor experiences with wife 
Rosalynn have turned into real 
adventures in An Outdoor 
Journal ... life on an isolated 
farm that would be primitive by 
modem standards, the intimate 
feeling he had walking alongside 
his daddy behind a bird dog, his 
pride when he included himself 
in a grown man's world on trips 
to the Okefenokee Swamp, 
sitting in a boat with his mama 
who always teased him because 
she could catch more fish . 

In An Outdoor Journal, 
Jimmy Carter states that he 
hunts and fishes because "my 
father and all my ancestors did it 
before me. It's been part of my 
life since childhood, and part of 
my identity, like being a 
southerner." 

This book is a tribute to the 
many people who have helped 
the Carters find excitement and 
joy, who relish undisturbed quiet 
and beauty, who seek to be 
tested by the harsh experiences 
of the natural world, who like to 
stretch their hearts and minds, 
and who enjoy reflecting on what 
they've seen and touched .. --. 
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READERS' FORUM 

No Comparison My Master's research deals Butterbeans they dearly love. No behave" may ( 1) allow hunters 
I just wanted to let you know with the smallmouth bass in the scarecrow can keep them away access to their land ( even if limited 

how much I truly enjoy your Tennessee Valley area. While a from butterbean vines. They to personal acquaintances or 
magazine. I am a South resident of South Carolina I don't bother my squash plants or family friends) and/or (2) install 
Carolinian but have lived in never saw a smallmouth bass and tomatoes, although they ate a deer-proof elect1ic fencing around 
Pennsylvania a long time. It's a presumed they were simply neighbor's squash plants to the yards and gardens, ( although this 
beautiful state too, but just can't "yankee fish." Recently I read in ground. Apple trees, ( you know, method is not practical for large-
compare with my South a newspaper that there are the expensive Stark kind) , deer scale agriculture). 
Carolina. smallmouth bass in northwestern reached up and got all the apples Wildlife department biologists in 

Living away from home makes South Carolina. I even heard a and lots of branches. A ll my your distiict will be haPP)' to 
you realize how much you miss rumor that a new state record hard work and energy goes to provide additional assistance. 
it. Getting this beautiful was recently caught from the pot. 
magazine delivered to my door is Broad River. I think many of Don't get me wrong-I like Distressing News 
so convenient and helps a lot. your readers would be interested animals. But deer, they won't I was distressed to read in the 
The photography is just out of in an article on this magnificent behave! September-October edition of 
this world. I'm looking forward fighter. Just an idea. Louise Coleman Roundtable about Duke Power's 
to the one about "our birds." Ken Weathers Blair plan to build another 

Keep up the good work! Auburn, Alabama hydroelectric facility above Lake 
Gladys Beleski Editor's Note: White-tailed deer Jocassee. Having hiked and 
Plymouth, Pennsylvania Editor's Note: Happy to say were once scarce in South camped in that beautiful 

that an article about the Carolina, thanks to wholesale mountain area I certainly agree 
High Class Rep "bronzeback" is in store for a slaughter in the 1700s and the loss with Mr. Chastain's sentiment 

The high acclaim that you future issue. of habitat to human settlement for that it is a "real treasure," and 
have received for your many years thereafter. The one which should be preserved. 
publication is very well deserved. A Real Pest remarkable recovery of this species With development rapidly 
The hard work and effort is Now that it seems that you is a conservation success story and reducing the amount of natural 
readily evident; certainly, a high want to glorify the deer, I refuse today the whitetail is plentiful land remaining in our state, it 
class representative of South to subscribe any longer. Why is it throughout the state ( a happy would be tragic for this 
Carolina. that you fai l to admit that the exception to the list of wild irreplaceable wilderness area to 
Dan Bryant deer population is a very real pest creatures annihilated from our be destroyed. I would like to help 
Spartanburg to the farmer and a hazard on the land.) prevent such a loss from 

highway? In some areas of the state deer occurring. Could you please 
"Yankee Fish" Jesse Corley have rebounded in such numbers provide me with the address of 

I am currently working on a Batesburg that special efforts are being made the Jocassee Watershed 
Master's degree in Fisheries to stabilize or slightly reduce the Coalition ? 
Biology at Auburn University in I am writing about the deer density of the deer herd. To this Ben Sawyer 
Alabama but I spent the first situation, which seems out of end the wildlife department allows Spartanburg 
eighteen years of my life hunting control. Such a pity, the damage lengthy hunting seasons, liberal 
and fishing in the piedmont to yards and autos. bag limits and numerous either-sex Editor's Note: The]ocassee 
section of my homestate, South If my cows ate up my neighbor's days. As a result, last year's deer Watershed Coalition is comprised 
Carolina. Your magazine brings crops, I would have to pay, right? harvest increased 24 percent of citizens of both South and 
back the best of my youthful But who pays for the extensive statewide and 30 percent in the North Carolina who support the 
memories, as well as helps me damage that deer are doing? I'll piedmont. Higher bag limits for preservation of the wild lands 
plan for outdoor trips in the tell you who pays: my back, from the piedmont, effective this year, above Lake]ocassee. The mailing 
future. ':A..utumn Passages," in hard labor! are designed to encourage the address is]WC, P.O. Box 1923, 
the September-October issue is a I have a garden every year. I harvest of does, further reducing Highlands, NC 28741. Additional 
good example of a work that stirs plant eight rows of beans plus the density of deer in that part of information is available from Jerry 
up the yearning to hike and two extra for the deer. They the state. Beck, ]WC Co-Chair, P. O . Box 
camp, as well as giving don't stay on their rows, although Landowners experiencing 1836, Easley, SC 29641, (803) 
information on individual trails. I do get enough for canning. problems with deer that "won't 843- 1293. 
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ANIMALS 
Alligator Policy In Effect April 1, M/A p. 61 
Am1adillos Come To S. C., Ji A p. 59 
Better On A Rising Tide (turkeys), M/A p. 38 
Birds, N/0 p. 61 
Black Bears Threatened By Poachers, N/D p. 5 7 
Colorful Wood Ducks, S/O p. 61 
Condominium Birds (purple martin), MIA p. 6 
Devices May Deter Car-Deer Coll isions, J/A p. 59 
Eagles Meet Mysterious End, J/A p. 57 
Falcons Return To Mountains, S/O p. 58 
Finback Whale, MIA p. 61 
Hybrid Striped Bass Aquaculture, MIA p. 58 
Le Crabe Enrage (fiddler crab), J/A p. 6 
Lights Out For Loggerheads, J/A p. 61 
Monarch Of1l1e Open Woods (fox squirrel), S/Op. 6 
Pond-raised Hybrids O K'd, S/O p. 61 
Red Wolf Killed By All igator, N/D p. 60 
Red Wolf Pups Are Thri ving, J/A p. 60 
Report Nesting Geese, M/J p. 58 
River-born (striped bass), M/A p. 40 
Spring Gobbler Season Added, Mi A p. 5 7 
Sweet William (reddnnn), N/Dp. 6 
Tagged Herring May Be Worth Money, Mi A p. 59 
Time To Help Bluebirds, MIA p. 61 
Tracking 007 (raptors), J/A p. 40 
The Unwelcome Guest (flea), M/J p. 6 

BOATING 
Boating Safety "Hotline" Available, J/A p. 60 
Boating Under The lnfluence,J/Ap. 56 
Corridors Of Enchantment (floating), J/A p.32 

COOKING 
Heart &Sole(seafood), Mi) p. 24 
Pickin' (berries), J/A p. 27 

ENVIRONMENT/CONSERVATION 
1988 Wildlife Poster (Dick's Black Skimmer), S/Op. 59 
And The Winner Is ... (YOWC), M/J p. 48 
Application Deadl ine For Camp Wildwood, MIA p. 55 
Artificial Seaweed, N/0 p. 59 
Best "FACE" For Wildlife Cfammy Tinsley), M/J p. 61 
Birding By Computer, Ji A p. 5 7 
Challenge OfThe Delta, Mi) p. 28 
Clemson Gets Fish, Wildl ife Co-op Un it, M/J p. 59 
Conference Leads To Workshops, Mi A p. 5 7 
Contributions Fund "Rare" Surveys, J/A p. 61 
Directions: A Valuable Resource, N/D p. 54 
Directions: Conservation Commitments , MIA p. 54 
Directions: Saltwater Fishing, J/A p. 54 
Directions: Wildlife Education, S/O p. 54 
Directions: The Wi ldlife Department, M/J p. 56 
Disposal Di lemma, J/A p. 59 
Eco-focus: An Ecological Data Base, N/D p. 62 
Eco-focus: The Cost Of Living, S/O p. 62 
Eco-focus: Habitat 2000, MIA p. 62 
Eco-focus: Unlocking The Storehouse, J/A p. 62 
Eco-focus: The Value Of Diversity M/J p. 62 
Facing The Sea, N/D p. 28 
First-place Duck Stamp A First (Boykin spaniel), Mi) p. 60 
From Lirtle Acorns, S/O p. 44 
Gift Through Time (Sta te Museum), NID p. 16 
Green Lace (ferns), M/J p. 16 
Helicopter Sows Seed For Wildlife Food And Cover, N/D p. 61 
Japanese, American Aquaculturists Meet, MIA p. 59 
Latest Woodburners: C leari ng The Air, S/O p. 58 
Lifestyle 2000, Mi A p. 28 
Lights Out For Loggerheads, J/A p. 61 
Lyme Disease: Latest Tick Threat, Ji A p. 58 
Lowlands, J/F p. 46 
Midlands, J/F p. 28 
Mi ll ion-dollar Marsh Donated, Mi) p. 57 
Modern Class ics, N/D p. 12 
More Choosing S. C. Christmas Trees, N/0 p. 59 
Mountain Islands On A Piedmont Sea (monadnocks), N/0 p. 42 
New Heritage Preserve, M/J p. 59 
Ocean Disposal Of Plastics Prohibited, S/O p. 60 

Opportunities For Outdoor Volunteers, M/J p. 60 
Pa lmetto Pride, J/A p. 16 
Pickering's Minigloty, M/A p. 61 
A Plantation Christmas, N/D p. 38 
Pollen Time, MIA p. 12 
Pot Hooks, M/J p. 61 
Preserve Harbors Rare Insect-Eating Plants, N/0 p. 58 
Preserved Skulls, J/A p. 59 
Proposed Jocassee Hydro Raises Concerns, S/O p. 55 
Quai l Unlimited Donates Funds, M/A p. 60 
Radon Threat Greatest In Upstate, N/D p. 58 
Rails To Trails, J/A p. 58 
Recreational Shellfish Guide , MIA p. 59 
Recycling Guide Available, S/O p. 61 
Rules Protecting Wetlands Released, MIA p. 60 
Rx For Reservoirs, Ji A p. 46 
S.C. Rainfa ll Ten Times Too Acidic, M/J p. 58 
Sportsmen Paying The Bills For Conservation, S/O p. 61 
Spring Spectrum, Mi A p. 20 
"SweetgrassGettin' Hard to Find, " J/A p. 56 
Toxic Releases: Your Right To Know, N/D p. 55 
"Kvo-year Study Reveals Rivers' Values, S/O p. 58 
An Uncertain Future (saltwater license) , J/A p. 12 
Uplands, J/F p. 4 
Voluntary Duck Hunting Restraint Program, N/D p. 55 
Wildlife Rabies Vaccine Studied, N/D p. 56 
Wildlife's Value Often Hidden, MIA p. 60 
Wintering Waterfowl Research Center Established, N/0 p. 57 

FIELD TRIP 
Capers Island Heritage Preserve, M/J p. 52 
Congaree Swamp National Monument, Mi A p. 50 
Paris Mountain State Park, N/D p. 50 
Walhalla National Fish Hatchery, East Fork Trail, J/A p. SO 
Victoria BluffHeri rage Preserve/\VMA, Waddell Mariculrure 
Center, S/O p. 50 

FISHING 
Casting Your Net Into The Sea, S/O p. 42 
Fishing Improves At State Parks, M/J p. 60 
Fishing Symposium To Be Held, MIA p. 56 
Fishing Rodeos Round Up Fish And Fun , J/A p. 55 
Handling Your Catch With Care, J/A p. 61 
High-tech Reels, M/J p. 12 
An Uncertain Future (saltwater license), J/A r-12 
\Vateree Update, M/J p. 44 

HIKING/CAMPING 
Autumn Passages (foothills trails), S/O p. 28 
Be Kind To Backcountry, Campers Urged, M/J p. 61 
The Foothills Trail, NID p. 58 
RailsToTrails,J/Ap. 58 
Pristine Barrier Island Ideal Day Trip, J/A p. 60 

HUMOR 
Angler's Dictionary, Ji A p. 2 4 
Better On A Rising Tide, MIA p. 38 
Do You Hunt Too Much?, S/O p. 26 
Marriage And The Outdoor Sports, N/D p. 26 
Wagons Ho!, M/J p. 42 

HUNTING 
Beware Of Shooting Doves Over Bait, N/Dp. 60 
Check Regulations Before Going Afield, N/D p. 56 
Deer Hunters, S/O p. 56 
Higher Deer Limits Set For Piedmont, S/O p. 56 
Hunters Pursue Quality Over Quantity, N/D p. 60 
"I Saw Something Move," MIA p. 16 
Making Of A Hunter, S/O p. 38 
N ight Hunting Proves Costly, MIA p. 59 
One-shot Confidence (scopes), S/O p. 12 
Reckless Hunters Now Face Fines, Imprisonment, S/O p. 55 
Tree Stand Safety Requires Preparat ion, S/O p. 60 
Voluntary Duck Hunting Restraint Program, N/0 p. 55 

NATURAL HISTORY 
Condominium Birds (purple martin), MIA p. 6 
Le Crabe Enrage(fiddlercrab), J/A p. 6 

1988 INDEX 

Monarch OfThe Open Woods (fox squirrel), S/O p. 6 
Sweet William (red drum), N/D p. 6 
The Unwelcome Guest (flea), Mi) p. 6 

PEOPLE 
The Best "FACE" For Wildlife (Tammy Tinsley), M/J p. 61 
Biologists Given Society Awards (R. K. Williams, Kim Scribner) , 
M/Ap.60. 
"I Saw Something Move'' (Bob Weist) , M/A p. 16 
New Commissioners (Marion Burnside, J.M. Pendarvis, 
Thomas Miller), S/O p. 57 
New Wildlife Commissioner (Sen. John Drummond), 
M/J p. 59 
Officers Honored For Oumanding Performance, N/D p. 59 
"SwectgrassGettin' Hard to Find" (Henrietta Snype) , J/A p. 56 
Statesman OfHobcaw (Bernard Baruch), S/O p. 16 
Timmerman Given Leadership Award, MIA p. 58 
Wildlife Biologists Honored (Baumann, Stewart, Fend ley), N/0 
p. 55 

PLACES 
Autumn Passages (foothills trails), S/O p. 28 
Capers Island Heri tage Preserve, M/J p. 52 
Challenge OfThe Delta (Santee Coastal Reserve) , M/j p. 28 
Congaree Swamp National Monument, M/A p. SO 
Corridors Of Enchantment (floating), Ji A p. 32 
1l1e Edisto Ri ver, J/A p. 57 
Fishing Improves At State Parks, M/J p. 60 
G ift Through Time (State Museum), N/D p. 16 
Lowlands, J/F p. 46 
Midlands, J/F p. 28 
New Heri tage Preserve (Nipper Creek), M/J p. 59 
Paris Mountain State Park , N/0 p. SO 
Parks Host Fall Color Walks, S/O p. 59 
Preserve Harbors (Chandler Heri tage Preserve), N/0 p. 58 
Pristine Barrier Island (Bulls Island), J/A p. 60 
Progress Reported At Springfi eld Marsh, S/O p. 56 
Springfield Marsh Project Dedicated, M/A p. 56 
State Parks Expand Nature Programs, J/A p. 55 
Stump-Free Channel Cleared at Santee, S/O p. 59 
Uplands, J/F p. 4 
Victoria Bluff Heri tage Preserve/WMA, Waddell Mariculture 
Center, S/O p. 50 
Walhalla National Fish Hatchery, East Fork Trail, J/A p. SO 
Wateree Update, Mi) p. 44 

SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE & MARINE 
RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 
And The Winner ls ... (YOWC) , Mi) p. 48 
A Coastal Adventure, MIA p. 46 
Directions: Conservat ion Commitments, MIA p. 54 
Directions: Saltwater Fishing, J/A p. 54 
Directions: Wildli fe Education, S/O p. 54 
Directions: A Valuable Resource, N/0 p. 54 
Di rections: The Wild life Department, M/J p. 56 
Fishing Rodeos Round Up Fish And Fun , J/A p. 55 
Hybrid Striped Bass Aquaculture, MIA p. 58 
Japanese, American Aquaculturists Meet, MIA p. 59 
Magazine, Phorography Win Top Honors (AC!), S/O p. 57 
Million-dollar Marsh Donated, M/J p. 57 
Navy Cargo Ship (USS Verm ilion), N/Dp. 61 
New Comm issioners (Marion Burnside, J.M. Pendarvis, 
Thomas Miller), S/Op. 57 
New Wildlife Commissioner (Sen. John Drummond), 
M/J p. 59 
Newsletter Available From Heritage Trust, MIA p. 56 
Officers Honored , N/0 p. 59 
Phone Calls Lead To Illegal Hunters, N/Dp. 57 
Project WILD Gets Wet, M/J p. 57 
Project WILD Hailed By Governor, MIA p. 58 
Project WILD Honored By President, S/O p. 55 
Saltwater License, MIA p. 57 
Springfield Marsh Project Dedicated, MIA p. 56 
Sportsmen's Classic To Be March 18-20, MIA p. 55 
Timmerman Given Leadership Award, MIA p. 58 
Wi ldlife Biologists Honored (Baumann, Stewart, Fendley), 
N/Dp. 55 
Young Writers May Win Bonds, Prizes (YOWC), S/O p. 57 
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SWEET ·WILLIAM 
Call him what you will ... redfish, spottail, red drum or channel 
bass ... he's a runaway freight train on the surf angler's line and 
a gourmet's delight when blackened in a cast,iron skillet. 

by Charlie Wenner 

illustration by Ellen Fishburne Seats 

D ee O liver is a C harleston contractor and one of the most avid jetty 
fishermen I've ever met. H e doesn 't talk loudly or yell ... he 
bellows, especially when engaged in a bone-jarring tug-of-war with 
his favorite sport fish , the red drum. 

"There he is! It's old Sweet William, Billy Bass, the best fish in the sea!" It was 
the same each time a fish struck. As the rod bowed, the drag screamed and line 
sizzled off the reel, Dee's voice sang out above the ocean's roar. 

On this particular afternoon, in the Dynamite Hole of the jetties protecting 
Charleston 's harbor entrance, Dee had plenty to bellow about; we caught and 
released several nice red drum in the ten to twenty-pound range. Several fish 
could not be turned on their ini tial runs but cut our lines on the submerged jetty 
rocks. 

Pounding surf, pungent salt smell of the jetty, Dee's bellows and the 
uncompromising pull of those coppery dynamos ... all are etched in my memory 
as souvenirs of a most glorious afternoon. Since that time, I have called the red 
drum "Sweet W illiam." For pure rod-bending fight this fish is hard to beat. 

Archie Taylor, Conway resident who holds title to catching the state's rod and 
reel record for red drum, couldn't agree more. It's been more than twenty years, 
but he recalls that day in 1965 as if it were last week. 

';<\.t first I thought I had a big shark on there. He hit hard and started moving my 
line all over the place. The tide was starting to fall and he was fo llowing the 
channel out of the inlet, headed for deep water. Thing of it was, my line was only 
seventeen pound test . I knew this fellow had to be a lot bigger than that , so I set 
my drag on easy and kept giving him line, and he kept peeling it off. H e'd take a 
notion to run and we'd have to chase him in the boat to keep him from bustin ' 
loose. 

';A..fter nearly two hours he finally gave out .. . he was the biggest fish l ever 
landed, a seventy-five-pounder. It's a memory nobody will ever take away from 
me, that's for sure." 

Since that Sunday morning neither the cherished memory-nor the state 
record - has escaped Taylor, one of the few lucky anglers ever to capture a state 
champion fish . But he is by no means the only other one who knows the thrill of 
doing battle with Sweet William, the scrappy red drum, a favorite game fish with 
anglers from Virginia to the G ulf of Mexico. 

As a fighter the red drum has been likened to a tugboat -a steady puller that 
can muster a startling amount of power. What it lacks in flashy leaps and frenzied 
runs is made up for by sheer dogged determination. Young school bass are denizens 
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cross section of sagitta 

semicircular canals 

Thirty-year-old red drum are not uncommon, a fact 
verified by aging fish through examination of their ear 
bones , or otoliths. A drum has three of these structures 
within the semicircular canals of each inner ear. Biologists 
slice a thin section through the nucleus of the largest ear 
bone, the sagitta, to count the rings and discern the fish's 
age. Drawn two times life-size, this otolith was from a 
very large fish. Dense, heavy and milky-white, these 
bones have often been prized as ornaments. 

8 South Carolina \Vi/.dlife 

of salanarsh creeks and are esteemed as delicacies, offered in many seafood 
restaurants as blackened redfish. Their larger relatives brave the pounding surf 

and turbulent waters of inlets and sloughs where they capture crabs, menhaden or 
mullet struggling against the current and devour them without the effort of a chase. 

The red drum is known by different names throughout its range. In North 

Carolina, fish under fifteen pounds are called puppy drum, those fifteen to thirty 
pounds are yearlings, and fish larger than thirty pounds are just drum. In South 

Carolina, the most common names are channel bass and spottail bass, while in 

the Gulf of Mexico the species goes by redfish. 

The variety of names afforded the red drum stems from both its appearance and 

its behavior. Its most striking feature is the coppery-red color of its flanks which 
fades to a pearly silver on its belly. A narrow row of lighter-colored scales forms a 

lateral line which extends from the back of its broad, snub-nosed head to its tail. 

The species is identified at a glance by the single ebony spot ( occasionally more) 
found near its tail, a trait which earned it the nickname of spottail. 

The drum family, which includes red and black drum, spot , croaker and spotted 

seatrout, derives its name from the drumming or croaking noises these fish 

sometimes make. The sounds are produced by strong muscles near the sides of the 

fish's swim bladder. The muscles work in the same way as the strings on a guitar, 

with the swim bladder acting as a resonance chamber amplify ing their vibrations. 

Why drum produce these sounds is not entirely clear; however, it is known that 

the drumming increases during the spawning season and decreases at other times. 

It is also known that the fish have well-developed ear bones or otoliths. Based on 
this knowledge some have suggested that drum produce sounds to aid in locating 

a mate and signal readiness for spawning. This type of aural communication 

makes sense when one considers that drum generally inhabit murky estuarine 

waters where visibility is poor. 
Studies show that red drum are extremely long-lived fish. A life span of thirty 

years is not uncommon, especially among the big bulls. Each spring's warmer 

water stimulates a growth spurt, and a ring is deposited on the fish 's hard parts 

the scales, spines, vertebrae and ear bones. Much as a forester estimates the age of 

a tree by counting the number of annual rings in its trunk, marine biologists use a 

microscope to examine the rings on the red drum's otoliths to obtain an accurate 

age estimate. 

T he life cycle of the red drum is intimately associated with our state's 

estuaries. Spawning takes place along the front beaches and near 

inlets from August to O ctober. Some males become sexually mature 
when they are two years old (about twenty-eight inches in length 

and from five to eight pounds in weight) , whereas females mature when they are 

age three (about thirty-two inches in length and from eight to fourteen pounds in 

weight). To prevent overharvest of these larger fish that comprise the spawners, 

South Carolina has a possession limit of one fish over thirty-two inches in length 

per angler per day throughout the year. 

Female red drum produce an enormous number of eggs during the spawning 
season. Biologists at the state wildlife department's Marine Resources Research 

Institute laboratory found that eigh t large females spawned over a hundred 

million eggs. Released and fertilized at mid-depths, the buoyant eggs float to the 
surface where they wi11 hatch after twenty hours in seven ty-five-degree water. The 

tiny larvae, less than a tenth of an inch long at hatching, are transported by tidal 
currents into the estuaries that serve as this species' nursery grounds. 

In South C arolina, very small red drum seem to prefer the protected shallow

water creeks that meander through spartina (cordgrass) marshes. This productive 

marsh habitat provides the food and shelter necessary for young red drum to 

survive and grow. They remain in these creeks from August to mid-December 

feeding on tiny crustaceans such as copepods. A s the juveniles grow their diet 



red drum 

changes, and they prey mostly upon shrimp, crabs and larval fishes. 

During the colder months when water temperatures fall below fifty-five degrees, 

generally from December through February, the young red drum depart the 

shallow creeks and seek out deeper holes in the estuaries. When water 

temperatures rise in early spring, the juveniles return to the marshes where they 

remain until June or July. 
With the arrival of summer these young-of-year fish form small schools and 

leave the marsh creeks for the main estuary. The red drum's first summer is a vital 

period of rapid growth during which they more than double in size. In four months 
0 une through September) their average weight increases from six to thirteen 

ounces and their average length from six to thirteen inches. 
South Carolina law protects juvenile red drum from harvest during this period 

of rapid growth. From June 1 until September 30 it is illegal to keep red drum less 

than fourteen inches in total length (measured from the tip of the snout to the 

end of the tail). This restriction makes sense for many reasons, but two of the 
most obvious pertain to "catch in' and eatin'." 

As juvenile red drum grow they develop what sportfishermen call "shoulders." 

Their ability to put up a good fight on light tackle is much greater at nearly a 

pound than at a third of a pound. Also if you harvest small fish you don't get 

much in your skillet when it comes time for supper. A six-ounce red drum yields 

only two to three ounces of edible meat after cleaning, requiring a mess of fish to 
provide an adequate meal. If that same six-ounce fish is allowed to grow another 

four months, however, it will more than double in weight and then provide the 

better part of a meal. 

In order to prevent overharvest of these school fish, there is also a limit of 

twenty red drum less than thirty-two inches in length per angler per day. 

Of particular interest to fishermen are the red drum's feeding habits, for knowing 

when, where and what these fish eat reveals the best time, place and bait to use to 
catch them. 

Red drum are mid-level to bottom feeders and are often seen in a head-down 

position browsing and rooting the bottom in search of crustaceans and other prey. 

Juvenile red drum feed predominantly on fiddler and mud crabs which inhabit 

the intertidal areas of estuaries. During high tide, fiddler crabs withdraw into 

burrows dug in the mud between clumps of vegetation to await the sea's ebb when 

they venture. out onto the exposed mud flats to feed. Red drum swim into these 
grassy shallows during high tide and attempt to root the fiddler crabs out of their 

burrows or ambush any that stray from their hideaway. 

Submerged live oyster beds, called rakes by Lowcountry fishermen, also provide 
favorite saltmarsh feeding grounds for smaller red drum. The constant pumping of 

block drum 

spot 

Members of the same family, these fishes share several 
characteristics such as an undercut lower jaw and nearly 
horizontal mouth, but they also exhibit specific differences. 
Both the red drum and spot have a distinctive dark blotch 
visible from the side, one's at its tail and the other's near 
its gill slit; the spot and croaker have oblique dark streaks 
on their sides; the croaker and block drum have growths, 
called barbels, along their jaws. 
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Red Drum, Sciaenops ocellatus 

Description: A large fish, to 5 feet; iridescent silvery grey 
with a copper cast; two dorsal fins , the first just meeting 
the base of the second which is longer, has more mys; one 
or more large, black, eye-like spots present near base of 
caudal fin; seal.es large and spiny. Upper jaw projects 
beyond the lower. 

Distribution: Gulf coast of Mexico to south Florida and 
along the Atlantic coast of US. from south Florida to 
New York; most abundant on Atlantic coast from Virginia 
to Florida. Migrate in response to temperature, salinity 
and food availability. 

Habitat: Surf zone to offshore waters. Young fishes form 
small schools in creeks and shallow water of estuaries near 
grass beds and oyster bars. Trophy red drum ( 30 pounds 
or more) found on front beaches of barrier islands and 
around inlets. 

Feeding Habits: Preys on crabs, shrimp and fishes; feeds 
throughout the day and also at night. 

Record size: The world record, caught on the Outer 
Banks of North Carolina on November 7, 1984, weighed 
94 pounds, 2 ounces. The South Carolina state record 
was caught by A.]. Taylor in 1965 at Murrells Inlet. It 
weighed 75 pounds, 0 ounces. 

JO Sowh Carolina Wildlife 

the oysters attracts marine life from microscopic organisms on up the food chain 
to finger mullet, menhaden and other bait fish sought by red drum. A favorite 
time to fish these sites is during various stages of the ebb tide. As the receding 
water drains around the oyster rake, red drum tend to congregate just off the eddy 
and dart into the flowing water to snap up shrimp, minnows or an angler's baited 
hook. 

Coastal fishermen are sometimes puzzled when a favorite red drum hot spot that 
has consistently provided good fishing suddenly seems emptied of fish. Numerous 
anglers report "catching the blazes" out of red drum for three days in a row at a 
favorite fishing hole only to retum on the fourth day and catch none. Did the fish 
suddenly move to another creek or out to sea, or was the abundance of young red 
drum severely reduced in that location? 

Important clues to this mystery have been provided by tagging studies conducted 
in the estuaries of Charleston Harbor. Since July 1986, marine biologists with the 
state wildlife department have tagged and released 2,100 red drum in order to 
monitor their movements and determine rates of growth and harvest; anglers 
have retumed 349 tags removed from young red drum they've caught. In 
subsequent tagging operations biologists have recaptured over 250 red drum 
previously caught and tagged in the same area. Some fish have been recaptured in 
the same location as many as six times over a six-month period. 

These results, as well as those gathered by other investigators, indicate that 
small red drum (less than twenty inches) tend to remain in a defined area and 
therefore exist in resident populations. These localized populations are vulnerable 
to overharvest, with the result that a particular red drum hot spot such as'a creek 
or slough can be fished out by heavy angling pressure. 

Not all juvenile red drum are stay-at-homes. Fish tagged and released on the 
front beach of Morris Island near the mouth of C harleston Harbor have been 
caught as far away as Ocean Isle Beach in North Carolina, 140 nautical miles 
away. Why these fish that inhabit the front beach move long distances while 
those inside the estuary show little movement is as yet a mystery. 

In recent years the commercial and recreational harvest of red drum has risen so 
dramatically that populations were greatly depleted in the waters of some Gulf 
Coast states. In Louisiana for example, the harvest of red drum by any means was 
halted for a time because of overexploitation. 

Mariculture could help meet the commercial demand for this fine food fish. 
Biologists now have at their disposal the technology necessary to produce redfish 
in a hatchery setting. At the wildlife department's Waddell Mariculture Center at 
Bluffton, researchers have been spawning red drum in the laboratory for the past 
three years. After grow-out in ponds, four- to six-inch tagged fish have been 
released into estuaries during preliminary studies. Subsequent retums of tags by 
recreational anglers have indicated that these pond-raised fish survive and grow 
well in the wild. Biologists hope to avoid a situation where it is necessary to 
augment the natural population with hatchery-produced fish, but the capability is 
available if necessary. 

At the present time, the population of red drum in South Carolina waters 
appears healthy, bolstered by a very successful spawning season in 1986. The most 
imminent threat to the red drum's well-being does not arise from fishing, but rather 
from continued growth along our coastline and the subsequent deterioration of 
environmental quality. 

As with so many creatures of the sea, the red drum's health is inextricably 
linked to that of our state's estuaries and coastal wetlands. This shallow marsh 
habitat, one of the most prolific in the world, is for conservation professionals and 
sportsmen a major focus of concem; for Sweet William, it is the nursery of life. _,,,,,.., 

Charlie Wenner is an associate marine scientist with the wildlife department's Marine 
Resources Research Institute in Charleston. 



EVENTS 

NOVEMBER I-DECEMBER 31. 
Christmas Connections. Myrtle Beach. 

Home tours, concerts, special church 
programs, rurkey shoots, dances, community 
treelighting ceremonies and other events. 
Contact Anne R. Fisher, P.O. Box 2115, 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29578, 626-7444. 
NOVEMBER 6-18. 

Quilt Show. Aiken. Antique and 
contemporary quilts on display at Aiken 
County Museum. Contact Nanna Farris, 
433 Newberry Street, SW, Aiken, SC 
29801, 642-2015. 
NOVEMBER 10. 

Vista Lights. Columbia. Take a candlelight 
stroll through the Congaree Vista Antiques 
and Arts District, fearuring specialty shops, 
antique stores and galleries; chamber music 
concerts, theatrical productions, art exhibits 
and carriage rides. Hours: 5:30-9:00 p. m. 
Contact Debbie Parker, P.O. Box 734, 
Columbia, SC 29202, 256-1873. 

S.C. Waterfowl Banquet. Rock Hill. First 
annual fund-raising event; an evening of fun, 
entertainment, auction , games, and raffling 
off duck boat, prints, guns and decoys. 
Contact ToddSnipes, P.O. Box 3133, Rock 
Hill, SC 29731-3133, 328-0131. 
NOVEMBER 12. 

Fall Bird Walks. Hunting Island State 
Park, Frogmore. This walk will offer the 
novice birder as well as the seasoned veteran 
a chance to identify, observe and enjoy the 
migratory birds and ducks of our coast. 
Contact State Parks at 838-2011 or 734-0156. 
NOVEMBER 12-13. 

Plantation Days. C harleston . Cider and 
syrup making, candle dipping, wool dyeing, 
spinn ing, cow milking, and other activities 
help create the sights and sounds of harvest 
time at Middleton Plantation. Contact 
Charlene Burns, Middleton Place, Ashley 
River Road, Charleston, SC 29414, 
556-6020. 
NOVEMBER 13. 

Waterfowl on Wateree. Lake Wateree 
State Park, Winnsboro. Come spend the day 
observing the various types of waterfowl on 
Lake Wateree. Trek begins on Desportes 
Island where hundreds of wild ducks plus 

great blue herons, egrets and other waterfowl 
gather. S.C. Wildlife Department biologists 
will lead the expedition. Pre-registration 
required. Contact State Parks, 1205 
Pendleton Street, Columbia, SC 29201, 
482-6126 or 734-0156. 
NOVEMBER 19. 

Fishing Techniques. Huntington Beach 
State Park, Murrells Inlet. "How-tos" for surf 
fishing and cast netting. Pre-registration 
required. Contact State Parks, 23 7-4440. 

Backyard Wildlife Series. Table Rock 
State Park, Pickens. Pre-registration required. 
Contact State Parks, 878-9813. 
NOVEMBER 26. 

Chitlin' Strut. Salley. Country music, 
parade, carnival, crafts, pig calling contest, 
barbecued chicken and chitlins. Contact 
E. W C lamp, P.O. Box 482, Salley, SC 
29137, 258-3331. 
DECEMBER 2-3. 

Fourth Annual Christmas Arts and 
Crafts Show. Orangeburg. Come and enjoy 
this craft show offering quali ty wares at 
affordable prices. Contact Susan Hammond, 
Orangeburg Parks and Recreation 
Department, P.O. Box 1321, Orangeburg, 
SC 29115-1321, 534-6211. 
DECEMBER 2-4. 

Holiday Market. Columbia. Selected 
children's clothing, furnishings, food, and 
one-of-a-kind gifts, State Fairground's 
Cantey Building. Contact Amanda Mays, 
4600 Forest Drive, Suite 4, Columbia, SC 
29206, 782-5211. 

Catfish Stomp. Elgin. Arts, crafts, parade, 
carnival, entertainment and savory catfish 
stew. Contact J. Don Watson, P. 0. Box 850, 
Elgin, SC 29045, 438-2362. 
DECEMBER 3. 

Christmas Light Boat Parade. Columbia. 
More than 100 boats, decorated with lights 
and ornaments, parade by Lake Murray 
Dam; firework display and music. Contact 
Miriam Atria, Lake Murray Tourism, P.O. 
Box 210096, Columbia, SC 29212, 
731-9990. 
DECEMBER 6-9. 

Holiday Open House. Columbia. 
Mann-Simons Cottage has been restored 

to its 1880 appearance. Contact Kay Wilson, 
Mann-Simons Cottage, 1403 Richland 
Street, Columbia, SC 29201, 252-1420. 
JANUARY6-7. 

Grand American Coon Hunt. 
Orangeburg. Some of the finest coon dO'gs 
from across the United States and Canada 
compete for trophies and prizes. Contact Bud 
Ducker, 504 C hurchill Circle, Greenvi lle, 
SC 29605, 277-5222 or 297-3650. 
JANUARY28. 

S.C. Wildlife Federation Annual Meeting 
and Banquet. Myrtle Beach. Members and 
friends are invited to attend the annual 
meeting fo llowed by an awards banquet to 
honor South Carolina's outstanding 
conservationists. Contact Betty Spence, 
P.O. Box 61159, Columbia, SC 29260, 
782-8626. 
FEBRUARY 17-18. 

Pig Pick'n Championship. Charleston. 
Endorsed by the S. C. Pork Board, this 
cooking competition will bring together over 
fifty cooks from the Carolinas, Georgia and 
Florida; fun , entertainment. Contact Bill 
Parrish, P.O. Box 31091, Charleston, SC 
19417, 766-5518. 
FEBRUARY 17-19. 

Southeastern Wildlife Exposition. 
Charleston. Wildlife art, carvings, crafts, 
sculptures, contests, auctions, wildlife 
exhibits featured in several downtown 
historic bui ldings. Contact Nancyjean 
Smith, P.O. Box 71468, Charleston, SC 
29415, 723-1748. 
FEBRUARY 24. 

Tri-Delta Alumnae House Tour. 
Charleston. Tour of private historic 
Charleston homes; proceeds to benefit 
scholarship foundation . Contact Julia G. 
Miles, 42 7 Oakmont Lane, Charleston, SC 
29412, 795-3980. 

NOTE: Dates are subject to change, so call 
before traveling to an event. All area codes: 
803. To list an event, please send information 
three months in advance of the magazine's 
publication date to 1iicia \\'.uy, South Carolina 
Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, SC 
29202-0167, 734-3972 .. .,,., 
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Some outdoor products go out of style between fall and spring turkey seasons. 
Others were so great to start with that they're still around, decades after they were invented. 

MODERN· CLASSICS 
by Jim Mize 

twas the end of World War II; the boys were coming home. 

With them came trinkets, souvenirs, even fishing tackle. One 

returning GI gave a French-made spinner to Todd Sheldon. The 

tackle shop owner thanked his friend, placed the odd-looking 
lure in his tackle box and promptly forgot about it. 

There is absolutely nothing a fisherman won't try when the fish 

refuse to bite, and in 1951, Sheldon found himself in exactly such 

a predicament. He had fished all morning on Wisconsin's Wolf 

River without a single strike. Searching through his tackle he 

spied the little French spinner and, in two hours, caught four 
trout totaling over twelve pounds. Sheldon, the businessman, 

too, was hooked. He decided to try selling the lures in his shop. 

For a while, Sheldon's G I friend traded nylon stockings to a 

French girl in return for spinners. However, fishermen can't keep 

a secret, particularly when successful, and the shop owner soon 
found himself in another predicament. The spinner's popularity 

had outrun the girl's need for stockings. Undaunted, Sheldon 

arranged to purchase directly from the lure's inventor, Andre 
Muelnart. 

This year, Sheldon is celebrating the little spinner's fiftieth 

birthday, and with good reason. Since the afternoon when that 
first spinner was tossed into his tackle box and all but forgotten, 

his operation has grown from a ten-square-foot room to a 48,000-

square-foot corporate headquarters in Antigo, Wisconsin, and 
350 million Mepps spinners have gone out in search of fish. 

Few items can boast such a history, for products, like living 
organisms, go through life cycles. Initial sales build slowly as word 
of mouth attracts customers. If the product is a good one and is 

well advertised, sales may build rapidly. Eventually sales peak, 

then begin to decline as the market becomes saturated or a new 
item captures the public's fancy and the original item disappears 

from the marketplace. 

Product life spans vary. Breakfast cereals and computers may go 

through this cycle in a matter of months. Car styles change 
annually to pump new life into the model. 

Among the hundreds of products introduced to the sporting

goods field each year, only a few continue to survive and even 
prosper over twenty-five years and more. These have earned the 

right to be recognized as modem classics, representative of 

excellence among their own kind, having proven their 

effectiveness and survived the technological improvements and 
offerings of competitors. 
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This is particularly true of fishing lures. The answer changes 
every time I ask a tackle shop owner, "What are they hitting this 
week?" 

Lures go through fads as each takes a tum as "hot" item on the 

tournament trail. Very few, like the Mepps spinner, still find their 
way into nearly every fisherman's tackle box. One which can join 

the Mepps in our modem classics hall of fame is the Jitterbug. 
"This lure probably taught more people to fish than any other 

lure in America," suggests Dick Kotis, president of Arbogast. In 
my case, he's right. 

In the late fifties, fishing pressure on our favorite bass lake was 

light, and whenever we lost a nice bass we named him and stayed 
after him week after week. One summer evening, I tied into Old 

Thumb-Buster. Dad had hooked him or his brother once before. 

Old Thumb-Buster took my Jitterbug like it had his name on it, 

and then he chucked it right back at my feet with one good 

tail-walk in between. The excitement of seeing it all happen on 

the surface made the Jitterbug my favorite lure. 
This visibility, said Kotis, is one reason for the Jitterbug's 

leading role in teaching kids to fish. "These kids' dads would start 

them on Jitterbugs instead of underwater lures," he explained, 

"so both could watch the lure. The dads could then tell their kids 
whether to speed up or slow down their retrieve. Kids seem 

fascinated with Jitterbugs because they are swimming lures." 

The early days of the Jitterbug's history are muddled. Carl 
Luckey, in his Old Fishing Lures and Tackle, reports one story 
version that dates back to the 1920s, when Fred Arbogast 

supposedly whittled a plug from a broom handle and put a spoon 

on the front to make it dive. Failing to function, this misfire was 

tossed into a drawer where it lay until 1934 when Arbogast and a 
friend picked it up again. 

The remodeled lure, made of cedar and sporting glass eyes, was 
offered to fishermen in 1937. On July 9, 1940, it was patented. 

Success came as quickly as a topwater strike. 

The Jitterbug of today, plastic instead of cedar, is available in a 
variety of sizes, weights and colors. But it still sells, it still swims, 

and it sti ll catches bass. 

13. Hunters, fishermen and campers depend on the same tried-and
true products far success and enjoyment outdoars, year after year. 
Designed to survive fickle markets and outlast competition, classic 
equipment still sells and serves. 





N o catalog of angling classics would be complete without 
recognizing the French for another contribution to 
American fishing ... the Mitchell 300 reel. I got my first one 

at the ripe old age of six. 
Put any reel in the hands of a kid, and it wi ll have a tough day. 

Mine had many. Bass, bluegills, carp, suckers, trout, bluefish, 
flounders, sting rays and blow toads - my Mitchell handled 
them all admirably. 

Evidently, others have had experiences with the 300 nearly as 
favorable as my own. Mitchell 300s have been on the market 
since 1948. In their first forty years, twenty million were sold, an 
average of one per minute. 

Unlike the old standby Mitchell , most boat designs change 
rapidly, with new models coming out annually. Recently, boats 
have resembled V-shaped wisps of fiberglass. One ugly duckling, 
however, has been swimming along successfully for thirty years 
with minimal change in hull design. 

"Dick Fisher believed he could build an unsinkable boat," 
explained Paul Foster, manager of public relations for Boston 
Whaler Inc. "The foam core construction was the key." 

Even in 1958, when Fisher and friends designed the first 
Whaler through trial and error, its appearance was unusual. The 
boat's outrageous look was overcome because it was a good size for 
youngsters to learn on and their parents knew it would not sink, 
noted Foster. In a 1961 demonstration for a Life magazine 
photographer, Fisher sawed a Whaler in half with a chain saw, all 
the while remaining afloat. 

In addition to being unsinkable, the Whaler is stable and 
durable. Reliability sells Whalers, as evidenced by a client list 
that includes the Coast Guard, many fire departments, and the 
Marines. About 160,000 Boston Whalers are in use today, and 
the market for used Whalers remains strong. Models start at nine 
feet, and Boston Whaler commemorated its thirtieth birthday by 
adding a 31-footer to its offerings. 

♦ Browning believed reloading could be accomplished using the 
forces generated when the shell 
fired. Other companies paid 
tribute by licensing the right to 
manufacture a similar gun. 

Of the classics here noted, the earliest is the Browning 
Automatic Shotgun. John Moses Browning designed eighty guns 
in his lifetime, but the one that had the greatest impact on South 
Carolina hunters is the Automatic 5 . 

Browning believed that reloading could be accomplished using 
the forces generated when the shell fired. Between 1900 and 
1904 he filed four patents on autoloading shotguns. The first was 
manufactured in 1903 by Fabrique Nationale, a gunmaker in 
Belgium. It was a 12-gauge, five-shot model, with a 28-inch 
barrel and English walnut stock. 

The phrase "Belgium Browning'' has been synonymous with 
shooting quality. Dad picked one up in the fifties and, over the 
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years, has used it to bag small game and deer, including one 
nine-pointer. For him and many other hunters, this automatic 
with the hump back has been the preferred gun afield. 

Other gun companies have paid tribute to Browning by copying 
his automatic or licensing the right to manufacture a similar gun, 
making his influence on today's firearms greater than that of the 
Auto 5 alone. But the lasting quality of the Auto 5 has kept it an 
important part of Browning's offering nearly ninety years after the 
model was first introduced. 

♦ The Coleman camp stove grew 
out of the hot~plate market, one 
Coleman had entered at the 
request of a barber who wanted 
hot water for shaving. 

About the same time that J.M. Browning filed his first patent 
on the Auto 5, William C. Coleman, a Kansas school teacher 
and part-time salesman, began a rural lighting supply company. 
He started out using lamps purchased from the Irby-G illiland 
Company in Memphis, Tennessee, and in 1902 bought all rights 
to their lamp, refined it, and renamed it the Coleman Arc 
Lamp. This lamp was designed for indoor use. It wasn't until 1914 
that an outdoor lantern became available. 

Further refinements were made over the next ten to twelve 
years, including match-lighting capability. Previously, lighting 
had been accomplished with felt dipped in wood alcohol and 
ignited. The Instant-Lite models, with air pumps and styling 
recognizable today, hit the market in 1928. Since that first 
Coleman lantern was introduced, over forty million have been 
sold. 

The company's portable stove was born in the 1920s, when the 
growing market for camping equipment was recognized as an 
opportunity for Coleman products. A 1926 advertisement, titled 
"The Smooth Way to Rough It," explained Coleman's dedication 
to providing convenience and comfort in the outdoors. An 
excerpt from the ad reads, ':,\ Coleman Camp Stove not alone 
answers the question 'When do we eat?' but also enables you to 
cook anything you want to eat ... Roughing it is fine - but don't 
take it literally. Enjoy real home cooking." 

The Coleman camp stove grew out of the hot-plate market, 
one Coleman had entered at the request of a barber who wanted 
hot water for shaving. In 1923, a patent was filed for the Model 1, 
a two-burner unit with or without oven. National advertisements 
listed it for $18. 

Stove colors changed from Model A black to mahogany before 
settling on the baked green enamel that has become a Coleman 
trademark. Refinements in burners, fuel tanks and lighting were 
made, but the purpose and function of the stove stayed the same. 
Coleman wanted to make a portable unit that was windproof, 
clean-burning, and easily regulated. Introduction of the Band-A
Blu burner, still in use today, accomplished this feat in 1936. 
Over fifteen million Coleman stoves have been produced since 
the Model l's introduction in 1923. 



While Browning and Coleman were working on their products, 
Leon L. Bean was pondering ways to improve the service of 
hunting boots. Leather loggers' boots were too heavy and easily 
became soaked. Rubber boots were dry but clumsy and 
uncomfortable, especially where they chafed ankles and calves 
while walking. 

In 1907, while working in his brother Ervin's dry goods store , 
L. L. Bean reportedly took a pair of rubber boots off the shelf, cut 
off the tops, and carried the bottom halves down the street to a 
cobbler who put on leather uppers. Thus was born the Maine 
Hunting Shoe, often referred to among outdoorsmen as the Bean 
Boot. 

Lest you think such a classic had an easy life, there were some 
major setbacks during the product's infancy. For instance, after 
L. L. and his friends had tested a few pairs, Bean thought he had 
the boot perfected and had a hundred pairs made. He sold them 
all. Unfortunately, nine_ty pairs were returned because the leather 
and rubber sections separated. But L. L. made good on all returns 
and went back to the drawing board. By 1912, after working with 
U.S. Rubber to reinforce the top of the soles for sewing, L. L. was 
ready to start his mail-order business. 

He set up shop in the basement of Ervin's store, got a list of 
sportsmen purchasing nonresident hunting licenses in Maine, 
and sent them circulars that began, "Outside your gun, nothing 
is so important to your outfit as your footwear. You cannot expect 
success hunting deer or moose if your feet are not properly 
dressed." 

The original Maine Hunting Shoe weighed only 31 ounces, 

greater comfort. And the shoe comes in two colors and a variety 
of heights and sizes. 

Since those first hundred pairs were made, sales have grown 
steadily. Kilton Andrew Jr., manager for public affairs at L. L. 
Bean, noted that 1988 sales fo r the Maine Hunting Shoe were 
expected to total approximately one-quarter million pairs. 

If the tum of the century was a good time for those who would 
create classic shotguns, lanterns and boots, it was also a good 
time for the founding of companies that would answer the 
hunter's search for a sharp knife and eventually change the look 
of hunting knives. 

As a blacksmith in Leavenworth, Kansas, H .H. Buck was 
searching for a way to extend the life of grub-hoes or mattoxes for 
the local farmers who came to him. Their blades dulled and wore 
out too quickly to suit him. Experimenting with castoff . 
horseshoeing rasps, Buck developed an innovative tempering 
technique which transformed high-carbon steel into tough , 
durable steel that was not brittle. 

Buck's tempered hoes amazed the farmers: the edges stayed 
sharp! Many of them asked ifhe could make a knife with the 
same temper ... one that would hold its edge. 

In the eighty-odd years that have passed since H. H . tempered 
his first knife blade, Buck Knives Inc. has become America's 
leading producer of traditional fixed-blade hunting knives. Buck 
markets more than seventy models, plus a wide range of custom 
knives, and can take credit for designing the first fo lding lock
blade which revolutionized hunting knives. 

The Model 110 Folding Hunter, introduced in 1963, gave 

♦ L. L. Bean took a pair of rubber boots off the shelf, cut off the tops, and carried the 
bottom halves down the street to a cobbler who put on leather uppers. 

had 7 ½-inch tops, and a leather innersole to prevent the clammy 
feeling feet get on rubber soles. The boots, postage paid, sold for 
$3.50 per pair. 

That Bean indeed had created an excellent pair of boots is 
evidenced by a customer's letter dated September 1, 1912. E. W 
Conant wrote, ':,\m sending you the pair of Maine Hunting 
Shoes I bought of you last fall. I wore these shoes two weeks 
moose hunting last October and then put them right into hard 
service on the milk farm right up to the first of March. They are 
now in almost perfect condition except the soles are worn so thin 
that I want them re-vamped. This is the first winter I ever got 
through without two or three pairs heavy buckle rubbers. Your 
shoe is not only 0. K. for hunting, but is the lightest and best 
wearing farm shoe I ever had." 

Today L. L. Bean Inc. continues to re-vamp worn boots with 
new rubber bottoms. I currently thrash around the South 
Carolina muck in a pair that are on their third set. 

The modem Maine Hunting Shoe has changed only a bit from 
the original. A split backstay has been added to eliminate chafing 
on the Achilles tendon . Improved innersoles are available for 

outdoorsmen a sturdy, practical, four-inch-bladed field knife that 
locked open, firmly in place, yet would fold down and store away 
in a compact sheath that measured less than five inches overall. 
The Model 110 has changed little, though the company notes 
that handle edges and bolsters were slightly rounded four years 
ago for a better feel. 

Browning's Automatic 5, Coleman's stove and lantern, Bean's 
Maine Hunting Shoe, Buck's Model llO, Arbogast's Jitterbug, 
the Mepps spinner, the Mitchell 300, and the Boston Whaler; 
these are just a smattering of the outdoor products developed in 
the last one hundred years. Most of the others are seen more 
often in reference books than gun and tackle shops. 

The products described here have lasted because they survived 
the rain, ice and snow, the mud, the wear, and the competition . 
Outdoorsmen bought them because they work, the ultimate test 
for a classic in any product field. Like any others that are well on 
their way to this distinction, they are tributes to the men who 
pioneered them and to the American spirit. _ _,,., 

Jim Mize is a free-lance writer wlwse work has appeared in a number of 
outdoor magazines. 
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Gi t Through Time 
Millions of wark,hours over a span of twenty years are at last culminating in achievement of a lofty goal: 
the opening of a museum South Carolinians can call our very own. 

by Linda Renshaw 

photography by Ted Borg 

ln August's heat, the vast dim spaces echo with the sounds of 

workmen's hammers and the whine of a saw. In the air is the biting 
odor of paint as the finishing touches are put on partitions and 

backdrops. Men on ladders adjust lights and position artifacts, and 
exhibit team members anxiously consult over packets of plans. 

The final weeks are a countdown of fretting over delays, changing 
delivery schedules and monitoring work in progress all over the 
United States. So much to do, so little time. 

By November, when this issue of South Carolina Wildlife is in your 
hands, now-rough halls will have undergone a transformation. The 
breakneck pace of hectic, yet painstaking, construction activity will 
have slowed, and much of the dreams of planners and staff will be 
reality. 

When at last late summer's dog days give way to the first frosts of 
fa ll , workmen will move behind the scenes and volunteer guides will 
take their place, leading visitors through this vast building. All the 
hard work will pay off with the opening of the brand-new South 
Carolina State Museum-a place designed to excite and intrigue, to 
stimulate and teach, to inspire pleasure and pride in Carolinians' 
identity and origin, a place of endless wonders. 

High above the exhibits entrance hang four tons and forty-three 
feet of prehistoric white shark rendered in fiberglass and aluminum, 
jaws agape, massive teeth flashing, tail and fins captured in mid-glide 
through an ancient sea. 

Beyond the shark and one floor up, a replica of the first American
built passenger train, the Best Friend of C harleston, seems to chug 
along an imaginary track beneath the wings of a 1929 airplane built 
by C lemson engineering students. At the highest level is a replica of 
the sturdy palmetto-log walls of Fort Moultrie. All are part of this gift 

from the state to itself and generations to come: a repository of the 
past, a collection for the present, a prediction of what is yet to be. 

South Carolina is a unique place with a unique history. Its local 
and regional museums could preserve only bits and pieces of that 
history. Lacking an institution to collect, preserve and interpret a 
record of the entire state, hundreds of significant objects crossed our 
borders over the years and were lost to collectors and museums in 
other states. The necessity of preserving and interpreting the record 
of the whole, from mountains to midlands to sea, was perceived by 
many to be a priority, to be pursued before more material evidence of 
our heritage had vanished. 

16 Sowh Carolina Wi/alife 

In the idea stages since the late 1960s and mandated in 1973, the 
museum commission had the herculean task of building a staff, 
assembling collections, and planning a permanent base for its 
efforts. This fall, four halls open to welcome the public to South 
Carolina's very own museum. With one-of-a-kind objects like the 
great prehistoric shark, a 1,300-pound model of the extinct 
mastodon , a shake-it-yourself earthquake exhibit, and meticulously 
detailed habitat dioramas, this museum is like no other in the 
nation -unique in setting, approach and focus. 

"Our setting is certainly one of a kind because we're located inside 
our biggest artifact," said State Museum Executive Director Overton 
G. Ganong. "This massive building opened in 1894 as Columbia 
Mills, the first totally electric textile mill in the world. 

"It's also unique because we're the only museum dedicated to 
collecting, preserving and exhibiting artifacts specifically fo r our 
state. We'll present world or national concepts in a South Carolina 
context." 



( 

16-17. Artistry and elbow grease have fulfilled the visions of state museum staff, shown above with the prehistoric great white shark model, greeting 
visitors to South Carolina's newest cultural showplace. Completion of the shark, which hangs high above the exhibits entrance, took three years, from 
early design of the model by assistant director of exhibits Jake Brown, through engineering and creation by sculptor Stavros Chrysostomides, to its final 
journey atop a National Guard truck along the streets of Columbia. 
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18- 19. The old Columbia Cotton Mills building offered high ceilings and vast, open spaces to house the 
treasures of the state's history. Spinning frames like the two below ( mirrors create the illusion of more) spun 
raw cotton into thread around the time the photo opposite was taken, in the early 1900s. Charleston 
blacksmith Philip Simmons was commissioned to create the intricately wrought gate at left, one of the works 
displayed in the art gallery. 

The state museum occupies about 200,000 square feet of the 

former Mount Vernon Mills, on the National Register of Historic 

Places. Space is shared with three other organizations: the state's tax 
commission , the State Library for the Blind and Physically 

Handicapped and the Greater Columbia Visitors Center. On the 
banks of the Columbia Canal and in the heart of the developing 

district known as Congaree Vista, the museum blends old and new 
to entice visitors from all com ers of the state to a center of recreation 

and learning. 
In today's society, a museum is recognized as a vigorous, ever

changing storehouse and protector of all that is important in history. 
Planners believe it should also be a place where people get excited 

about the world around them and want to know more about it. The 
shark model that greets visitors-all eight thousand pounds of it, 

complete with six-inch teeth-surely impresses, but a closer look 

prompts curiosity as to its production, transport and the history of 
the beast itself. Built by Columbia sculptor Stavros C hrysostomides 

in his studio and moved to the site by a forty-foot National Guard 
truck, the model represents Carcharodon megalodon, prehistoric 

relative of tcday's great white shark that swam our sea twenty million 

years ago. 

The South Carolina focus of the museum is readily apparent at the 

entrance to the natural history hall . A ten-foot 3-D map of the state 

relates to all the disciplines represented in the museum, showing the 

physiographic provinces that have influenced our history and 
technology, since industries and settlements were traditionally tied 

to the geology and formations of the state. Out-of-staters will 
immediately perceive the shape of South Carolina, its different 

features, river systems and major regions. 
If museum-goers see nothing more than this of the natural history 

features, they at least have an overview of the Palmetto State and 
can move on to the floors above. But beyond the map are vivid 

graphics and models of the earth, its formation and functions, 
specifically designed to draw visitors right around the comer into the 

Dynamic Earth exhibit. 
Planning of this area is typical of that carried out for the entire 

museum. Special teacher-committees advise on schools' curriculum 

requirements and offer input on what's already available to the 
public. Teams composed of the exhibits designers, curators and 

education staff along with other museum professionals then 
brainstorm, recommend, and move to put the plans into action. 

The Dynamic Earth team faced a challenge-how to use new 
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"Our setting is certainly one of a kind because we' re located inside our biggest artifact. " 

research information, phrased in highly technical language, to 
engage the interest of all ages, from first-graders to senior citizens. 

One solution was to display different time periods of South 
Carolina's past, using rocks and minerals to tell about each era. A s is 

true throughout the museum, methods have been devised to involve 
the visitor: many of the rocks can be touched and handled , a lens 

over the igneous rocks magnifies their exact minerals, and a big glass 
cylinder filled with rock, water, mud and sand can be inverted to 

show how layers settle out, forming sedimentary rock. 

To show how metamorphic rock fonns, "Squishy Mountains," a 

big chunk of foam representing layers of earth, may be folded, 
crushed and squished together. "Dial-A-Quake" demonstrates 

earthquakes, a significant, little-understood feature of South 
Carolina. After setting up a building-block house, the visitor can 

dial in the magnitude of an earthquake and watch the effects on his 

construction. 
As Natural History C urator Michael Ray explained, behind every 

exhibit is a fundamental motive. "Our aim is to re-inspire that 

childlike view of the world, the realization that everything is 
fantastic , everything is amazing. People are used to seeing an old 

object, an artifact, and thinking nothing about it. We're trying to 

display things in a way that gets adults excited again, like children
awakening their inquisitiveness, their energy." 

Research on the part of everyone involved, from curator to exhibit 

sculptor, has produced factual, precise exhibits. The limestone 
quarry diorama for the Life in the Past area required decisions on 

what to display, how to display it , and how to make it exciting. 

Some of the animals depicted had never been drawn before; so little 

was known about them that scientists were reluctant to risk putting 

forth incorrect hypotheses. 
The diorama, representing several different limestone quarries like 

those around the Harleyville area, Gifford Hill and Giant Portland, 

contains an archaeocete whale foss il from the Eocene time period, 

about forty million years ago. A leatherback turtle shell rests in 

another formation, and scallop and other shells are embedded 
nearby. Visits were made to quarry sites to photograph and take soil 

and color samples, then materials were concocted that would adhere 

to each other correctly, with the right texture and appearance. 
Fossils came from several different areas, generally the Santee 

limestone deposits found where 1-95 crosses 1-26. The "quarry" in 

the display is a hardening foam sprayed over wire mesh , carefully 
carved and sculpted, then plastered with a mixture of resin and real 

limestone. 
This diorama and the neighboring Pee Dee riverbank scene fulfill 

the criteria set down for all the museum's exhibits: they support 

curriculum needs of the schools, in this case teaching important 
lessons about interpreting the evidence of past environments, and 

they deal with a significant fea ture of South Carolina: foss ils. The 

state is rich in these remnan ts oflong-ago times, and their origin and 
formation tell about early habitats and residents, including man. 

Travel to other museums and myriad meetings with staff and 
outside sources have led to the depiction of an actual Pee Dee River 

site, in Florence County, called Burches Ferry. The river has cut into 

a hillside bank as it flows down, exposing a hundred-million-year-old 
site from the Upper C retaceous time period. ll1is exhibit is an exact 

duplicate of one small, still-existing com er of that bank. Sculpted 

foam is studded with real foss ils, and a panel before the exhibit 
discusses each fossil and explains the layers that delineate time 

periods and the environments present, from the tidal mudflat era 

when the ocean was fairly high but not yet consuming the river, to 

the time when the sea rose all the way to Columbia. 
Between the quarry and riverbank dioramas is a carpeted staircase 

where groups can sit while a trained volunteer, called a docent, tells 

about the hall , may hand out fossils fo r a closer inspection , and 
generally involves listeners in what surrounds them. An overview of 

Life in the Past can be presented, and the next area, representing 

the Ice Age, can be introduced. 

During this very cold era, the Pleistocene, South Carolina was 
inhabited by some huge mammals. Original plans for the museum 

called for drawings or plastic reproductions of some of these 

creatures, but from the objection that "a coloring book would be 

more fun" sprang the idea oflife-like, authentic models. When 
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"Our setting is certainly one of a kind because we' re located inside our biggest artifact. " 

research information , phrased in highly technical language , to 
engage the interest of all ages, from first-graders to senior citizens. 
One solution was to display different time periods of South 
Carolina's past, using rocks and minerals to tell about each era. As is 
true throughout the museum, methods have been devised to involve 
the visitor: many of the rocks can be touched and handled, a lens 
over. the igneous rocks magnifies their exact minerals, and a big glass 
cylinder filled with rock, water, mud and sand can be inverted to 
show how layers settle out, forming sedimentary rock. 

To show how metamorphic rock fo rms, "Squishy Mountains, " a 
big chunk of foam representing layers of earth, may be folded , 
crushed and squished together. "Dial-A-Quake" demonstrates 
earthquakes, a significant, little-understood feature of South 
Carolina. After setting up a building-block house , the visitor can 
dial in the magnitude of an earthquake and watch the effects on his 
construction . 

As Natural History C urator Michael Ray explained, behind every 
exhibit is a fundamental motive. "Our aim is to re-inspire that 
childlike view of the world , the realization that everything is 
fantastic, everything is amazing. People are used to seeing an old 
object, an artifact , and thinking nothing about it. We're trying to 
display things in a way that gets adults excited again, like children
awakening their inquisitiveness, their energy. " 

Research on the part of everyone involved, from curator to exhibit 
sculptor, has produced factual, precise exhibi ts. The limestone 
quarry diorama for the Life in the Past area required decisions on 
what to display, how to display it , and how to make it exciting. 
Some of the animals depicted had never been drawn before; so little 
was known about them that scientists were reluctant to risk putting 
forth incorrect hypotheses. 

The diorama, representing several different limestone quarries like 
those around the Harleyville area, Gifford Hill and G iant Portland , 
contains an archaeocete whale foss il from the Eocene time period, 
about forty million years ago. A leatherback turtle shell rests in 
another formation , and scallop and other shells are embedded 
nearby. Visits were made to quarry sites to photograph and take soil 

and color samples, then materials were concocted that would adhere 
to each other correctly, with the right texture and appearance. 
Fossils came from several different areas, generally the Santee 
limestone deposits found where 1-95 crosses 1-26. The "quarry" in 
the display is a hardening foam sprayed over wire mesh, carefully 
carved and sculpted, then plastered with a mixture of resin and real 
limestone. 

This diorama and the neighboring Pee Dee riverbank scene fulfill 
the criteria set down for all the museum's exhibits: they support 
curriculum needs of the schools, in this case teaching important 
lessons about interpreting the evidence of past environments, and 
they deal with a significant feature of South Carolina: foss ils. The 
state is rich in these remnants oflong-ago times, and their origin and 
formation tell about early habitats and residents, including man . 

Travel to other museums and myriad meetings wi th staff and 
outside sources have led to the depiction of an actual Pee Dee River 
site, in Florence County, called Burches Ferry. The river has cut into 
a hillside bank as it flows down, exposing a hundred-million-year-old 
site from the U pper C retaceous time period. This exhibit is an exact 
duplicate of one small , still-existing comer of that bank. Sculpted 
foam is studded with real fossils, and a panel before the exhibit 
discusses each foss il and explains the layers that delineate t ime 
periods and the environments present, from the tidal mudflat era 
when the ocean was fairly high but not yet consuming the river, to 
the time when the sea rose all the way to Columbia. 

Between the quarry and riverbank dioramas is a carpeted staircase 
where groups can sit while a trained volunteer, called a docent, tells 
about the hall, may hand out foss ils for a closer inspection , and 
generally involves listeners in what surrounds them. An overview of 
Life in the Past can be presented, and the next area, representing 

the Ice A ge, can be introduced. 
During this very cold era, the Pleistocene, South Carolina was 

inhabited by some huge mammals. O riginal plans fo r the museum 
called for drawings or plastic reproductions of some of these 
creatures, but from the objection that "a coloring book would be 
more fun" sprang the idea of life-like , authentic models. When 
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C urator Ray found an artisan who would create a ten-foot-tall 
mastodon with realistic tusks and shaggy fur for little more than the 
cost of a molded replica, an exhibit was conceived that would be 
more provocative and at the same time would convey the concept of 
adaptation. 

After six months of research and ten more of construction, 
Georgia taxidermist Bud Jones crafted the extinct mammal of 
styrofoam and covered it with coarse, three-inch fur. Trunk 
outstretched, the animal stands before a misty-moming backdrop in 
a wet, wooded environment, and grasps a tree limb, just as its 
real-life model may have done. Research reveals that mastodons 
lived in fo rests of jack pine and spruce and fed on leaves, bark and 
twigs.· Its contemporary, the mammoth, fed in the grasslands, so the 
teeth of the two were adapted for totally different habitats. Fossil 
teeth are displayed to show their variations, and visitors can feel the 
surfaces to better understand the concept of adaptation. 

C reative use of the museum's physical plant is also evident in this 
exhibit. Poles are situated nine feet apart throughout the building, 
structures to provide support for the huge machinery used when the 
mill was operative. The supports have to stay, so designers 
incorporate them into exhibits whenever possible. The mastodon is 
positioned with relation to the jack pine he browses upon , a 
camouflaged post. 

Sharing the mastodon's Ice-Age display area is a giant beaver 
about the size of a black bear. The diorama background goes from a 
forest to a marshy environment so that visitors can see what South 
Carolina looked like during the Pleistocene, a time when man was 

2 0 Sowh CaroUna \Vildufe 

20-21. Scenes from the past are 
re-created in dioramas of the 
museum's natural history hall, 
one depicting Burches Ferry Pee 
Dee River site, above, in Florence 
County. Real fossils are 
embedded in "rock" layers of 
sculpted foam, duplicating the 
exposed riverbank strata. In the 
limestone quarry diorama lie the 
fossilized remains of an 
archaeocete whale, a creature 
that swam our sea forty million 
years ago. 



"Our whole focus is education, and I speak for the entire museum, from the board to the director to the curators 
to the whole exhibits team. " 

just arriving in the area. Panels near the exhibit discuss the 
extinction of these animals and the role man played in their 
disappearance. 

A nother life-like model barely made it to the opening of the 
museum. The replica of a glyptodont, a creature that resembled a 
giant armadi llo and disappeared from South Carolina about 10,000 
years ago, was constructed in C anada and shipped in plenty of time 
but was delayed for weeks while customs officials debated its entry 
status. Despite being complicated to acquire, these reproductions 

show visitors a more accurate image of each creature than a foss ilized 
skeleton permits. A lso, entire fossil skeletons rarely occur in South 
Carolina. Over the millenia , the ocean came, then the wind, many 
times over- like a giant washing machine-breaking the bones to 
fragments and scattering them across a wide area. Thus, a complete 
animal is seldom found in one place. 

The transition from prehistoric South Carolina to the 
environment of today presented another di lemma. Contemporary 
biological and ecological concepts need to be introduced to lead 
visitors of different ages and interests toward understanding entire 
ecosystems. The answer was to start at the beginning: the sun. 

All living things may be categorized as producers and consumers, 
and all of life's energy comes from the sun. But that energy must be 
converted by plants, and having live plants in the museum was out 
of the question. Soil and water would be needed, and moisture 
presents inevitable problems for the other exhibits-high humidity 
can be disastrous and insects are sure to intrude. G raphics and 
models seemed the solution , and leaf, stem and root exhibi ts are 
used to convey information on nutrient movement through a plant. 

This communication of factual material is a consideration in every 
exhibit. Technical data can bore people, and interests vary. A format 
has been established to impart knowledge in "helpings" through the 
script panels. A catchy title provides a taste that instantly engages 
attention ; almost everyone would want to investigate "Weird and 

Wonderful Plants." Another helping, in an easy-reading fonnat, gets 
a youngster thinking beyond dandelions or ivy by introducing plants 
that don't have leaves, or lack chlorophyll. A third, more expanded 
level gives in-depth infonnation fo r the mature visitor who desires 
more technical data on the exhibit's subject. 

The "Consumers" area, of course, could not utilize live animals, 
but taxidem1y specimens can demonstrate the d ifferences between 
herbi vores, camivores and omnivores. Visitors will be able to 
examine and handle the teeth and jaws of a bobcat and a deer, with 
their cutting and grinding surfaces, and the hooked beak of a hawk 
will be compared with the thick beak of a seed-eating bird. Boi1e 
strainers, called baleen, from the mouth of a humpback whale will 
eventually be placed in this area. Thanks to cooperation from the 
state wildlife department, a humpback fow1d stranded near Myrtle 
Beach will be used in the museum as soon as nature completes the 
lengthy preparatory decomposition process. 

"Consumers" is part of what officials term Phase II. Development 
of the museum is being carried out in two stages: this fa ll Phase I 
opens about 50,000 square feet of exhibit space; Phase II will add 
30,000 more. Sections will be opened as funding and personnel 
permit , perhaps one or two small areas a month or one major area 
per year. Work-in-progress is left open to the public, since people are 
interested in the production and it provides another leaming 
experience. 

Throughout the entire fac ili ty, education is the intent, either 
covert or overt. Exhibit materials, script panels, docents and staff 
focus on teaching South Carolinians about our state. The result is a 
finely tuned, supremely organized plan that should prove one of the 
most valuable assets available to South Carolina teachers. 

Director of Education Margaret A nne Lane is enthusiastic about 
the unique opportuni ty offered. "It's the first time ever that the state 
has had an educational institution that is a museum, is multi
disciplinary, and is available. O ur whole focus is education , and I 
speak fo r the entire museum, from the board to the director to the 
curators to the whole exhibits team. Everybody is committed to the 
fact that the reason we're doing this is to teach-students, the 
public, teachers, special groups, out-of-towners." 

Educators have the opportuni ty to bring their classes free of charge, 
if they pre-plan and make arrangements. A handbook is available, 
and preparations can be made in the classroom prior to the visit. O n 
arrival, a volunteer will work with the class, presenting a special 

program and leading a tour, according to whatever has been 
arranged. (Groups that arrive unplanned will be charged at the 
group rate and cannot be provided a docent or an education 
program.) 

Thematic lessons, including "Nature Detectives" and "Everybody 
Needs a Home," are taught in the galleries, and groups may elect 
one of the "Highlights Tours" which give overviews of the separate 
halls. The education program calendar conforms to the school year 
and observes the same holidays and vacations. Summer offerings are 
in the planning stage. 
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One of the best places for a school group or any visitors to begin a 
tour is in the South Carolina Habitat area with its theme, "From the 
Mountains to the Sea." 

The mountain cove diorama represents a unique, endangered 
environment and allows the introduction of the habitat concept. A 
wet-weather stream bed, rocks, a waterfall in the background, and 
some typical amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals make this an 
early-spring, life- like example of a vanishing community. A bear cub 
runs up a hemlock tree (again, one of the support columns) while its 
mother waits near the base. Rhododendrons, mosses, trilliums and 
other spring wildflowers fill the diorama, all very realistic but made 
of synthetic materials. The presence of some endangered species can 
lead to discussion of rare status and how plants and animals become 

extinct. 
For this exhibit, as the others, the locale was visited and 

photographed and soil and rocks were sampled to ensure accuracy of 
detail. This is a sealed exhibit, for the good of all the specimens. Air 
is vented and changed to prevent the lights from heating the display 
and to minimize dust, humidity and bacteria problems. Even the 
fluorescent lights must have a filter to keep ultraviolet rays from 

damaging specimens and backdrop. 
Exactly what a mountain cove is, where it's found in South 

Carolina, what maintains its characteristics, what its elements 
are-all this can be learned from the script panels, if visitors don't 
have the benefit of a volunteer guide. The diversity of plants and 
animals in the mountain cove and their adaptations to this type of 
environment are also discussed. This habitat is a good example of a 
relict community and has existed for over two hundred million 
years. While many other areas were covered with ocean or affected 
by glaciation and other extremes, mountain coves were far enough 
removed that plants and animals were able to survive there, adapting 
and changing through the years. Many of these species exist nowhere 
else today. 

This sanctuary concept is also stressed in a script panel dealing 
with the future: dramatic climatic changes may be in store, and the 
mountain cove could again be a retreat for animals during extreme 
conditions. TI1e environment's benefit to man i also brought out, as 
well as man's impact on the environment, positive or negative. 
Script panels of the other habitat exhibits fo llow this same past , 
present and future approach . 

The piedmont pond, the Fall Line sandhills and the riverbottom 
swamp (similar to the Congaree) dioramas do not open in Phase I 
and wi ll continue in production, opening as soon as completed. 
Visitors should see a new one every few months. Exhibit 
construction , especially of those that are as involved as the habitats, 
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22-23. Research on the Ice Age mastodon led museum officials to a 
Wisconsin scienrist who had studied a postage-stamp-sized piece of the 
exrinct animal's fur. lnformarion yielded from this riny scrap prompted 
design of a wet habitat in which to display the American mastodon. The 
museum's 1, 200-pound model is covered with long-haired cowhide; its 
feet were made from casts of those of an elephant. 

takes a long time. Plants and backgrounds have to be fabricated, and 
animal specimens are not always readily available. The state wildlife 
department has been helpful in providing animals, as have private 
individuals and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Donations are 
always welcome, curators say, not only natural history objects but 
also artifacts for other areas. 

Another habitat diorama opening with the museum depicts a salt 
marsh and beach. This combination of two environments gives 
visitors the effect of actually walking out onto the shore. A brown 
pelican , a clapper rail , a little marsh rat , ghost crabs and fiddlers, a 
great blue heron coming down for a landing right over the tip-edge 
of the saltmarsh grass-all illustrate the transition of animals and 
their adaptations to their homes. 

The background mural shows a orthem harrier, a snowy egret, 
brown pelicans in formation, shore birds and a shrimp boat. This 
painting, stunning in its realism, was rendered by Kent Pendleton , 
whose paintings have graced the covers of South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine. Pendleton also painted the murals in the other exhibits, a 
project that took him well over a year. The artist leaves his 
trademark, a tiny white-bearded man, in each of his large works; 
sharp-eyed visitors may spy them in the habitats. 

The salt marsh and beach diorama offers a chance to look for 
Pendleton 's leprechaun up close , as a boardwalk crosses the salt 
marsh and sand dunes, leading through the primary dune to the 
beach. The walk splits a dune, allowing close examination of its 
creatures, and the script describes the formation , function, 
maintenance, value and future of the two fragile ecosystems. 

A panel positioned a few steps back from the dunes encourages the 
visitor to watch others as they cross the boardwalk, showing that 
man is part of this environment and discussing his reliance and 
impact on it. A Phase II script panel will emphasize the diversity of 
the marsh and beach communities by illustrating a complex food 
web, complicated interaction of animals eating plants and other 
animals. 

Another Phase II addition to this diorama will be a computer 
game designed to offer options on what to do with some property 
along the shore, displaying the results of the choices made. Select to 
build a condominium, for instance , and the consequences of habitat 
destruction appear: elimination of a portion of the food chain, 
perhaps leading to a boom in the mosquito population, eventually 
producing higher prices at your favorite seafood restaurant. The 
objective is to directly involve the visitor, illustrating where humans 
fit into the scheme of nature. 

The mountain cove or salt marsh and beach dioramas will remind 



"Our aim is t:o re,inspire that childlike view of the world, the realization that everything is fantastic, everything is 
' " amazing. 

most people of places they occasionally have the opportunity to 
visit; the majority will not be on intimate tem1s with these habitats. 
An exhibit that nearly everyone can relate to represents a place not 
usually thought of as habitat , the back yard. 

Generic in the sense that its mural depicts buildings from cities in 
the upcountry toward the coast, and its species could be found 
anywhere in the state, the urban back yard has typical grass and 
weeds, shrubs, a dogwood and pine trees, a house cat and the family 
dog devilling a squirrel, even a possum overturning the trash can. 

The exhibit reflects more ecological lessons: how man has learned to 
put certain plants in specific areas for shade or to take advantage of 
full sunlight; the benefits to man of the back yard, helping cool the 
environment by providing moisture and muffling noise pollution by 
absorbing sounds. 

From the sidewalk by the back door, visitors can relate information 
they've learned from the previous exhibits to surroundings with 
which they're closely acquainted. The food chain or web and 
adaptation of animals to particular environments become more than 
concepts when familiarity makes them real. Animals and plants for 

this diorama were carefully selected to involve species generally 
found anywhere in the Southeast, and departing visitors will take 
with them a more knowledgeable appreciation for their homes. 

By providing a basic understanding of the fo rmation of our state 
and the inteiworkings of its regional features, the eight-thousand
square-foot natural history hall harmonizes with the rest of the 
museum. Natural history is closely tied to each of the other discipline 
areas, through conscious effort. 

Planners recognize nature's impact on development of the state, 
culturally, artistically and technologically, and the museum' 
"forefathers" originally called for integration of all the disciplines 

into each diorama. Some exhibit subjects work well within this 
constraint, such as discussion of the river systems as they powered 
mills for industrial use or the dugout canoe in terms of craftsmanship 
as well as transportation . Others seemed contrived and goal concepts 
just couldn't be visualized. No other museum had ever taken this 
approach , and early staffers soon realized why. So pains have been 
taken to assure that there are correlations among the disciplines, 
either through label copy or discussion led by the docent. 
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The objective is to directly involve the visitor, illustrating where humans fit into the scheme of nature. 

24-25. Meticulous attention to 

dew.ii accompanies the 
construction of a diorama. The 
salt marsh and beach exhibit 
involved collecting sand and plant 
samples, photographing a typical 
coasw.l marsh, and building the 
entire display in miniature. The 
backyard habiw.t encourages 
urban dwellers to relate complex 
ecological principles to their own 
at-home environments. 

Just as the limestone quarry diorama offers an opportunity to relate 
the stone industry to the beautiful foss ils, the five-ton cypress canoe 
on the science and technology floor connects early man's use of 
nature to today's transportation technology. Vivid dioramas on the 
upper floors tell the tale of South Carolina's residents, from the early 
Indians in their mud huts through the wealthy plantation owners. 
Our progress in industry and transportation is traced by textile mill 
machinery, a printing press, old farm equipment-even a real, 
taxidermist-mounted horse frightened by its first sight of an 
automobile. 

A grand coup for the museum was the development of what is now 
the Charles H. Townes Center, named for the South Carolinian 
who holds the first patent on the laser. A lunar rock and moon-scape 
are around the comer, and an early telescope is mounted in its own 
observatory. The Science Discovery Theater, where interactive 
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programs in physics, chemistry and other sciences are offered , is 
located in this area, along with electromagnetism and optics 
exhibits-more hands-on experiences. 

In the spring of '89, another place to "go and do" will open: the 
large, multidisciplinary Discovery Center. Here families, groups and 
individuals will be able to examine a loom, handle large rock and 
mineral samples, and investigate other local crafts and artifacts. A 
volunteer will be on hand to share information about the objects 
and to encourage further exploration by introducing other displays 
in the room. This space will even have a smaller area for pre
schoolers. 

A more structured atmosphere reigns in the Phase I room called 
NatureSpace. Pre-planned groups are guided in specialized study on 
specific subjects and utilize the drawers and shelves filled with 
taxidermy and fossil specimens, reference books and models. Padded 
carpet invites floor-sitting for discussions, and microscope studies 
disclose new, unseen worlds. Plans call for NatureSpace to be open 
on weekends in addi tion to regular education program hours, and 
family groups will be encouraged to study with a curator or volunteer, 
perhaps bringing in a fossil or shell collection for identification . 

Exhibits, Discovery Center, NatureSpace-all require specimens, 
multiples of the same object in many cases. Furthermore, an 
example of a specimen needs to be kept in the permanent collection 
for study, especially if it has good locality data and scientific 
background information, and a scheduled series of traveling exhibits 
will require additional objects. The McKissick Museum at the 
University of South Carolina, the Institute of Archaeology and 
Anthropology, the Governor's Mansion, the state's Department of 
Archives and History, and many other institutions and private 
collectors have loaned objects for opening exhibits, lightening the 
burden of acquiring sufficient materials for display. 

Storage and handling of the accumulated mass of artifacts is 
obviously a major chore for the museum, but a task recognized as 
part of its reason for existence. While the public sees only the 
exhibits, much goes on behind the scenes. 

When an object is acquired, either by collection or donation, it is 
identified, numbered, recorded, cataloged and photographed by 
registration staff. Computer technology has eased this process 
considerably. The catalog file also contains a record of exactly where 
an object is located, down to shelf and position in the storage room. 
Secure, temperature- and humidity-controlled chambers house 
objects today that would have been relinquished to other institutions 
in the past, and for now, there's plenty of space to preserve the state's 
treasures. A cold room and an area for objects preserved in fluids 
round out safekeeping possibilities. 

Sometimes an object needs a little care and attention before it can 
be displayed or stored. Repair and stabilization are the responsibility 
of the conservation lab professionals. A mastodon tusk recovered 
from the Cooper River appeared to be hard as a rock; in fact, it was 

flaking and peeling apart, destined to be lost without the 
ministrations of conservation staff. Monitoring of environmental 

r 



stability of exhibits and storage rooms is also their responsibility and, 

while temperature and humidity problems in some parts of the old 

building, particularly the first-floor art gallery, caused some concerns 

before the museum opening, regulation seems to be effective now. 

In fact, the historic old four-story facility seems quite comfortable 
in its new role. Third choice for the museum location (originally to 

be adjacent to the Columbia Museum near the Statehouse, then on 
a site across the Saluda River from Riverbanks Zoo), the building 

was donated by Mount Vernon Mills to the state on December 7, 

1981 , after sputtering initial attempts to purchase it outright. Three 

years later it was sold to a group of investors who would renovate the 

entire facility and lease it back to the state, giving the Museum 
Commission the opportunity to develop a totally planned project, 

one that could be presented to the public as a finished entity. 

A "Space Program" (for, "Come See Our Space!") was 

implemented in January 1987 to accommodate the phenomenal 

demand for previewing the museum. Early group visits were mostly 

sound-and-light shows that called for imagination on the part of the 
visitors and enthusiasm on the part of the tour guides. Through 

careful planning and the assistance of everyone on staff, conducting 

tours in addition to carrying out their "real" responsibilities, nearly 
19,000 people were introduced to the faci lity before the doors 

opened. The official debut at the end of October has brought all the 

hard work to its culmination. 

Yet the story is not complete. Phase II possibilities beckon. Curator 
Michael Ray has big plans for his expansion space: among other 

things, he wants to incorporate rocks, minerals, plants and animals 

into a section he calls Designed for Survival-demonstrating 

concepts like "how animals get food and keep from being gotten as 
food." In development is a changing exhibits gallery for natural 

history subjects, foss il fairs, mineral and shell shows, wildlife 

photography, paintings of natural history, science fai r projects ... the 

possibilities are endless. 
The exterior environs of the building also hold potential. A 

planned footbridge will link the property to the outdoor recreation 

area along the Columbia Canal, with green space to appreciate the 

restful, natural beauty of the rivers. 

So far concentration of staff has been, by necessity, on Phase I. But 

so much more of what makes South Carolina the unique place that 
it is lies waiting to be discovered, recovered and preserved. Our 

outdoor heritage, our history down through the years, our significant 

advances in industry and technology, our marvelous contributions 

to the world of art-the record is housed within an exciting place 

called the South Carolina State Museum. So much has been 

accomplished, and the ribbon is just coming off the wrappings of 
this gift to ourselves .... 

The South Carolina State 
Museum is located at 30 I 
Gervais Street, Columbia. 
Hours are Monday through 
Saturday 10 a. m. to 5 p. m., 

Sunday 1 to 5 p. m. , year-round 
except Christmas Day. 
Admission is $3 for adults, $2 for 
senior citizens, military and 
college students with ID, and 
$1. 25 for children ages 6 to 17. 
Under 6 admitted free . Group 
rates are available. For 
information call ( 803) 
737-4595._..., 
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by Rick Leonardi 

With time and a few tips for 
survival, even the ardent sportsman 
may achieve marital bliss. 

R 

A young friend recently wed his true love and settled down to the 
responsibilities and undeniable pleasures of married life. He is a bird 
hunter, with an excellent setter and 350 acres of fannland planted 

with wildlife in mind. 
I asked him how he thought wedlock would affect his hunting 

habits. ''Not a bit," he said smugly. "I told her that if she didn't 
complain. about my hunting, I'd promise not to take up golf." 

As he sees it, that takes care of that. This ch ild has a lot to learn. 
To the mature married man , it is apparent that our young fe llow 

has selected a mate while neglecting to assess a characteristic of 
primary importance. He has based his choice on such criteria as 

personality, physical beauty, wholesomeness, intellectual 
compatibility, and, of course, to no small degree, emotion. . So 
smitten was he that he fa iled to address the most important question: 

does the woman hunt and fish ? 
If, in fact, she does, a major obstacle on the road to wedded bliss 

will have been eliminated. If, however, his spouse, like my own, 
does not enjoy enduring hours of frozen boredom in a deer stand or 
probing unseen structures in the middle of a wind-whipped reservoir, 
he should prepare himself for a rather rough ride in the proverbial 

marital saddle. 
One of the fi rst things he will d iscover, as have I, is that some 

women exhibit incredibly poor memories when it comes to their 
husband's recreation.al habits. During that delightful period of 
courtship and betrothal, the time of passion and promises, hunting 
trips elicit only wishes of good luck and safe passage. Outdoor 
activities are blithely enjoyed with the knowledge that a sweet and 
understanding woman waits. There is a lack of awareness, during 
this idyllic time, that the ax of married reality i~ slowly being raised 

to striking position. . 
Not long after the ceremony, as our sportsman. goes cheerfully 

about the house gathering gear for a foray into the wilds, he hears, 
':i\re you going hunting/fishing ( choose one) again?" A n uneasy 
feeling develops. The aforementioned ax has begun its descent. 

A las, this revelation comes too late. 
Protest that these activities were carried on before marriage with 

nary a complaint crossing her lips invariably draws the fo llowing 
response: "But I didn't know you would be going so much. " 

In the relative calm of married life the precious gift of free time has 
been discovered. The temptation to spend this time hunting and 
fishing has been powerful indeed and has often been met with 
un-checked surrender. Thus, in his heart , N imrod knows h is bride is 
right. In a private (and weak) moment he may even be tempted to 
acknowledge that she is right. Though he may feel a twinge of 
regret, he must never, ever admit this. Should these thoughts bully 
their way out of his mouth, he will pay a dear price. 

The same is true fo r the husband whose wife is gifted with a 
frighteningly photographic memory. Picture this scene. 

N imrod is peacefully sitting in a favorite chair, reading about elk 
hunting in New Mexico as his spouse tidies up the den. T hough 
absorbed in a tale of six by six antlers, he becomes aware that the 
room is suddenly deathly still. G lancing over the top of his book, he 
spies his wife intently studying h is modest gun collection. She turns 
slowly, fixing him with a level stare, and says, "I thought you had 

only one pre-64 model 70." 

~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 

°' ~ ~ 
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The stark reality of her fireanns knowledge stuns like a punch in 

the solar plexus. Chills begin a forced march up h is spine. Gone are 
the days of innocence and ignorance when he could carry an 

occasional gun through the front door, confident that she could not 
tell a Browning A-bolt from an AK-47. 

This brief confrontat ion se1ves to usher in a new era in the 
relation.ship between a wife and her husband's sporting activities. It 
is the era of accountability. Now he will justify the new plug casting 
outfit. He will explain why new waders are needed ("Can't the old 
ones be patched?"). Depending upon his depth of character, 

quickness of wit and oratorical sinceri ty (real or 
perceived), th is can be a very crying time. 

ultiples cause a large share of the conflicts. Multiples, 
that is, of shotguns, rifles, tackle boxes, knives, 
dogs or any other object that on the surface offers no 

d iscem ible advantage over a similar object already owned for 
hunting or fishing. 

Sadly, my own wife cannot appreciate the subtle and delicious 
difference between a . 270 and a 30-06, though God knows I have 
tried to share this with her, or the wisdom of buying a sweet over and 
under when we already have a perfectly good automatic. 

"Perfectly good" is such a hateful phrase. What does it really mean , 
anyway? Does it denote Pigeon Grade quali ty or does it imply that 
despite the screws through the stock and the tape holding the 
forearm together, the gun wi ll still shoot? 

What is called for here, of course, is a means of justifying the 
acquisition. of addition.al equipment. Note the use of the word 
"acquisition" as opposed to the more blatant "purchase." To acquire 
something leaves open the possibili ty that one traded for it, or that it 
was a gift from another admirer ( there is some risk associated wi th 
that one), or, at long last, that a Ducks Un limited drawing was won . 
Your spouse will know better, certainly, but she needn't acknowledge 
the grim truth that the children's college educations are now, finally 
and hopelessly, out of reach . 

Then again , some wives delight in grim m 1ths. So husbands cast 
about, looking for a good excuse, a legitimate reason for acquiring 
the extra, the add ition.al, the next whatever. I use my chi ldren with 
moderate success. In this enlightened age, girls or boys will do. 

Having three of the latter offspring I feel a compell ing obligation 
to ensure that there is a sufficiency of guns, fishing rods and other 
necessities avai lable to them. This is only good business sense, a 
hedge on inflation , and in my opinion , could be applied to a chi ld 
yet unborn. Acquisitions on behalf of a child not yet conceived are, 
however, a wee bit hard to justify. 

A common reason fo r acqui ring an addi tional firearm or flyrod is 
that, though fine equipment is expensive today, it is steadily going 
up in price and will certainly be more expensive tomorrow. Thus, 
much outdoor gear represents that elusive economic phenomenon 
known as "a good investment." 

I have used this one myself, claiming, ':i\t the very least , I'll be able 
to get my money out of it." However, to get one's money out of 
something, one must be willing to sell it. 

I acn1ally did sell a gun once and immediately regretted it. Some 

ten years after the sale I ran across the purchaser and bought the gun 
back. That he made a modest profit on the deal, of course, proves 
my point. 

Mul tiples also can be a source of conflict regarding the game 
pursued. For example, one year I was fortunate enough to take a deer 
early in the season . My sweet bride assumed that this would spell the 
end of deer hunting for me until next year. She couldn't seem to 
grasp the fac t that this only served to whet my appetite, to sharpen 
my enthusiasm. Then , when bird season came in, I detected some 
exasperation that I was now hunting two distinct species. I cleverly 
avoided addressing this issue, knowing fu ll well that deer season 
would end with the coming of the new year while rurkey season was 
but a few months away. 

The problem, 1 think, stems from the fac t that some wives 
manifest a bio-intellectual calculator that is not consistent with 
nonnal arithmetic function . This calculator is found in all human 
beings and in some exceptional gun dogs. It dramatically influences 
interpersonal relationships. In short, it helps us get along with each 
other. 

Many women (new mothers in particular) are simply not equipped 
with that button inscribed "M +" and are thus unable to accept and 
accumulate in their memories the family-oriented, unselfish 
activities their husbands carry out during the off season . Perhaps 
dirty laundry worthy of an emerging nation , endless runny noses and 
globe-circling car pools blunt their receptivity. 

The net result is that re-seeding the back yard, painting the living 
room, again, visiting Aunt G ladys ( who makes no attempt to hide 
her distaste fo r you) and cheerfully performing an endless variety of 
other onerous tasks will get a husband no better than dead even . 
The best he can hope for is a zero balance, with no chance of 
enjoying any points "on account" from which he might draw when 
hunting or fishing gets hot. The first time he steals away to sharpen 
his eye on clay birds or to see if the bream will take a popper at the 
pond , he slides immediately to the negative side of the scale. 

It has been my experience, however, that as the years pass, the 
sporting seasons flow more smoothly from one to the other. And , 
whether from tight-j awed resignation , increased tolerance, or 
perhaps from maturing devotion , the conflicts d iminish. 

I do not believe that deer season becomes shorter, or that Aunt 
G ladys becomes less hateful , though it may seem so. I prefer to think 
that each of us gradually realizes that the other is very important to 
the general scheme oflife. 

Last year we had a chimney fire, albeit not a serious one. I was out 
of town , as it seems I always am when d isaster strikes. Frightened but 
calm, my wife woke our three boys and sent them to a neighbor's. 
Knowing they were safe, she was faced with deciding which of our 
possessions to save first. 

She did not grab the gold coffee spoons handed down from her 
grandmother in Sweden . Nor did she gather up the English bone 
ch ina pieces which she loves desperately. She went straight to my 
gun closet to save my humble collection . 

Firemen put out the fire before it d id any damage, so in the end, all 
was well. Me? I would have gone for the spoons._,,,,_, 

Rick Leonardi is a sales engineer and free-lance writer from Greenville. 
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The stark reali ty of her firearms knowledge stuns like a punch in 

the solar plexus. C hills begin a forced march up his spine. Gone are 

the days of innocence and ignorance when he could carry an 

occasional gun through the front door, confident that she could not 

tell a Browning A-bolt from an AK-4 7. 

1l1is brief confrontation serves to usher in a new era in the 

relationship between a wife and her husband's sporting activities. It 
is the era of accountabili ty. Now he will justify the new plug casting 
outfit. He will explain why new waders are needed ("Can't the old 

ones be patched?"). Depending upon his depth of character, 
quickness of wit and oratorical sinceri ty (real or 
perceived), this can be a very trying time. 

ultiples cause a large share of the conflicts. Multiples, 

that is, of shotguns, rifles, tackle boxes, knives, 

dogs or any other object that on the surface offers no 
discernible advantage over a similar object already owned for 
hunting or fishing. 

Sadly, my own wife cannot appreciate the subtle and delicious 
difference between a. 270 and a 30-06, though God knows I have 

tried to share this with her, or the wisdom of buying a sweet over and 

under when we already have a perfectly good automatic. 

"Perfectly good" is such a hateful phrase. What does it really mean , 

anyway? Does it denote Pigeon G rade quality or does it imply that 

despite the screws th rough the stock and the tape hold ing the 
fo reann together, the gun will still shoot ? 

What is called for here, of course, is a means of justify ing the 

acquisition of additional equipment. Note the use of the word 

"acquisition" as opposed to the more blatant "purchase." To acquire 

something leaves open the possibility that one traded for it , or that it 

was a gift from another admirer ( there is some risk associated with 
that one), or, at long last, that a Ducks U nlimited drawing was won. 

Your spouse will know better, certainly, but she needn't acknowledge 

the grim truth that the children 's college educations are now, finally 
and hopelessly, out of reach. 

Then again, some wives delight in grim truths. So husbands cast 

about, looking for a good excuse, a legitimate reason for acquiring 

the extra, the additional, the next whatever. I use my chi ldren with 
moderate success. In this enlightened age, girls or boys will do. 

Having three of the latter offspring I feel a compelling obligation 

to ensure that there is a sufficiency of guns, fishing rods and other 

necessities available to them. This is only good business sense, a 
hedge on inflation , and in my opinion, could be applied to a child 

yet unborn. Acquisitions on behalf of a chi ld not yet conceived are, 
however, a wee bit hard to justify. 

A common reason for acquiring an additional firearm or flyrod is 
that , though fine equipment is expensive today, it is steadily going 

up in price and will certainly be more expensive tomorrow. Thus, 

much outdoor gear represents that elusive economic phenomenon 
known as "a good investment." 

I have used this one myself, claiming, ':A..t the very least , I'll be able 

to get my money out of it. " However, to get one's money out of 
something, one must be willing to sell it. 

I actually did sell a gun once and immediately regretted it. Some 

ten years after the sale I ran across the purchaser and bought the gun 

back. That he made a modest profit on the deal, of course, proves 
my point. 

Multiples also can be a source of conflict regarding the game 
pursued. For example, one year I was fortunate enough to take a deer 

early in the season . My sweet bride assumed that this would spell the 

end of deer hunting for me until next year. She couldn't seem to 

grasp the fact that this only served to whet my appetite, to sharpen 
my enthusiasm. Then, when bird season came in, I detected some 
exasperation that I was now hunting two distinct species. I cleverly 
avoided addressing this issue, knowing full well that deer season 
would end with the coming of the new year while turkey season was 
but a few months away. 

The problem, I think, stems from the fact that some wives . 
manifest a bio- intellectual calculator that is not consistent with 
nom1al arithmetic function . This calculator is found in all human 
beings and in some exceptional gun dogs. It dramatically influences 

interpersonal relationships. In short , it helps us get along with each 

other. 
Many women (new mothers in particular) are simply not equipped 

with that button inscribed "M +" and are thus unable to accept and 

accumulate in their memories the fami ly-oriented , unselfish 

activities their husbands carry out during the off season . Perhaps 
dirty laundry worthy of an emerging nation, endless runny noses and 

globe-circling car pools blunt their receptivity. 

The net result is that re-seeding the back yard, painting the living 

room, again , visiting Aunt Gladys ( who makes no attempt to hide 

her distaste for you) and cheerfully performing an endless variety of 
otheronerous tasks will get a husband no better than dead even. 

The best he can hope for is a zero balance, with no chance of 

enjoying any points "on account" from which he might draw when 

hunting or fishing gets hot. The first time he steals away to sharpen 
his eye on clay birds or to see if the bream will rake a popper at the 

pond, he slides immediately to the negative side of the scale. 

It has been my experience, however, that as the years pass, the 

sporting seasons flow more smoothly from one to the other. And, 

whether from tight-jawed resignation, increased tolerance, or 

perhaps from maturing devotion , the conflicts diminish. 

I do not believe that deer season becomes shorter, or that Aunt 

G ladys becomes less hateful , though it may seem so. I prefer to think 

that each of us gradually realizes that the other is very important to 

the general scheme of life. 
Last year we had a chimney fire, albeit not a serious one. I was out 

of town, as it seems I always am when disaster strikes. Frightened but 
calm, my wife woke our three boys and sent them to a neighbor's. 

Knowing they were safe , she was faced with deciding which of our 

possessions to save fi rsr. 

She did not grab the gold coffee spoons handed down from her 
grandmother in Sweden. Nor did she gather up the English bone 

china pieces which she loves desperately. She went straight to my 

gun closet to save my humble collection. 

Firemen put out the fire before it did any damage, so in the end, all 

was well. Me ? I would have gone for the spoons. ·""" 

Rick Leonardi is a sales engineer and free-lance writer from Greenville. 
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Coastal margins where sand and sea meet represent 
the front lines of battle in a perpetual struggle between 
two valuable, interdependent environments. 

by Bob Gale 

ea oats rustle in the breeze, 
the whisper intensifying with the 

freshening wind. Quickly the sky blackens and the sea turns from 
irritable to outright angry. White-browed breakers heave against the 
shore, churning and climbing, consuming the sand in rheir path. 
Dunes that have stood for years vanish in the water's onslaught, 
fragile guardians of the beachfront. In a matter of hours the ocean 
has leveled the sand and surged inward with ease, as if nothing had 
ever stood in the way. 

Of all the natural settings in the world, few are as unstable as the 
beach and dune systems which occur along the earth's extensive 

coastlines. Their vulnerabi lity to tidal fo rces seems to reduce their 
importance to that of an expendable resource. After all, if the sand 
dune line can so easily be eroded following months or years of 
buildur, it certainly would seem unimportant in the overall scheme 
of the environment. 

Actually, the opposite is true. The sand dunes, despite their 
apparently delicate nature, are an effective buffer against most of the 
activity generated by the ocean. Without them, storm surges would 
result in much greater damage far more quickly. The dunes protect 
terrestrial plant and animal populations from the possibility of daily 
inundations at high tide, limiting that event to only the worst of 
storms. In such cases, nature accommodates storm fury by 
temporarily sacrificing part of the dune system, allowing the 
coastline to change its shape wherever the erosional struggle is most 
intense. 

This does not necessarily mean that the dunes are lost for good. 
Depending upon several factors, a beach may rebuild its dune system 
during years in which no catastrophic storms occur. On the barrier 
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islands which line the Atlantic coastline, beach erosion and 
accretion are simply tools utilized by nature to maintain the islands. 
Their shapes, sizes and even locations are constantly adjusted by the 
highly variable forces of wind and sea. 

Historically, South Carolina's coastline has been far from stable. 
In response to a fluctuating ocean whose water supply is governed by 
growing or shrinking ice caps, the state's shoreline once extended as 
far inland as Columbia and as far seaward as the edge of the 
continental shelf some eighty miles out into the Atlantic Ocean . 
Five major glacial cycles over the past five hundred thousand years 
caused the sea level to rise and fa ll several times. Each cycle has been 
weaker than the one before, so the sea has not advanced as far 
inland each time as on previous invasions. As a result, by looking at 
a profile of the coastal plain, a continuous series of ancient sand 
dune terraces can be seen extending from the piedmont province to 
the present shoreline. 

Forces similar to those of the past are still being exerted on the 
present-day shoreline of South Carolina. The earth's atmosphere 
appears to be heating up for reasons that are not completely clear. 
Scientists have noted an increase in the amount of carbon dioxide 
gas in the atmosphere which hinders the amount of heat that is lost 
to outer space. This is the well-known "greenhouse effect," so 
important in maintaining temperatures suitable for the earth's plant 
and animal populations. But as this effect increases and the 
atmosphere heats up, the melting ice caps once again release their 
water and the sea level rises. 

While the rate of increase in sea level rise has not been accurately 
determined, the most acceptable estimate seems to be about one 
inch rise every four to four and one-half years. This sounds 
insignificant until one considers that for every unit of vertical rise in 
sea level within South Carolina's coastal plain, there is a 
corresponding shoreline retreat of one hundred to one thousand 
similar units, depending upon the topography of a given stretch of 
beach. 

If the sea rises one inch, the shoreline might retreat anywhere 
from 8.3 to 83 .3 feet. This means that the line along which sand 
dunes presently occur will become inundated in the not-too-distant 
future. This erosion pattern began around 18 ,000 years ago when 
the last massive ice sheets began retreating, and the sea has gradually 
risen . 
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Coastal margins where sand and sea meet represent 
the front lines of battle in a perpetual struggle between 
two valuable, interdependent environments. 

by Bob Gale 

ea oats rustle in the breeze, 
the whisper intensifying with the 

freshening wind. Quickly the sky blackens and the sea turns from 
irritable to outright angry. White-browed breakers heave against the 
shore, churning and climbing, consuming the sand in their path. 
Dunes that have stood for years vanish in the water's onslaught, 
fragile guardians of the beachfront. In a matter of hours the ocean 
has leveled the sand and surged inward with ease, as if nothing had 

ever stood in the way. 
Of all the natural settings in the world, few are as unstable as the 

beach and dune systems which occur along the earth's extensive 
coastlines. Their vulnerability to tidal fo rces seems to reduce their 
importance to that of an expendable resource. After all, if the sand 
dune line can so easily be eroded following months or years of 
buildup, it certainly would seem unimportant in the overall scheme 

of the environment. 
Actually, the opposite is true. The sand dunes, despite their 

apparently delicate nature, are an effective buffer against most of the 
activity generated by the ocean. Without them, storm surges would 
result in much greater damage far more quickly. The dunes protect 
terrestrial plant and animal populations from the possibility of daily 
inundations at high tide, limiting that event to only the worst of 
storms. In such cases, nature accommodates storm fury by 
temporarily sacrificing part of the dune system, allowing the 
coastline to change its shape wherever the erosional struggle is most 
intense. 

This does not necessarily mean that the dunes are lost for good. 
Depending upon several factors, a beach may rebuild its dune system 
during years in which no catastrophic storms occur. On the barrier 
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islands which line the Atlantic coastline, beach erosion and 
accretion are simply tools utilized by nature to maintain the islands. 
Their shapes, sizes and even locations are constantly adjusted by the 
highly variable forces of wind and sea. 

Historically, South Carolina's coastline has been far from stable. 
In response to a fluctuating ocean whose water supply is governed by 
growing or shrinking ice caps, the state's shoreline once extended as 
far inland as Columbia and as far seaward as the edge of the 
continental shelf some eighty miles out into the Atlantic Ocean. 
Five major glacial cycles over the past five hundred thousand years 
caused the sea level to rise and fall several times. Each cycle has been 
weaker than the one before, so the sea has not advanced as far 
inland each time as on previous invasions. As a result, by looking at 
a profile of the coastal plain, a continuous series of ancient sand 
dune terraces can be seen extending from the piedmont province to 
the present shoreline. 

Forces similar to those of the past are still being exerted on the 
present-day shoreline of South Carolina. The earth's atmosphere 
appears to be heating up for reasons that are not completely clear. 
Scientists have noted an increase in the amount of carbon dioxide 
gas in the atmosphere which hinders the amount of heat that is lost 
to outer space. This is the well-known "greenhouse effect," so 
important in maintaining temperatures suitable for the earth's plant 
and animal populations. But as this effect increases and the 
atmosphere heats up, the melting ice caps once again release their 
water and the sea level rises. 

While the rate of increase in sea level rise has not been accurately 
determined, the most acceptable estimate seems to be about one 
inch rise every four to four and one-half years. This sounds 
insignificant until one considers that for every unit of vertical rise in 

sea level within South Carolina's coastal plain, there is a 
corresponding shoreline retreat of one hundred to one thousand 
similar units, depending upon the topography of a given stretch of 

beach. 
If the sea rises one inch, the shoreline might retreat anywhere 

from 8.3 to 83.3 feet. This means that the line along which sand 
dunes presently occur will become inundated in the not-too-distant 
future. This erosion pattern began around 18,000 years ago when 
the last massive ice sheets began retreating, and the sea has gradually 

risen. 



29-31. Millenia of crashing, coaxing wave action left the rows of 
ancient dune ridges that streak the seaward margins of our barrier 
islands. Highly mobile shore birds and the larger mammals that feed 
along the dunes easily adjust to the give-and-take of an unpredictable 
sea; ghost crabs and other sand-dwellers cannot so easily adapt. The 
might of encroaching water can reduce a living forest to boneyard beach. 

each erosion is a natural 
phenomenon., so its occurrence might 

be expected to have little harmful effect on the coastal environment. 

From a long-term ecological perspective, this is true, but a number 
of short-term "disasters" do occur as the dunes succumb to the waves. 

Because of the harshness of the coastal setting, sand-dune 

ecosystems do not contain the diversity of plant and animal species 

which permanently inhabit most other natural settings. Instead , 

they provide a transition zone where pioneer plants first take hold 
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and where many upland and marine creatures come only in search 
of food. Relatively speaking, few species actually seek permanent 

shelter among the beaches and dunes. Consequently, the majority 

of marine life and marine-dependent terrestrial life is able to adapt to 

the sometimes-rapid changes which take place along the coastline. 

Shore birds such as gulls, pelicans, plovers and sanderlings are all 

accustomed to varying their feeding habits according to changing 
tides, and their mobility enables them to move to wherever food can 

be found. The same is true for finfish - wherever the ocean goes, so 

go the dolphins, tuna and mackerel. Hurricanes and "Nor'easters" 

which erode the dune lines have little effect on these species in the 

long run. They can , however, cause temporary setbacks to pelicans 

and other bird species which nest on offshore sand banks. 
Known as "bird keys, " these banks occur off the mouths of rivers 

and sounds, and their elevations may be one to several feet above 

the spring high-tide level. Their remote locations protect nesting 

sites from raccoons, bobcats, domestic and feral dogs and other 

opportunistic predators , but these same settings are often the first to 

be wiped out by major stonns. 

Such was the case when Deveaux Bank, located off the mouth of 

the North Edisto River near Kiawah and Seabrook Islands, was 

inundated and eroded below sea level during Hurricane David in the 

fall of 1979. Just what would become of the huge numbers of Eastern 
brown pelicans that were forced to abandon this major nesting 

ground remained a question for only a short time. The fo llowing 

season found them setting up house on another shallow bank known 

as Bird Key-Stono at the south end of Folly Island. Deveaux has 

been rebuilding over the last nine years. It remains to be seen as to 

whether or not the pelicans will return should this bank ever 

completely restore itself. 
Along with shore birds, terrestrial wildlife are seldom seriously 

affected by storm surges that result in dune erosion . The mammals, 

reptiles and amphibians that frequent the sand dune environment 

do not necessarily nest there, or if they do, they are mobile enough 

to leave when a severe storm threatens their habitat. While the 

raccoon and bobcat use the dunes when foraging for food during the 
night, their dens are usually located within adjacent maritime 

forests. Reptiles such as ribbon snakes, lizards and the occasional 

oceangoing alligator also move upland when the need arises. 

Only those animal populations that must either nest or spend their 

entire life cycles within the dunes truly suffer from nature's 
occasional temper tantrums. If they cannot escape when the ocean's 
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fury hits the dune system, these animals or their young may perish, 
affecting to some degree the success of their local populations. 
Mainly animal species that are near the bottom of the food chain, 
they generally occur in large numbers or have a rapid reproductive 
rate and so are usually successful in recovering from sudden storm
related flooding. 

A significant part of the dune ecosystem that is vulnerable to 
flooding is the low-lying area known as the interdune meadow or 
wetlands. These are the troughs which widely occur behind 
the primary and secondary dunes, and they often contain a good 
supply of fresh or brackish water ranging from a few inches to perhaps 
two or three feet deep. These wetlands support a surprising d iversity 
of wildlife species so close to the beach, where conditions tend to be 
harsh. A lthough formed by an ancient receding ocean, they owe 
their present existence solely to the dunes that protect them from 
similar ocean currents. 

At the microscopic level, these systems are teeming with life in the 
form of zooplankton and other microorganisms. Insect larvae feed 
on these and serve as food for other insects, frogs, lizards and 
minnows. These in tum are preyed upon by birds such as little green 
herons. When the primary dunes are breached by the ocean, these 

troughs and many of their inhabitants are lost and replaced with the 

more dynamic marine ecosystem. 
Animal life associated with the dunes is of secondary importance 

when compared to the plant life found there. Although the dunes 
are initiated by wave-sorted and windblown sand and sediments, it is 
the natural vegetation that entraps these particles and holds them in 

place. 
Curiously, one of the most important dune-building plants is one 

that grows not on the ocean side of a barrier island or peninsula, but 
rather on the protected mainland side. TI1e dead stalks, or wrack, of 
saltmarsh cordgrass that float out of the coastal inlets and are then 
pushed up on the beach by ocean waves create the dune's 
foundation. This wrack builds up in long linear piles along the spring 
high-tide mark and creates numerous pockets and cracks that trap 
windblown sand and seeds. The sprouting seeds utilize the nutrients 
from the decaying cordgrass stalks as food and , as they grow taller, 
they in tum trap more sand particles. 

These plants are highly specialized to survive not only harsh winds 

and salt spray but also the repeated buildup of sand layers around 
their stems. They grow at a rate rapid enough to keep ahead of the 
ever-growing sand dune, and their root systems create an intricate 
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32-33. Vegetation atop the primary dunes is crucial to the welfare of 
coastal habitat. Sea oats, protected by law, and saltmeadow cordgrass 
help bind the sand in place with their tough roots. 

34-35. Dead stalks, or wrack, of saltmarsh cordgrass, shown above 
floating amid sawgrass, may eventually accumulate and trap sand to 

form the base of a growing dune. Behind the primary dunes and 
throughout the maritime forest of live oaks and bays, freshwater troughs 
known as interdune wetlands support a variety of life forms. Like a 
gardener's shears, wind and salt spray maintain the low profile of the 
yaupon holly and live oak typically seen along our beachfronts. 

underground web designed to stabilize the dunes and protect them 

from the normal daily wave action which the high tides bring. These 

roots often mean the difference between a strong, stable dune line 

and one that is quickly breached by the ocean. 
Major dune-building plants that take over once the cordgrass 

foundation has been laid include Russian thistle, beach hogwort, 

seabeach orach, creeping spurge and sea rocket. Of more importance 

over the long term, however, are sea oats and sea beach panic grass, 

two perennials that are highly tolerant of intense salt spray and 
whose lateral root systems are extremely far-reaching. 

Beyond a transition zone of older sand dunes grows the maritime 

forest, itself an integral part of the dune communities facing the sea 

since it is still being directly influenced by the ocean environment. 

The forest's eastern flanks are exposed to the constant offshore winds 

that tend to make their branches grow more twisted than straight. 

In addition, the fine misty salt spray borne on these winds sculpts 
the branches and leaves into a wedge-shaped profi le. The resulting 

appearance is that of a westward-leaning forest. New growth of the 

leaves is constantly burned by the intense spray, so the branch tips 

appear to be dead, yet the trees grow on , forming a low, compact 

canopy which shields the leeward side of the forest from the brunt of 
the sea winds and salt spray. 

Live oaks are the most prevalent trees found on dune ridges 

supporting maritime forests. Poking through and towering above 

their solid canopy may be an occasional loblolly or slash pine, 
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remainders of the first pioneer trees that were able to take hold 

fo llowing the initial colonies of dunefield herbs. If nature takes its 

course, these sun-loving pines will eventually die out without 
leaving any to take their place, since young pine seedlings will be 

shaded out by the thick oak canopy. Other trees that will coexist 
with the oaks, however, are red bay, sweetbay magnolia, laurel oak, 

cabbage palmetto, Southern magnolia, and a little farther inland, 

hickories, sweetgum and water oak. Catbrier, trumpetvine and 

muscadine spread among the upper limbs of these trees. Various 

shrubs may also occur, particularly yaupon holly and several 
blueberries. 

Although newly formed dunes are usually the ones most affected 

by scouring wave action , those now covered by maritime forests are 

by no means safe from such erosion. Once a broad dune field has 

been eliminated, the ocean attacks the now-vulnerable tree line 
with spectacularly disastrous effects. Salt water creates a "boneyard" 

beach of ghostly trunks. A s tree roots are undermined, the giants fa ll 
and are sloshed about on the beach through the perpetual tidal 

cycles, becoming weathered into greying driftwood by wind, sand 

and sea. 

For the maritime forests and for pioneering herbs, then, beach 

erosion can be disastrous in the short term. Whole dune-line 

populations can be wiped out when a large hurricane or even several 

closely spaced northeasterly storms occur. It may be months or, 
more likely, years before a comparable sand-dune ecosystem is in 

place again. If a major shift in a geologic cycle is taking place, the 

dune may not ever rebuild in the same location , as the sea advances 

inland. 

But for every point at which erosion happens to occur, there 

usually exists some other location where sand is being deposited to 

create a new dune system, and at these sites colonies of vegetation 

soon take hold. This is possible in pite of the rising ocean because 

the increase in sea level occurs so gradually. Erosion and accretion 
are , quite simply, very closely linked components in the natural 

evolution of communities fac ing the sea. 

For some animal populations the effects of erosion can be a major 

problem. If they are dependent upon the dune vegetation for food 

and cover, they must wait for this plant life to recover before their 

own numbers can be replenished. In the case of dune-nesting 

animals such as least terns and sea turtles, not only can their cover 
be lost, but so might their eggs or hatchlings. 

South Carolina's beaches have been important ne ting habitat for 
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the endangered loggerhead sea turtle for thousands of years. The 
loggerhead's problems arose, however, within the last thirty years 
when man began to de•,elop the coastline more intensely than in 
previous centuries. In the 1950s and '60s the value of the sand-dune 
ecosystem was generally unknown to all but those in the field of 
biological and earth sciences. As a result , careless development 
practices leveled the dune fields for building and road sites. 

When beach erosion began to wear away at man-made structures, 
developers and homeowners attempted to hold back the sea with 
more construction. •~rmoring" the spring high-tide line with tons of 
boulders created a granite dune; building a vertical seawall out of 
concrete or timbers along that line was a similar attempt. Variations 
of these two methods remain the most utilized today. Temporarily 
useful in slowing the advance of the ocean, they have unfortunate 
side effects which cause problems for both humans and wildlife. 

Acknowledging this fact, the South Carolina General A ssembly 
enacted legislation which, for the first time in its history, will enable 
the state to manage its beaches and to maintain them in a maimer 
more compatible with the natural forces that shape them. This 
legislation, known as the Beachfront Management Bill, deals in part 

with the issue of shoreline armoring by placing restrictions on 
further seawall construction and repair. 

For the loggerhead sea turtle , nesting along an armored beach 
becomes impossible. The female loggerhead faces enough of a 
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struggle just trying to lay eggs under normal conditions. A gently 
sloping and shifting beach is ideal for nesting and allows for the 
gradual expenditure of the ocean's powerful surf. With a wall 
suddenly placed in its path, much of the wave energy cuts downward 
into the beach, scouring out sand and taking it back into the ocean . 
This erosive action eventually lowers the beach profile to such an 
extent that there is no longer a strip of dry sandy beach at high tide, 
and, for much of the day and night, the sea level comes right up to 
the seawall. Nesting loggerheads cannot even get out of the ocean , 
much less crawl up to a dune line, for the beach and the dune line 

are no longer there. 
Research has shown that loggerheads will make as many as two or 

three attempts at different locations in one night before giving up 
altogether, and it is believed that they may then abort the eggs if a 
suitable site has not been found. With increasing development 
along South Carolina's coast, the turtles are having to travel farther 
and farther to look for nesting sites that are becoming fewer and 
fewer. 

Shoreline armoring also moves the problem of erosion to another 
location. When a wall is built, the incoming ocean waves wrap 
around the sides of the structure, eroding the adjacent sands. The 
only cure, then, is to extend the wall. This pushes the problem still 
farther down the beach, necessitating another stretch of seawall and 
resulting in miles of seawalls or rock piles, with a corresponding loss 
of dunes and beaches. 
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36-37. When man and nature face off, man generally must bow. In 
19 79 this road on Hunting Island fell victim to Hurricane David's force 
and was never rebuilt. Armoring, a tactic which only succeeds in 
moving erosion farther down the beach, is now regulated under the 
Beachfront Management Bill, a firm step in the direction of coping with 
the endless rearrangement of sand and sea. 

t construction and ,ein/oroement of seawalls and rock 
revetments has been a major cause for controversy in recent years in 
South Carolina. Many homes and condominiums that were built 
close to the ocean , and even some that were not, are now under 
attack from wave action and would certainly be destroyed without 
seawall protection. Understandably, some beachfront homeowners 
and developers argue in favor of armoring the beach. 

Many government agencies, conservationists and wildlife officials 
prefer softer approaches, such as the establishment of setback lines, 
whereby no building would be allowed within a certain distance 
from the sea. Then the ocean could fo llow its natural course of 
erosion and deposition as it always has, and the beach profile would 
be saved. The problem with this, from the landowner's point of 
view, at least, is that his beachfront property investment might 
eventually be washed right out to sea. 

The new beachfront management legislation which went into 
effect on July 1, 1988, is a compromise. Proponents of strong 
shoreline protection may feel that the bill is too weak, while those 
who oppose such protection have argued that it interferes with 
personal property use. From an ecological standpoint, the new 
regulations may not accomplish all that they were intended to. But 
they are an important first step in restoring some semblance of a 
natural beach and dune system, while halting the proliferation of 
destructive beachfront armoring. 

The key provision of the bill is the authorization of the S. C. 
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Coastal Council to establish a baseline along the state's coast and 
coastal inlets. ll1is line is drawn at the crest of the primary sand 
dune or, if the shoreline has been artificially altered by man-made 
structures, at the ideal location of the primary dune as projected by 
geologists. A setback line is then determined landward from the 
baseline, and future habitable structures must then be built landward 
from this setback. (Coastal Council is authorized to make exceptions 
and permit construction within the setback zone provided that the 
proposed building is smaller than five thousand square feet and has 
no amenities such as a swimming pool.) 

The setback line may vary from place to place along the coast; the 
higher the erosion rate in an area, the greater the distance between 
the setback line and the baseline. At no point, however, can this 
distance be less than twenty feet. Therefore, no new construction 
can occur closer than twenty feet from the ideal primary oceanfront 
dune. 

Construction of any new beach armoring structures, referred to in 
the bill as "erosion control devices," is permanently banned, except 
where needed for the protection of public highways threatened by 
erosion. Existing erosion control devices may be repaired if they 
have suffered up to 50 percent damage from natural causes or fire . If 
more than 50 percent is damaged, however, the entire structure 
must be replaced with a type approved by the Coastal Council. 
Vertical structures, which cause the greatest damage to the beach, 
are permanently prohibited. 

To soften any damage from the approved replacement erosion 
control devices, the new regulations require the landowner to 
renourish the beach in front of the structures with l. 5 times the 
amount of sand lost yearly to erosion, therefore maintaining a 
permanent oceanfront sand dune as well as a dry sand beach. 

Beachfront nourishment (and subsequent renourishment) is 
another possible solution to the erosion problem, and it may be one 
of the most atrractive solutions from the natural and human 
perspective. Sand is brought in from offshore sources or trucked in 
from inland sand quarries, spread along the high-tide line and 
graded into the shape of the dune. The ocean currents gradually 
erode this material away, maintaining the slope of the beach in the 
process. For the most part, a natural shoreline ecosystem is retained, 
and personal property is protected, as well. 

Of course, when the newly deposited material is finally washed 

away, more sand must be deposited, so if beach nourishment 
becomes the adopted solution , it must be continued at five to 
ten-year intervals, indefinitely. Its major drawback is cost. Few 
beach communities can afford the millions of dollars required to 
undertake such a project, so state and federal funds may be necessary 
to implement this proposal. From time to time federal funding has 
been obtained for one-time nourishment projects in extremely 
eroded areas, but at present there exists no overall nourishment 
funding plan for the entire South Carolina coast. 

Shortly after the Beachfront Management Bill became law, the 
General Assembly approved a bond bill providing for long- term 
projects, and $10 million were earmarked for beach nourishment 
projects. The funds will be distributed on a sixty-forty state-local 
matching basis and may only be applied to areas where there is 
reasonable public access to the beach, as determined by the Coastal 
Council. This is nowhere near the dollar amount needed to 
replenish South Carolina's eroded beach areas, but it shows an 
initial willingness on the part of the state to become involved in the 
search for a solution to the erosion problem. Indeed, with passage of 
the Beachfront Management and the Bond Bill legislation, South 
Carolina appears to be making a permanent commitment to coastal 
protection. This kind of commitment will be necessary to prevent 
the total loss of the natural dune community. 

In addition , from a purely economic perspective, such a 
commitment may be necessary for the state's tourism industry to 

survive and prosper. Studies indicate that coastal tourist dollars far 
exceed the costs of beach nourishment, and property values have 
actually increased faster in areas which incorporated beachfront 
management than in similar communities which have not. 

Perhaps it is not too late for South Carolina to have the best of 
both worlds, natural and human , with a good beach management 
program. While the new bill is a step in the right direction, more 
legislation will undoubtedly be necessary if we are to continue to 
coexist with the beach and dune community and its wildlife 
populations. 

Certainly the citizens of our state love its beaches. It is those 
citizens who will decide, through their senators and representatives, 
just what course of action will be taken in the future to protect the 
beaches and dunes. It will be tax dollars that will pay the high cost 
for such protection, but greater return on these tax dollars will be the 
reward. 

For the wildlife dependent upon the dune ecosystems, beachfront 
management is vital. Without it, the squeeze being placed on these 
ecosystems by landward development on the one hand, and by the 
advancing ocean on the other, will necessarily result in the loss of 
this resource. Much of it has been lost already. The question now is, 
how much can be saved?.• 

Bob Gale is a naturalist and free-lance photojournalist from Hilton Head 
Island. 
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A PLANTATION CHRISTMAS 
BY JULIA PETERKIN 

I HEAR THAT IN MANY PLACES something has happened to 

;~ Christmas; that it is changing from a time of merriment and 

Ne carefree gaiety to a holiday which is filled with tedium; that 

many people dread the day and the obligation to give Christmas 

presents is a nightmare to weary, bored souls; that the children of 

enlightened parents no longer believe in Santa Claus; that all in all , 

the effort to be happy and have pleasure makes many honest hearts 

grow dark with despair instead of beaming with good will. 

These dark rumors make me thank the kind fate which placed me 

in a home which is removed from the beaten track of that thing 

which, for want of a better name, we call progress. Here, where time 

moves slowly and few changes come in, we remain faithful to the 

old-fashioned ways which were a part of those who were here before 

us, and we delight in defending them against anything which tends 

to destroy them or to lessen their brighmess. 

Every manner of life has its compensations, but nowhere is life 

more generous in compensating for its lacks than on this old 

plantation. 

Individuals are few, so each one counts for much. Hours are long 

and quiet and time is abundant. Since loneliness is one of the evils 

which threaten us, our holidays are important occasions. Birthdays, 

anniversaries, old church festivals, long forgotten by most of the 

outside world, make reasons for us to gather our friends together and 

make merry. But among all these gala days Christmas comes fi rst. 

Our Christmas preparations begin as soon as Thanksgiving is over, 

when the Christmas cakes are baked and put away to ripen, with 

oiled paper wrapped carefully around them to hold the delicious 

flavor of the scuppemong wine which has been carefully poured all 

over their dark brown crusts. 

The pantry shelves already hold rows of jars filled with jellies and 

jams and pickles and preserves made of figs and peaches and apples 

and watermelon rinds, and every other fruit and vegetable the 

garden and orchard yield. Bottles of red and white juices made of 

berries and grapes stand in colorful and tempting array until they are 

ready to be used. 

Long strands of red peppers hang to nails outside the kitchen door, 

ready to season the Christmas turkey dressing. Store-bought pepper 

is hot enough, but it lacks the flavor which these home-grown 

peppers give, not only to the turkey dressing and the game which the 

hunters bring in, but to the links of sausage which will soon be strung 

across the smokehouse and the piles of rich liver pudding in which 

rice and com meal both furnish such a large share. 

The shoats are growing fatter each day on the sweet acorns fa lling 
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from the live oak trees, and on the peanuts and potatoes, peas and 

ears of com which were left in the fields when those crops were 

gathered. 

In the wild crabapple thickets fruit is covering the ground, for the 

nights are cool and fro ty; enough must be gathered for the clear 

yellow bitter-sweet jelly which is perfect with roasted pork hams. 

Axes swing and ring in the woods nearby as their sharp steel is 

driven into the hearts of trees. As the fresh logs are cut, they are 

hauled in , and woodpiles grow high in every back yard. A clean 

hickory backlog for the Christmas fire lies waiting on every pile 

beside the sturdy lengths of pine and oak and ash, and the fat rosiny 

pine knots and bits of pine hearts are split up into small kindling 

wood which can rouse the sleepiest blaze into bright burning. 

The wi ld broom grass, with its tall strong growth, is ripe enough to 

gather, and the year's supply of brooms must be wrung before a hard 

frost comes and scorches the straw and makes it lifeless and brittle. 

Bound into neat bundles with withes of split hickory so that they 

make a comfortable handful, these brooms make welcome C hristmas 

presents. No store-bought broom can sweep dust out of comers half 

so wel l. 

Partridges like the broom fields, and it is not uncommon for fine 

coveys to flutter up and away with startling whirs, or for rabbits to go 

bouncing through the sedge at the sight of the broom-gatherers who 

wring the straw. 

The store at the crossroads is kept open until long after dark, fo r the 

buying for Christmas must be carefully done, and those who come to 

buy like to linger and talk awhile. Printed words are scarce and so 

spoken words are all the more precious. News has to be passed on, 

old tales retold , present problems discussed and measured by old

fashioned wisdom. For old fashions are still in style here. Age has 

precedence, children are trained to be seen and not heard, and they 

are expected to listen quietly while their elders repeat their tales of 

days which are forever gone, but which have left so many fine old 

beliefs and tradition . 

G lass bottles with strings tied around their necks for handles gurgle 

as they are filled with kerosene. Paper bags threaten to burst and spill 

the loads of fruit and candy and cakes they are given to hold. The 

scent of coffee newly parched and ground smothers the pleasant 

smell of the bunches of bananas which swing from the ceiling and 

the rank scent of the dried herrings in their stained slatted boxes. 

The restaurant next door flaps its red-and-white calico curtains and 

sends out inviting odors of catfish and rice. 

In a pit at one side of the restaurant's yard, a barbecued pig drips 



YULETIDE ON LANG SYNE IN 1929 

WASA BUSTLE OF SCOURING, BAKING AND DECORATING, AND BENEATH THE A CTIVITY 

RAN A GENTLE CURRENT OF TRADITION . 
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If we lived nearer to many stores and were used to getting packages, 

then the pleasure of sending and receiving gifts might be less. If the 

circle of our friends was larger, the sheer fun of deciding what each 

one would like might not be so great. But here the mere sight of an 

acquaintance warms our hearts, and just knowing that the sight of 

ourselves makes other hearts glad is one oflife's richest experiences. 

F 
!NE mornings are spent getting Christmas trees from the woods, in 

making holly wreaths and hanging up mistletoe boughs. The days are 

golden with sunshine, the forests glowing with color. Everywhere 

there is fulfillment of last spring's promise. Black walnuts and hickory 

- nuts drop with emphatic thuds; chinquapins fall from dry burs and 
hide under their own fallen leaves; under live oaks, water oaks, 

Spanish oaks, the earth is covered with acorns, yet the chestnut oaks 

drop their loads of big overcups in a steady patter. The magnolias are 

green and glossy, mock oranges glisten in the sunlight, Cherokee

rose apples shine among the glossy leaves. 

39-40. Garlands, wreaths and rosettes-the possibilities 
far creating beautiful, natural holiday decarations are 
limited only by the imagination of the creatar- today ar 
yesteryear. South Carolinians have traditionally used what's 
available to capture the spirit of the season, lacing colmful 
fruits and berries into fragrant greenery, then varying the 
texture with nuts and cones. 

sizzling fat on the coals which have cooked it so done and brown. 

Barbecue sandwiches made of pork and slices of store-bought bread 

rival the catfish and rice as a welcome change from the food eaten 

every day. Gallant beaus escort their ladies about and feed them well. 

Banjos and guitars plucked by work-hardened fingers add music and 

encourage the singing and dancing. 

Christmas is no holiday gotten up for the amusement of children, 

but a season which is enjoyed by the grown people with the utmost 

enthusiasm. People who have always loved one another are bound 

closer by the fun they have together. Old pain and old strain are 

forgotten in the good time which is come. There is a sudden new joy 

in just being alive. 
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Sometimes Autumn is generous and lets some of its blossoms stay 

until Christmas. Roses bloom, chrysanthemums are bewilderingly 

brilliant in a few protected places, Cape jasmines linger to help the 

tea olives keep the air perfumed, and vagrant butterflies hover over 

the frost-tinged zinnias and marigolds. 

A festival without feasting would be an empty thing, and the 

hunters all go out for game. Doves and partridges are plentiful, the 

big wild ducks have come to spend the winter in the swamps where 

the sweetgums, drunk on the warmth of the mild winter sunshine, 

scatter leaves in bright showers of purple and gold with every stir of 

the wind, hiding the deer tracks which mingle with those of turkeys 

and wildcats and foxes and raccoons. 

The mazes of the swamp are treacherous, but one glimpse of a wild 

gobbler's shining, burnished feathers is enough to induce any hunter 

to go slipping stealthily between the great trunks of cypresses and 

sweetgums, climbing over fa llen logs, tramping through mud, side

stepping bogs, stooping under the low-swung nooses of wild 

grapevines and thorny bamboos. 

Christmas Eve finds the plantation rich with unexpected things. 

Unusual sounds and colors are everywhere. Happy voices rise above 

the whispering and rustling of paper wrappings, fires crackle and 

heighten and shed a rosy glow over the Christmas decorations and 

warn the outside darkness to keep away. As the first stars twinkle out, 

the whole world becomes radiant with a light which does not come 

from the sky, because once, long ago, the Star of Bethlehem shone 

just so above the manger where Christ Jesus was born. The fields lie 

quiet, the hills away over the river are folded with hazy blue, and the 

hearts of human beings beat softly because He who could heal the 

sick and raise the dead and make the sinful sinless was born on just 

such a night. 

Suppers are eaten early so that the fires can be covered and the 

houses closed by the time the old cowbell starts ringing to tell the 

people that the time for watchnight meeting in the Quarters is near. 

Nobody wants to be late, although the meeting lasts until dawn. 

The cows are left unmilked with their calves, for all creatures are 



alike on Christmas Eve night, and mothers, whether they are beasts 
or women, whether they pray in churches or in stables and stalls, 
want their children close beside them when they kneel at midnight 
to pray to the great Father of us all. 

Wheels creak along the roads that lead through the fields toward 
the Quarters, for they carry heavy loads of people. The old meeting 
benches sag with the weight of so many who have come to worship. 
Heads are bowed and glad tears are shed as the story of the first 
Christmas is read from the Book, and Christians are reminded that 
the sky holds a resting-place for them, that in Heaven many 
mansions have room for all who need peace and comfort. 

Solemn, soul-stirring old hymns, lined out two lines at a time in 
the deep, booming voice of the prayer leader, are sung until 
midnight, and prayers lifted high by earnest, reverent voices pleading 
with the Most High for His blessing and protection rise and fall like 
breakers on the beach. But as soon as the cocks crow to announce 
that middle-night, the holy hour, has come, then the prayers change 
into rejoicing. The old meeting-house walls ring with exultant 

voices, the old floor boards give with the beating of so many shouting 
feet. All night long singing voices float out into the darkness and 
join the blurred songs of the wind in the trees until the morning star 
rides high in the sky and the Christmas sun rises shouting in the east. 
Then the benediction is said. 

The cock crowing for sunrise is scarcely over when the servants 
steal into the Big House on tiptoe so they can catch everybody there 
with a shouted "Christmas Gift!" before the kitchen fire is even 
started or the water put on to boil for the early morning coffee. 

This is an old game. Everybody tries to catch everyone else and win 
an extra Christmas gift. Kind old maumas arrive before breakfast is 
over, fetching presents of new-laid eggs or fat pullet chickens tied by 
the legs, and their thanks for their gifts-aprons or sweets or fruits , or 
whatever else has been prepared for them- are expressed in the most 
charming, gracious words accompanied by the most graceful curtsies. 
Gentle old men fetch bags of peanuts or ears of popcorn or bottles of 
homemade syrup. 

The cook forgets the heavy day's work ahead of him and joins 
heartily in the singing of Christmas spirituals out in the yard. The 
words of the beautiful songs are few, but their refrains repeated over 
and over in a thundering swirl unite us all in voice and faith and joy 
and help us to know that Christmas Day is the best day of our year. 

And Christmas Week is our best week. Every night the big drum 
booms out with an invitation to a Christmas-tree parry at some 
cabin. The Big Houses at the neighboring plantations are filled with 
fun until New Year's Day comes and ends the glad holiday season. 

When nothing is left of the merry-making but withered holly and 

faded mistletoe and the few red embers that still shine among the 
hickory ashes of the Christmas backlog, we rejoice that we are spared 

to pause and wonder over that strange miracle we call life.·""' 

Julia Mood Peterkin, 1880- 1961, was a South Carolina novelist and short story 
writer. Born in Laurens County, she is remembered in American literature for 
her truthful, non-stereotyped portrait of Southern planwtion life. 

~ CHRISTMAS GREENS: m AN UNMATCHED TRADITION 

LONG BEFORE the advent of wire and bristle conifers and plastic 
poinsettias, Christmas was displayed in nature's greens and reds. 
People sought their decorations in the forests and fields and from the 
corners of their yards. 

Fragrance of red cedar, sweet bay, magnolia and English ivy 
continues to convey the freshness of the out-of-doors. TI1e whimsey of 
a seemingly endless vine of Small's smilax still drapes around a door 
frame like nothing manufactured. 

The stolen green of mistletoe, which grows as a parasite on hardwood 
trees, and its icy-white berries are another inescapable part of 
Christmas customs. Much of this traditional plant is shot down or cut 
from the heights of trees, although it is more easily procured from low 
limbs along a river's edge and can be cultivated by smearing its sticky 
seeds on lower limbs around the wood lot or yard. · 

The many pines native to South Carolina are wonderful sources of 
evergreen boughs. They afford variety of texture including the dark
green spruce pine of the Lowcountry, the green broom-like clusters of 
Lowcountry and midlands longleaf pine, the miniature cones of 
rosemary or shortleaf pine in the piedmont, and the soft grey-green of 
white pine from the mountains. 

Southern magnolia, red cedar and American holly are always sought 
for holiday decorating. Anyone lucky enough to have white cedar will 
also find it an excellent provider of greenery. The utility of pine cones, 
sweetgum balls, popcorn berries and cockleburs which are more easily 
collected before the holiday rush should not be overlooked. The gold 
of chinaberries, widely available, can also add needed color. 

Traditional red berries are as much a part of the Christmas spirit as 
are greens. Walter's smilax, which decorates the banks ofLowcouncry 
rivers in November and December, coralseed vine, bittersweet, Indian 
current, dwarf smilax and pyracantha or firethorn provide reds and 
deep oranges in abundance. Often overlooked are the deciduous 
hollies, such as winterberry and possum haw, which lack thorns and 
have soft leaves that shed in autumn, leaving bare limbs glistening 
with clustered red berries like torches of scarlet amid snow and ice. 

Likewise, depending upon where one lives, the decorating 
possibilities of red staghorn sumac, wax myrtle, rhododendron, and 
palmetto fronds are often neglected. Bristly holly may be combined 
with soft cedar; fruits, nuts, berries, cones, acorns and seed pods may 
be mixed in for contrasting texture and accent. 

Finding greens for decoration is simply a matter of using the material 
close at hand. Look to any evergreen shrubbery that could use pruning. 
Good candidates are yew, arborvitae, cultivated rhododendron, 
privet, tea olive, loquat, acuba, mahonia, Japanese holly, pittosporum, 
azalea and boxwood. The green "hedge apples" of osage orange, iris 
leaves, Florida leucothoe, green and variegated English ivy and 
fragrant "mock oranges" from the thorny trifoliate orange bush also are 
good candidates for decorative displays. 

To make greenery last inside, condition overnight in a garage, cool 
basement or closet. All greens should be placed in water to keep them 
as fresh as possible prior to decorating. Foliage will absorb water more 
easily if the stem ends are lightly crushed with a mallet or split with 
several vertical cuts. Holly, pine and cedar stem tips may be dipped in 
candle wax after conditioning to seal in resins. 

For those who cherish her blessings, nature provides the material for 
unmatched traditional displays over the mantelpiece, on the door, 
around windows and as table centerpieces. Whether wild or cultivated, 
natural greenery brings with it living presence, pungent aromas and 
pleasing textures that cannot be duplicated by human technology. _ _,,., 

-Mike Creel 
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Mountain Islands on a Piedmont 
Objects oflore and legend, survivors of 

eons of geologic wear and tear ... 

monadnocks preserve a glimpse of the 

piedmont's ancient past. 

by John Nelson 

R iding the easy rise and fall of the 
piedmont countryside, Interstate 85 

roller-coasters across upstate South Carolina on a northeastward 
course toward C harlotte, North Carolina. The gentle swells that 
characterize the region , while pleasant enough scenery, hold few 
surprises, and passers-through are soon lulled into the monotony that 
infects every traveler of the modem interstate highway. 

Nearing the state line, however, strangers to this stretch of highway 
are surprised to come upon a lone promontory jutting high above the 
surrounding hillocks. Miles from the nearest mountain range, Kings 

ea 
Mountain looms up almost without warning, an isolated precipice 
that seems out of place in the midst of the gently rolling landscape. 

Kings Mountain is not the only such geologic anomaly found in the 
piedmont. Called "monadnocks" by geologists ( the te1m comes from 
an Indian name describing such a feature in New Hampshire) , these 
solitary mountains dot the piedmont plateau. 

In South Carolina, almost all monadnocks occur within one 
hundred miles of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Some were apparently 
part of ancient mountain ridges trailing off from the Blue Ridge but 
now standing separate after eons of erosion. 

The most obvious monadnocks are those situated well away from 
the Blue R idge, for these stand out in distinct contrast against their 
flatter surroundings. Examples include Ferguson's Mountain in York 
County and Sugar Loaf Mountain in C hesterfield County. 
Monadnocks such as H ogback Mountain in northern Greenville 
County are not as visually distinctive on the landscape, especially 
from a distance, since they occur in the vicinity of other mountains. 
Wherever they occur, however, monadnocks provide a striking 
reminder of the ancient processes which have ultimately given shape 
to the modem piedmont. 



4 2-4 3. Rising high above the surrounding York County land, Ferguson's Mountain affords a grand panorama. On the horizon to the northwest lie 
more of its kind, the unusual promontories known as moruulnocks. 
44-45. The ruddiness of ironstone on Chesterfield County's Sugar Loaf melds with the white, green and yellow hues of lichens growing in its worn 
niches. Sugar Loaf is geologically much younger than Table Rock, the great granite mountain familiar to most South Carolinians, and its pocked, 
knobby sueface is far less durable than Table Rock's sheer, steep cliffs. 

Today's piedmont stretches southwestward in a gentle arc from 
Maryland through Virginia and the Carolinas, passing through much 
of northern Georgia and terminating in Alabama. Underlain by a 
variety of rock types, the region has had a torturous geologic history, 
its surface constantly eroded by the forces of nature. Millions of years 
of cyclic weather patterns and the development of the river systems 
draining it effectively relocated much of the piedmont from its original 
location toward the ocean . 

This widespread translocation of soil and rock, occurring during 
successive invasions and retreats of the coastline, led to the formation 
of the coastal plain. It also resulted in dramatically altering the 
piedmont landscape. It is quite likely that today's piedmont is much 
lower in t levation than it was originally, due to the vast amounts of 
earth displaced by erosion . In some places, it is estimated that the 
resultant plain is actually several hundred feet lower. 

Over the long course of this geologic upheaval, a few isolated sites 
throughout the piedmont successfully resisted the changes wrought by 
natural erosion . These sites exist today as monadnocks, remnants of 
an ancient landscape that vanished long ago. They are especially 
significant in that they approximate, more or less, the original surface 
elevation of the piedmont. For example, the peak of Boles Mountain 
in Edgefield County measures 64 7 feet above sea level. Its base is 
about 450 feet above sea level. The difference between the elevation 
at the peak and that of the surrounding countryside is called the relief, 
which in this example is about 200 feet. It appears then that the 
ancient piedmont of what is now Edgefield County was much higher 
than today, at least by 200 feet. In fact, the piedmont in states north 
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of South Carolina was probably a great deal higher, since monadnocks 
in these states often have considerably greater relief. 

While the piedmont literally washed away around them, 
monadnocks survived ages of wear and tear thanks to geologic factors 
that made them more resistant than the surrounding land. In some 
cases, a thin layer of resistant rock withstood erosional forces longer 
than the less resistant strata around it. Such was the origin of Sugar 
Loaf Mountain. Sandstones, cemented together by iron deposits, 
comprise several hardened layers that cap the mountain's peak, greatly 
reducing the rate of erosion . As the elements wore away at the 
surrounding rock, a hardened mound slowly emerged. Dunn's 
Mountain and Cook's Mountain are of similar geologic origin. 

Other monadnocks have withstood erosion because they are 
composed of resistant rock throughout, not merely on their surface 
layers. A variety of minerals, often associated with schists and granite, 
form these hills. 

Perhaps the most common mineral family found in many of these 
monadnocks is that of the aluminum silicates. These minerals differ 
from each other in degrees of hardness, with one form, known as 
kyanite, being one of the hardest. Softer aluminum silicates include 
andalusite and sillimanite. All three are of industrial importance, 
especially in the production of high-temperature ceramics used to line 
boilers and glass furnaces. 

Of these three minerals, kyanite is economically the most 
important, since it tends to occur in higher-grade deposits than the 
others. Some of these deposits may be very large and may stretch to 
more than one mile. Little Mountain in Newberry County represents 
such a deposit, composed largely ofkyanite within quartzose rock. 

C loser to the Blue Ridge escarpment, the most prominent 
monadnocks often represent areas of uplifted rock, spurs of ancient 
mountain ridges. The best-known monadnock in South Carolina is 
Table Rock Mountain , actually an enormous block of granite. In 
addition to Table Rock, Glassy Mountain to the south and Paris 
Mountain to the east are similar in structure to what is probably the 
best-known monadnock in the Southeast, Stone Mountain near 
Atlanta. 

Erosional forces occur worldwide, and so does the phenomenon of 
isolated mountains. Not surprisingly, these sites are distinguished by 
various designations in different areas. All isolated mountain-like 
structures may technically be included under the general category 
"inselberg," a descriptive G erman word meaning "island mountain." 
Some of these mountains represent nothing more than the cores of 
ancient volcanoes, many examples of which may be found in the 
American West. Resistant magma remains following the erosion of 
geologically "softer" surroundings. A particularly good example of this 
sort of volcanic remnant is the Devil's Needle in Wyoming, made 
famous in the movie, "Close Encounters of the Third Kind." 





Monadnocks were silent sentinels of a new landscape, and the early 
maps and accounts of travels in the South Carolina piedmont record 
that presence. Many are still known by the local names originally 
ascribed to them; others' titles have changed over the years. Often the 
name of a monadnock came from a closely associated feature, such as 
a creek or river (Thicketty Mountain in northwestern C herokee 
County), a resident nearby (Faulkner Mountain in Edgefield County), 
or its appearance (G lassy Mountain in Pickens County). 

That monadnocks were important as landmarks is easy to 
understand, since it was convenient to measure distances and indicate 
directions from a prominent feature upon a flat landscape. This led to 
their becoming gathering sites. Battles have been fought in their 
vicinity (Kings Mountain) , and settlements have sprung up near 
them (Little Mountain) . 

The view from the top has also drawn people to these isolated 
promontories. To the early settlers, and to the resident Indians before 
them, the summit of the local monadnock was the best place to get a 
good look at the surrounding world . This could be important from the 
standpoint of being able to see your neighbors, whether friendly or 
unfriendly. Even now, most monadnocks are still so esteemed. The 
highest ones almost always have fire towers or radio transmitters 
(sometimes both) located atop their summit. 

Not to be dismissed is the value of an isolated mountaintop in the 
piedmont as a place to get away from it all. U nfortunately, monadnock 
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peaks that are well-used fo r recreation almost invariably bear that out 
with a rich and varied collection oflitter. 

Monadnocks have long stirred spiritual feelings in people. It is likely 
that Indians revered certain hilltops as sacred ground, and there are 
Indian burial grounds on some. The Europeans were similarly affected. 
Prayer meetings at temporary "brushy arbors" have occurred on a 
number of monadnocks. 

These mounds need not be extremely high in elevation to impart a 
feeling of freedom from the earth's bonds. In 1802, John Drayton's 
view of the world from a piedmont mountaintop moved him to ask: 
"Is the spectator honest and moral? If so, he cannot but gratefully 
adore that God, before whose throne, fancy whispers he has made a 
nearer approach . Is he the citizen of a free and independent country ? 
In that case he must appreciate his freedom still more, by his elevated 
situation above terrestrial objects, by the unbounded prospects which 
are spread before him .... " 

Drayton 's reverence and awe are mirrored in much of the folklore 
that has developed among piedmont residents concerning 
monadnocks. The peaks are unusual in themselves, being elevated 
places where the winds whistle and lonesome pines grow. Cases of the 
supernatural, bordering on the occult, have occurred in association 
with certain monadnocks. The devil's footprints, for instance, are 
clearly visible on the rocks atop some monadnocks, legends hold, his 
burning-hot feet having melted the impressions into the stone. 
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46-47. Vegetation on Henry's Knob, 
above left, now shows promise of 
recovery, but at one time the slopes of 
the York County monadnock were 
stripped, extensively mined for the 
high-grade kyanite found there. Glassy 
Mountain, Pickens County, is in better 
condition, with a healthy forest atop its 
granite mass, but it is still prey to 
vandals. Existing fire and 
communications towers currently pose 
no major threat to the habitat, according 
to the author. 

Known to be geologic islands, monadnocks are at the same time 
ecologic islands, with natural histories much unlike the areas 
surrounding them. It is a known fact that distinctive yet related 
species of various animal and plant groups occupy separate oceanic 
islands. In some cases, it appears that a species on one island may have 
arrived there from a different place and over time evolved into a 
separate species. Monadnocks, due to their difference from the 
surrounding landscape, may reflect this island nature just as though 

they were surrounded by water. 
The relatively sudden change from flat countryside to the elevated 

summit affords sites for the presence of disjunct species, some of which 
may be rare. For example, chesmut oak is considered a mountain tree 
in South Carolina, yet it is found growing on the summit (but never at 
the base) of monadnocks located far from the Blue Ridge. It is 
apparent then that the top of a monadnock in Laurens Counry is, in 
effect, an approximation of a mountain ridge in upper O conee 
Counry. C hesmut oak is able to tolerate this similarity and so 
flourishes much farther south in this otherwise unmountainous region . 

Other northern, or boreal, species may occur only at the summits of 
monadnocks located farther south. It is possible that some northern 
amphibians, invertebrates or small mammals, though rare in our 
state, could be restricted to certain elevated peaks. 

These often provide resources for species that are migrants, or at 
least thought not to be permanent residents of South Carolina. The 
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48. Draytonville Mountain's peak 
boasts large quartzose boulders as well 
as a lovely view of lower sections of 
Cherokee County. Plant communities 
on monadnock summits are exposed to 
extremes in temperature and must 
endure dry, windy conditions. Chestnut 
oak forests with pines, mountain laurel 
and blueberries are typical, and small 
succulents like sedum thrust their roots 
into the thin, rocky soil. 
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higher monadnocks, such as those near the Blue Ridge escarpment, 
offer refuge to ravens, a species uncommon in our state. Bald eagles 
and various birds of prey congregate at monadnocks during migration, 
making use of the updrafts around their slopes. Vultures, which 
historically have roosted and nested in great abundance at some 
monadnocks, also take advantage of these thermal "elevators." 

Natural communities found on monadnocks, just like those found 
anywhere else, are intimately linked to the combination of physical 
and biological forces affecting them. Because they rise above the 
surrounding terrain, monadnocks are sites of obvious exposure. Their 
tops are usually very dry, or xeric, especially with sufficient elevation, 
and their bases more moist, or mesic. On the slopes between the 
summit and base might be found a number of sites intermediate in 
moisture. To add further to this variation, the direction of exposure 
must be considered, as it would for a site on any mountain. Northern 
and eastern exposures are generally cooler and wetter than western 
and southern exposures, due to the relative amounts of sunlight 
striking them. 

The effect of exposure on monadnock vegetation is easier to visualize 
at those sites which are oriented strongly in two directions. For 
example, Ferguson's Mountain , near Lake Wylie, is strongly north
south oriented, and has an east "side" and a west "side." Little 
Mountain in Newberry County is generally oriented east-west. All 
other factors being equal, its north side should be expected to be 
cooler and moister than the south side, and the vegetation pattern 
bears this out. 

Similarly, the composition of a monadnock's forest varies with 
exposure. Woodlands on the north and east sides have, as a rule , a 
higher proportion of mesic tree species, including beech, maple and 
tulip poplar. On the west or south sides, xeric species including 
various oaks and hickories are usually more prominent. 

A field trip around the base of the "ideal" monadnock, and then up 
to its summit, will prove that the composition of its forest varies in 
regard to moisture and exposure. While the woods at the base closely 
resemble those of the surrounding land, mesic tree species gradually 
disappear toward the summit, where moisture is scarce and only 
drought-tolerant species can flourish . These include blackjack, post 
and chesmut oaks, blueberries and Virginia pine. 

The ecological and geologic uniqueness of monadnocks is the legacy 
of natural forces as old as the earth itself. Water, wind, heat and cold 
sculpted their distinctive forms and dictated what living organisms 
exist on their slopes. From age to age these enduring peaks have stood 
the test of time, surviving the harshest challenges nature could hurl 
against them. But modem technology has equipped man with the 
means of their destruction. In the blink of an eye, machines have 
accomplished what nature has been unable to do over the course of 
geologic time. 

Monadnocks preserve for us today a window to our continent's past 
and an inspiring setting in which to enjoy the natural world. If in our 
estimation their value is limited to the minerals buried in their soil 
and the timber growing on their slopes, the future of these unique 
natural features is far from sure. If, however, we come to value them as 
we would irreplaceable heirlooms passed down over generations, then 
these mountain islands on the piedmont sea will yet stir the 
imagination of generations to come. _ _,,., 

John Nelson is a biologist with the state wildlife department's Nongame and 
Heritage Trust program. 
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Relative locations of monadnocks 

featured in the article are 

designated on the map, with several 

of the better-known mountains 

profiled below. 
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Sugar Loaf Mountain. Located in Chesterfield County, this small 
peak is found within the boundaries of the Sandhills State Forest. As a 
monadnock, Sugar Loaf Mountain is somewhat unusual in occurring 
within the sandhills region, at the seaward edge of the piedmont. 
Ironstone caps the 513-foot peak, and many large boulders have 
crumbled away from the summit to scatter on the mountain's sides. 
Sandstone found here contains the fossilized remains of innumerable 
sea creatures. 

Immediately to the south is the slightly smaller Horseshoe 
Mountain, which erosion has separated from the main peak. On the 
eastern slope is an excellent example of a hillside pocosin, with 
abundant mountain laurel, sand myrtle and horse sugar, in striking 
contrast to the xeric pine-scrub oak sandhill at its base. Pyxie-moss, a 
rare plant related to Oconee bells, is scattered in a few spots near the 
summit. 

Pyxie-moss. 

Drayton ville Mountain. Known originally as "Gilkey's Mount," 
this prominent monadnock is located just to the southeast of Gaffney 
in Cherokee County. An impressive jumble oflarge quartzose 
conglomerate boulders caps the summit, from which an excellent 
view is attained. Lower monadnocks in the area, especially to the 
east, can easily be seen, as can the town of Gaffney. Along its slopes 
are scattered flattened boulders, very similar to those at the top, which 
are abundantly weathered. Some of the resultant solution patterns on 
their surfaces are likened to giant footprints, and a good bit of folklore 
has developed concerning this site. 

Henry's Knob. Named in the 1800s for a local family, this peak is 
very similar to neighboring Crowder's Mountain in North Carolina. 
Its rich reserves ofkyanite were initially mined in the 1930s, with 
much of the ore used in the production of airplane engine spark plugs. 

Three decades of dynamite and strip-mining effectively removea all 
the natural aspects and beauty of Henry's Knob. The si te is now 
privately owned, and attempts to restore its slopes have been made. 

Ferguson's Mountain. A thriving iron ore industry existed for a 
time in the eighteenth century on South Carolina's piedmont. One of 
the most productive iron furnaces was located at Ferguson's Mountain, 
previously known as Nanny's Mountain, in north-central York 
County. Iron ore produced in South Carolina was of great importance 
to the cause of the Revolution, but the industry subsequently 
collapsed. In addition, some expressed interest in mining gold in the 
area. 

Although this monadnock has been partially timbered in the past, 
the existing forest on it has recovered and its vegetation is nearly 
intact. The eastern and western sides of this north-south oriented 
peak allow for recognizable species differences in the forest cover. 

Glassy Mountain. Early accounts speak of the dark, glistening 
surface of the sheer slopes of this granitic peak. The fluted nature of 
the granite, as well as the courses of numerous streams descending 
from the top, is clearly visible on the north side of the peak from 
Highway 129. 

Rock climbing, painting and vandalism have removed much of the 
plant cover on the rounded, dome-like portions of the cliffs. Even so, 
Glassy Mountain still bears striking similarity to Table Rock and even 
supports a population of the rare thousand-leaved groundsel, Senecio 
millefolium. 

Little Mountain. A long and colorful history surrounds what was 
formerly known as Ruff's Mountain, in lower Newberry County. 
Perhaps the earliest written account of this monadnock appears in a 
land grant from 1754. Tradition in the town of Little Mountain 
indicates that the Mr. Ruff who owned the land upon which the 
mountain is located sold the property in order to buy a cow. It is 
unknown when the name changed to Little Mountain, but it is 
certain that the mountain itself has had much to do with the 
development of the town on its north side. 

Brushy arbors and Easter sunrise services have been traditions here 
for years. Lore tells of a tragic Indian romance on the mountain, as 
well as occult rituals near its summit._,,,,._, 

- John Nelson 
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Paris Mountain State Park 
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Just minutes from the hustle and bustle of downtown 
Greenville, Paris Mountain State Park seems a world 
apart. Towering pines and stately oaks, cleadlowing 
streams and still, shimmering lakes lure visitors to this 
mountain retreat where more than a thousand acres of 
unspoiled forests await exploration. From Highway 291 
take State Park Road (S. C. 253) and follow the signs to 
the park's entrance where our Field Trip begins. 

Lake Placid. 

1 Tum left into the park and follow the winding road 
ahead unti l the dark green waters of Lake Placid come 

into view on the right. This thirteen-acre lake and the spacious 
picnic area nestled beside it comprise the center of activity here. A 

mile-long nature trail encircles the lake and proves an easy trek 
requiring no more than an hour of unhurried walking. 

While our field trip today will take us into a more remote area of 
the park, the hike around Lake Placid offers an agreeable 
alternative for those faced with a deficit of time (or energy!). 
Noteworthy trees along the route are marked by ten small signposts 
each bearing a number from one to ten. The names and 
descriptions of the trees are found in a parks department brochure 
which is, regrettably, out of print at the moment. Even so, the 
situ.~tion can provide a unique learning opportunity. Take along a 

piece of paper numbered from one to ten and jot down your best 
guesses as to the identity of each tree species. At the conclusion of 
your hike, check your "quiz" by the answers provided at the bottom 
of page 53. 

Back on the park road, depart Lake Placid and head for the 
Sulphur Springs Picnic Area, approximately l. 5 miles ahead. 
Along the way take note of the unbroken woodlands bordering the 
road. Few of the park's 1,300 acres have been altered by human 
endeavor, due in large part to the steepness of the terrain. Much of 
the forest now encompassed by the park was rendered off-limits to 
logging nearly a century ago in order to protect the watersheds of 
four reservoirs (including Lake Placid) built to supply water to the 
city of Greenville. As a result, these woodlands constitute one of 
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the oldest forest preserves in South Carolina, a fact attested to by 
the many old-growth trees found on the mountain ( including four 
state champions, one of which we shall soon visit). 

Tum left into the Sulphur Springs Picnic Area where two picnic 
shelters, restrooms and a large recreation fie ld are found. From 
here we will hike 3.3 miles up the mountain's wooded slope and 
along a dirt road at the crest before rejoining the paved park road 
near the summit. Groups arriving in more than one vehicle may 
wish to drive up the park road to the trail junction and park a 
shuttle for the return trip down the mountain. For those planning 
to hike the entire loop, the rest of the walk down adds . 9 mile to 

the total for a round trip of 4. 2 miles. For the most part the hike is 
not difficult, save for a strenuous climb near the summit. 

2 Pull on your daypack stocked with field guides and 
refreshments, and we are ready to set forth. The trail 

commences on the right-hand side of Mountain Lake Creek where 
we encounter a large granite boulder-a reminder of the 
mountain's unique geologic past. 
Long ages ago, Paris Mountain 
stood among a line of mountains 

trailing off from the Blue Ridge 
that have since been worn away by 
eons of erosion. Thanks to the 
resistant granite underlying its 
slopes, Paris Mountain outlived 
the geologically softer peaks and Granite boulder. 
now stands as a lone remnant of 
mountain terrain surrounded by piedmont countryside. Isolated 
promontories such as this are known by geologists as monadnocks 
and exist as geologic and ecological islands. (See "Mountain 
Islands on a Piedmont Sea," page 42.) 

Some of the plants we wi ll see today are rarely found outside of 
the Blue Ridge mountains (some twenty miles away) yet are able to 

exist in this piedmont setting because of Paris Mountain's similarity 
to their native environs. One mountain species much in evidence 
along the stream here is the sourwood tree, its branches hung with 
tiny um-shaped fruit containing the seeds of future sourwoods. 

In the kingdom of plants, autumn is the season of completion 
when the functions of flowers and pollen come to final fruition in 
seeds, which promise a new generation come spring. Alongside 
the sourwoods, tag alders bear miniature cones in which are 
hidden tiny flat nutlets. A few of these will become new alder 

trees, but most will furnish meals for songbirds such as the 
American goldfinch. A few steps ahead on the right, strawberry 
bush is laden with bright red fruit that splits open to reveal blood
red seeds, hence the plant's nickname, hearts-a-bustin. These 
juicy berries are a favorite browse for white-tailed deer. 



For much of its length the Paris Mountain Trail fallows the course of 
Mountain Lake Creek as it spills clown a narrow cleft in the 
mountainside. Steep ridges surrounding the route form a sheltered 
cove which, coupled with the abundant moisture, gives rise to a rich 
diversity of trees, shrubs and wildflowers. 

Sourwood. Tag alder. 

Around the bend we approach a small plank bridge spanning the 
stream. Rosebay rhododendron overhangs the water here, its 
glossy evergreen leaves the fami liar emblems of mountain streams. 
Next spring's blossoms have already been manufactured and wait 
tightly wrapped at the tips of each twig, for nature enters winter 
ready for spring. 

An American holly, another evergreen species, grows just above 
the rhododendron and is decked with bright red berries as if 
decorated for Christmas. Examine the thick, waxy leaves of these 
plants. Unlike the deciduous trees that must shed their supple 
leaves during the fall to thwart winter's killing cold , the evergreens' 
heavily waxed, leathery leaves insulate their chlorophyll cells and 
thus remain garbed in green foliage year-round. 

Once across the bridge look to the left of the trail where a massive 
Virginia pine towers above the forest. Standing 101 feet tall with a 
girth greater than 7 feet, this champion tree qualifies as the largest 
of its kind in South Carolina. An important commercial species, 
Virginia pine seldom approaches this size before falling to the 
logger's saw. 

3 Follow the trail upstream until arriving at an open area 
once used for a campsite. ( Camping is no longer allowed 

at this site; however, primitive camping is permitted along a 
designated portion of the trail that lies ahead.) This damp, low
lying area supports a rich variety of moisture-loving plants 
including pamidgeberry (relished by quail, wild turkeys and grouse, 
as well as by pamidges), yellowroot (from which mountain folks 
concocted a sore throat remedy) , ground pine ( also known as 
running cedar) and wild ginger (sometimes called little brown 
jugs). Indian medicine men esteemed wild ginger for its healing 
powers, and modem researchers have discovered antibiotic 
substances in its roots. 

As we approach a group of pines just ahead, pause for a moment 

Yellowroot, ground pine, partridgeberry. 
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Carolina chickadee. 

and listen. Do you detect the 
chickadee-dee-dee-dee call of the 

Carolina chickadee ringing from 
the treetops? This year-round 

resident is a denizen of piney woods 
where it seeks its favorite food- the 
seeds of pine cones. In winter 
chickadees often band together 
with other small birds such as the 
tufted titmouse and downy 

woodpecker. While "birds of a feather flock together," they also 
know that "there is safety in numbers. " 

To the left of the trail stand two tumbledown outhouses 
constructed more than fifty years ago by the C ivilian Conservation 
Corps (CCC). Few hikers dare use these faci lities anymore; 
however, an occasional bat may hang among the rafters. 

The sound of flowing water beckons from around the bend where 
we cross a wooden bridge over the stream. This point marks the 
beginning of the primitive camping area, and the trail soon 
emerges into a large clearing where stands a CCC-built shelter. 
This area is available for use by organized groups who are requested 
to notify the park office in advance of setting up camp. 

4 Around the margin of the clearing, stately white oaks 
with immense crowns of spreading branches litter the 

ground with acorns, of which squirrels seem never to get their fill. 
In order for any tree or plant to propagate, its seeds must be 
dispersed , and this occurs by a variety of means. Squirrels gather 
the white oaks' tasty acorns and often bury them for safekeepir,g, 
thus "planting" many an oak. The seeds of beggar's lice, also found 
along the border of the clearing, may fasten to the fur of a passing 
animal, or on the pant leg of a hiker, dislodging some distance 
from the parent plant. 

At the far end of the clearing the trail reenters the woods, and we 
resume our journey alongside the stream, now on our left. (A 
second trail ascends the hill on our right and leads to the park 
road.) A short distance ahead on the left grows the sprout of an 
American chesmut tree, identified by its wavy, many-pointed 
leaves. At the tum of the century the chesmut was one of the most 
abundant trees in eastern America, prized for its flavorful nuts and 
durable wood. By the 1940s, however, a fungal disease brought to 
this country in 1904 had virtually wiped it out. Today an occasional 
sprout manages to grow five or six feet high before being killed . 

As we continue climbing, the valley narrows and the trailside 
drops away steeply to the stream rushing below. During the summer 
months delicate cranefly orchids and the trumpet-shaped ye llow 
blooms of downy fa lse foxglove grace this route. To our left an aged 
American beech tree reaches for the sky, its smooth bole bearing 
initials carved in 1938. 

We are approaching what from this vantage appears to be a relic 
of some vanished civi lization-a brooding wall of quarried stone 
spanning the ravine, nearly concealed by encroaching forest. The 
structure is actually a dam erected in 1898 to create the five-acre 
Mountain Lake, one of four reservoirs built by the Paris Mountain 
Water Company. No longer used as a water supply, the lake now 
serves as a secluded fishing hole for park visitors. 
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5 From atop the dam, scan the shoreline fo r signs of pond 
life. On warm sunny days turtles or snakes might be spied 

basking in the sun along the banks. During the winter months, 
colorful wood ducks sometimes inhabit the dead timber picketing 
the lake's shallow backwaters. 

Skirting the right bank of the lake, the trail again enters the 
woods and continues beside a small stream. As we ascend, the 
surrounding ridges close in to form a sheltered cove where the 
mountain character of the woodlands becomes more pronounced. 
Highland plant species grow more numerous and include maple 
leaf viburnum, ebony spleenwort and true Solomon's seal 
( distinguished from false Solomon's seal by the presence of fruit 
dangling beneath its stem). Solomon's seal was an important wild 
food for the Cherokee Indians, who ground its thick root to make 
flour. 

Nearing the stream we descend into a cool, shady draw 
surrounded by many large trees, evidence that this section of forest 
has not been disturbed for many years. The trunk of a decaying oak 
seen here is host to tier upon tier of bracket fungus , also called shelf 
fungus. Lacking the chlorophyll necessary for photosynthesis, 
bracket fungus and its relatives the mushrooms serve as important 
recyclers of decaying leaves and rotting wood. 

Rock-hop the stream under a dense canopy of rhododendron. 
The thicket-fanning limbs and broad leaves of this evergreen 
provide excellent cover for wildlife seeking refuge from predators. 
(The concealment afforded by such thickets was also appreciated 
by moonshiners seeking to hide their illegal liquor stills from 
"revenooers. ") Christmas fem and wild ginger are abundant along 
the margins of the trail , and on the left we pass a mountain 
silverbell (or snowdrop) tree, named for the white flowers that 

Impounded in 1898, Mountain Lake 
Reservoir once supplied water to the 
city of Greenville but now yields bass 
and bluegills to local anglers. 
Alongside the path leading to the 
lake, the sprout of an American 
chestnut tree ( above) attains the 
height of a man before succumbing to 
the blight which has decimated this 
once-prolific species. 

hang from its branches in the spring. 

The trail continues beside the stream until we come to an 
uprooted tree whose downfall has created a sunlit opening. The 

abundance of sunlight enables a variety of plants to grow here that 
could not survive in the shady woods. Among them are bloodroot, 

so-called on account of its reddish sap once used by Indians for war 
paint, and pokeweed, sometimes called poke sallet by those who 
collect the young shoots in spring and cook them like greens. 
(Plants more than three feet high should not be consumed for the 
roots and berries are poisonous.) Another of the pokeberry's 
nicknames is inkberry, for juice extracted from the dark purple 
berries makes an excellent dye and was often used by Confederate 
soldiers to pen letters home during the Civil War. 

Back in the shadows of the forest we encounter two small 
evergreen plants that are synonymous with mountain environs
galax and trailing arbutus. Galax features thick, heart-shaped 
leaves that look very similar to those of the rare Oconee bell. 
Trailing arbutus is now scarce in many states because it has been 
extensively gathered for use in floral arrangements. I ts fragrant 
pink or white flowers come to bloom as early as February. 

Departing the stream we now begin a steep ascent 6 toward the ridgetop. Over the course of the last mile we 
have climbed 225 feet in elevation . Now we will ascend twice that 
height in half the distance. As we climb, the soil becomes dry and 
rocky, and the composition of the forest undergoes obvious change. 
The white oak and yellow poplar so abundant at lower elevations 
become scarce, and in their stead drought-tolerant pines and 
chesmut oak dominate the forest. The diversity of plants found 
along the moist streambanks cannot survive in this dry habitat and 
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a few hardy species, especially 
blueberry, cover the forest floor. 

At 1. 7 miles from our starting 
point we arrive at an old roadbed 
which runs along the crest of the 
ridge. Before turning right down 
the road, walk straight across to 
where a brick chimney and stone 
foundation mark the site of a 
former dwelling. The ruins are those 

Burl with resurrection fem. 

of a bygone fire tower and forester's home that once stood here but 
have since been relocated to a higher point on Paris Mountain 's 
southwest side. 

Follow an old fence line a short distance beyond the homesite 
until coming to a chesmut oak with an enormous bulge on its 
trunk. This knot, or burl, is a fungal growth caused by disease in 
the tree. Burls were often sawed off by mountain settlers and 
hollowed into a bowl with a beautiful swirled grain. This immense 
burl, however, appears to have been claimed by a colony of 
resurrection fem. 

7 Returning to the road, tum left and begin a gentle 
descent toward the trail's terminus, still 1.6 miles away. 

Pines are abundant along the route, especially Virginia and shortleaf 
pines. The needles of both trees usually occur in bundles of two; 
however, the shortleaf 's needles, contrary to its name, grow longer 
than those of the Virginia pine. The Virginia pine is also 
distinguished by its narrow, shaggy bark, compared to the larger 
scales covering the shortleaf s trunk. 

An occasional box turtle might be spotted along the road, 
devouring one last mushroom before moving into winter quarters. 
These easygoing reptiles sometimes live to be eighty years old, 
although twenty or thirty years are more typical. A land dweller by 
nature , a box turtle may live its entire life in an area no larger than 
a football field . 

Dogwoods and soutwood trees are plentiful in the understory 
beneath the tall oaks and pines in the bordering woods. In the 
springtime the dogwoods' creamy white blossoms provide a visual 
feast for the woodland walker, but at this season the feast is spread 
for the squirrels and birds that gorge on the tree's lacquer-red 
berries. 

At last we round the final bend in the trail, and the paved park 
road appears just ahead. Turning right onto the roadway, the 
mile-long homestretch is all downhill , a kindness especially 
appreciated by those without a shuttle back to our starting place. 

Paris Mountain State Park is open daily from 9:00 a. m. until 6:00 
p. m. during winter months and until 9:00 p. m. during the summer. 
For more information write Paris Mountain State Park, Route 12, 
Box 221, Greenville, SC 29609, or call (803) 244-5565 .. -, 

Trees around Lake Placid, in numerical order (from page 50): 
yellow poplar, sweetgum, sourwood, white oak, hickory, decaying 
trees on forest floor, dogwood, black locust, sycamore, American 
beech. 

-Glenn Oeland 
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DIRECTIONS: ASSURING CONTINUANCE OF 
A VALUABLE RESOURCE 

W 
aterfowl are in trouble. This year's record 

drought atop several years of subnom1al 

precipitation and the trend of developing 

wetlands for agriculturnl use in the north-central U.S. 

and Canada have resulted in predictions for a fall flight of 

66 million birds, the second-lowest on record. 

Breeding duck populations 
neared record lows in 1988 due 
to poor habitat conditions 
caused by drought. Research 
and restoration efforts under 
way in South Carolina will play 
an important role in rebuilding 
North America's waterfowl 
resource. 

54 South Caroli"" \Vildlife 

O n a recent survey of the 
northern breeding grounds I was 
granted a firsthand opportuni ty 
to view the situation . July 
breeding pond numbers were 
almost 70 percent below normal; 
throughout a 100-square-mile 
region , potholes lay drained and 
bare. Cracks in the parched 
ground were clearly visible from 
our plane flying at 500 feet. 

In spite of seeing such 
devastation, I returned home 
with a positive feeling toward the 
future. For all I spoke with are 
working with a sense of urgency 
and single-mindedness, 
recognizing waterfowl as a 
continental resource. 

Some two years ago our nation 
and Canada signed the North 
American Waterfowl 
Management Plan (NAWMP). 
Mexico recently joined us. 
NAWMP is a landmark 
cooperative effort establishing a 
broad policy framework 
dependent upon regional-specific 
strategies and operations plans 
for implementation. Six areas, 
including our Atlantic Coast, 
have been assigned the highest 
priori ty in the nation and 
designated as Joint Ventures. 
The Atlantic Coast Joint 
Venture, including South 
Carolina, is moving rapidly to 
develop and implement, through 
cooperative efforts by private and 

governmental concerns, a 
waterfowl conservation strategy 
specific to the problems, needs 
and opportunities of this region . 

I am extremely pleased to note 
that South Carolina was among 
twelve states collectively 
contributing one million dollars 
this past year. Through matches 
by Ducks Unlimited, the 
National Fish and Wildlife 
Foundation, our government 
and Canada this figure grew to 
eight million dollars. 

Our state overwinters from 27 
to 45 percent of all dabbling 
ducks on the east coast. With 
much assistance during the past 
year from Ducks Unlimited of 
South Carolina and The Nature 
Conservancy we have acquired 
vital waterfowl habitat on 
Springfield Plantation and parts 
of Sampson and Fenwick islands 
near our Bear Island Wildlife 
Management Area. This is a 
bold initiative toward NAWMP's 
goal of protecting and improving 
two million acres of additional 
land for species such as the 
mallard, pintail and black duck. 

In another innovative move, 
this agency, C lemson University 
and Ducks Unlimited have 
joined with Delta Waterfowl and 
Research Station , an 
internationally-respected 
research arm of the C hicago
based North American Wildlife 
Foundation, to form a major 
waterfowl research station . The 
Atlantic Flyway Substation of 
Delta is based in our agency's 
Georgetown County facilities 
and will attract multiple funding 
sources while affording an ideal 
environment for hands-on 
research by university graduate 
students, federal and state 
agencies and private 
conservation groups. 

As noted by Governor Carroll 

A Campbell Jr., this long- term 
center for applied research on 
the wintering grounds of South 
Carolina has all the ingredients 
for developing into the nation's 
premier waterfowl research 
center. 

Our agency also is completing 
the process of evaluating all the 
waterfowl areas under its 
management and protection . 
The result will be multiple-use 
objectives designed to further 
enhance utilization of these 
managed wetlands by waterfowl 
and other species. 

Just as we have assisted in 
turning the situation around for 
the wood duck, a species once 
on the verge of extirpation and 
now our premier waterfowl 
species, South Carolinians will 
continue to be key players in 
saving and enhancing wetlands 
habitat while ensuring that 
sufficient breeding stocks of 
ducks remain for the time when 
climatic conditions are more 
favorable. 

To be sure, waterfowl are 
presently on the ropes. It will 
take farmers, hunters, private 
landowners, conservation 
organizations and resource 
managers of state and federal 
agencies to tum things around. 

Working together, we cannot 
and will not fail. Rather, I see us 
moving toward achievement of a 
single effective conclusion, the 
assured continuance of this 
magnificent resource and its 
associated sporting heritage .. ,,,.., 

- James A. Timmerman, Jr. 
Executive Director, SCWMRD 

The breeding population of pintails 
in North America numbered more 
than 10 million in 1956. In 1988: 
2. 5 million. 
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TOXIC RELEASES: YOUR 
RIGHT TO KNOW 

Members of the public who 
wish co find out what toxic 
chemicals are being released into 
the air, ground and water from 
nearby industrial facilities now 
have the right to such 
information, according to the 
Emergency Planning and 
Community Right to Know Acc. 

Under the provisions of the 
law, manufacturing plants that 
handle large quantities of any of 
328 acutely toxic chemicals must 
provide the EPA and state 
environmental agency with an 
annual report (EPA Form R) 
revealing all releases of these 
substances into the 
environment. As of September 
1, over 300 facilities across South 
Carolina had submitted reports 
co the state Department of 
Health and Environmental 
Control and to the EPA. 

Persons interested in obtaining 
information about toxic releases 
from a specific facility may 
request a copy of the EPA Form 
R filed by that particular industry 
bywritingS.C. DHEC, Bureau 
of Solid and H azardous Wastes 
Management, 2600 Bull Street, 
Columbia, SC 29201. 
Additional information is also 
available by calling the EPA'.s 
toll-free Superfund Hotline at 
1-800-535-0202 .. • 

VOLUNTARY DUCK 
HUNTING RESTRAINT 
PROGRAM 
ANNOUNCED 

Waterfowlers are urged to unite 
in support of restricted hunting 
and bag limits in recognition of 
the severe decline of North 
America's waterfowl through the 
National Voluntary Restraint 
Program (NVRP) . 

Sponsored by the North 
American Wildlife Foundation, 
a waterfowl research organization 
supported by sportsmen, and its 
Delta Waterfowl and Wetlands 
Research Station, NVRP is 
billed as a program developed by 
duck hunters themselves to take 
responsible action to reduce the 
harvest of ducks. 

This coming waterfowling 
season is seen as critical, with 
the second-lowest fall flight 
forecast on record and prime 
North American breeding 
grounds decimated by severe 
drought. While hunting is not 
seen as the cause of the drastic 
decline in duck numbers, a 
continued high harvest at 
current low population levels 
will have a negative impact on 
continental waterfowl 
populations. 

le costs nothing to participate 
in the program, but hunters 
must commit co buying a license, 
and a state and federal duck 
stamp. NVRP members who 
choose to duck hunt must pledge 
co only shoot drakes and to stop 
short of their limit. 

To join NVRP or to request 
more information, write to 
National Voluntary Restraint 
Program, do North American 
Wildlife Foundation, 102 
Wilmot Road Suite 410, 
Deerfield, IL60015, or call (312) 
940-7776 .. • 

David Baumann, turkey project leader for the state wildlife 
department, was among three biologists recognized for their 
accomplishments in wildlife conservation. 

WILDLIFE BIOLOGISTS 
HONORED BY PEERS 

Three biologists, including the 
state wildlife department's wild 
turkey project leader, have been 
presented awards by the S. C. 
Chapter of The Wildlife Society. 

David Baumann, a 14-year 
veteran of the wildlife 
department, received the 
Management-Administrator 
Award for his activities with the 
state's turkey restoration project. 
Baumann is stationed at the 
Dennis Wildlife Center in 
Bonneau. 

John Frampton, chief of game 
for the wildlife department, said 
the wild turkey restoration effort 
has resulted in the successful 
restoration of the bird in all of 
South Carolina's 46 counties. 
Since Baumann assumed 
responsibility for the project, 
1,773 wild turkeys have been 
live-trapped and released at 97 
sites across the state. 

Also honored by the society 
were Oscar Stewart, wildlife 
biologist for the U.S. Forest 
Service in Columbia, and Dr. 
Timothy Fendley, wildlife 
professor at Clemson University. 

Stewart was recognized for his 
work in molding a multiple-use 
plan for the national forests in 
South Carolina. Don Eng, S.C. 
National Forest Supervisor, 
commended Stewart for his 
efforts in planning and 
administering a complex 
program of wildlife management 
on more than 600,000 acres of 
public land. 

Dr. Fendley was cited for his 
research activities and devotion 
to working with graduate 
students. He was nominated by 
Michael H. Smith, director of 
the Savannah River Ecology 
Laboratory of the U niversity of 
Georgia's Institute of Ecology. 

The Wildlife Society is a 
professional organization of 
wildlife biologists .. • 
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South Carolina's raccoons may soon be the recipients of a new 
rabies vaccine developed to control the spread of the disease by 
wildlife species. 

WILDLIFE RABIES 
VACCINE STUDIED 

A safe, effective, oral rabies 
vaccine which holds excellent 
promise fo r vaccination of 
wildlife has been developed by 
researchers at the Wistar Insti tute 
of Anatomy and Biology, the 
nation's oldest nonprofi t 
biomedical research inst itute. 
Trial use of the vaccine may 
begin in South Carolina next 
summer. 

According to Dr. James A. 
Timmerman j r., executive 
director of the state wild life 
department, several field trials 
using the vaccine to protect 
foxes against rabies have already 
been conducted successfully in 
Europe. Final approval for a 
limited trial of the rabies vaccine 
in South Carolina depends upon 
the approval of several 
government agencies, but a 
preliminary bait-acceptance 
study is already under way. 

"Wildlife species accounted for 
more than 85 percen t of all 
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rabies cases in the U nited States 
since 1978," said 0. E. "Buddy" 
Baker, fu rbearer biologist with 
the state wild life department. 
"Raccoons are the major 
reservoir host in the southeast , 
and a major outbreak of raccoon 
rabies occurred in the lower 
coastal region of South Carolina 
during 1979. Rabies has subsided 
in the state since then but is still 
present at levels which warrant 
caution . 

"Continued development 
along the coast increases the 
interaction between man , 
domestic animals and wildlife 
species," Baker said. "The need 
to protect human and domestic 
animal health and control rabies 
in our wildlife populations is 
apparent. A ttempts to hand
vaccinate wildlife have not 
proved completely effective and 
are often impractical. "-, 

Nearly 16 million Americans 
bought hunting licenses in 1987. 

CHECK REGULATIONS 
BEFORE GOING AFIELD 

Sportsmen with years of 
experience at their sport are 
sometimes the most likely to be 
caught by surprise when new 
regulations and special 
restrictions go into effect. 

Several laws of particular 
interest to hunters were passed 
by the South Carolina General 
Assembly and signed into law by 
the governor during the 1988 
legislative session. The fo llowing 
is a summary of new laws 
affecting hunters. 

An act which states: "During 
any period in which raccoons 
and opossums are allowed to be 
hunted without firearms, it is 
unlawful to hunt such game 
when carrying on one's person or 
in one's vehicle any firearm, saw, 
ax, artificial calling device or 
tree-climbing device. Mouth
operated calling devices may be 
used in field trials as provided by 
the wildlife department." 

An act which defines as a 
"primitive weapon" a rifle .36 
caliber or larger, which uses 
black powder only as its 
propellant charge and which has 
a one-eighth-inch non
magnified peep sight on the rear 
of the barrel. 

An act which requires tagging 
of wild turkeys taken by hunters 
and sets a daily bag limit of two 
turkeys per day, not to exceed 
five during any one license year. 

No person may take more than 
two wild turkeys during an open 
fa II season. 

Additional laws now make it 
unlawful to: hunt, take, or 
attempt to hunt or take a wild 
turkey on or over any baited 
area; to take or attempt to take a 
wild turkey with a rifle ( this law 
applies statewide and refers to all 
rifles, including muzzleloading 
rifles); to take or attempt to take 
a wild turkey from a vehicle on a 
public road; to negligently or 
recklessly use a firearm or archery 
tackle while hunting; to hunt 
deer within 300 yards of a 
residence without permission of 
the owner and occupant ( this 
law does not apply to a 
landowner hunting on his own 
land). 

Hunters are advised to consult 
the current Rules and 
Regulations brochure available 
at license outlets across the state 
or from the nearest state wildlife 
department office._,,,,._, 

CORRECTION ... 

In the September-October 
1988 edition ofRoundtable we 
reported the legalization of 
hybrid bass sales. The headline 
should have read POND
RAISED HYBRIDS O K'D FOR 
MARKET, rather than referring 
to striped bass. Sale of stripers in 
South Carolina is stilt prohibited 
by law .. -. 

OPERATION 
GAMETHIEF 
1·800·922•5431 

STOP GAME AND FISH VIOLATORS 



BLACK BEARS 
THREATENED BY 
POACHERS 

Undercover law enforcement 
operations in Tennessee, North 
Carolina and Georgia have 
identified illegal kill ing as one of 
the major problems facing the 
black bear. 

Earlier this year, 43 people in 
these three southeastern states 
were served warrants fo r more 
than 130 violations, including 
interstate transport of illegally 
taken game species. The arrests 
stemmed from state and federal 
officers' undercover investigation 
of a massive black bear poaching 
and market hunting operation. 

During the three-year 
investigation agents purchased 
266 bear gall bladders, 385 bear 
claws, 77 bear feet, four bear 
heads, n ine bear hides, one live 
bear cub and other illegal items 
including moonshine and stolen 
vehicles. 

Wildlife biologists consider 
black bear populations in the 
southeast co be a fragile resource. 
South Carolina's black bear 
population is seen as transient 
and highly dependent upon 
populations within adjoining 
states. 

Biologists suspect the illegal 
ki ll is equal to or greater than the 
allowed legal harvest and chat 
commercialization of black bear 
pares has become a major 
problem. Black bear parts, 
especially the gall bladders and 
feet, are sold illegally in the 
Oriental market for medicines. 

Conviction of violations under 
the Lacey Act, wh ich prohibits 
the interstate transport of 
illegally taken game, carries a 
maximum sentence of five years' 
imprisonment and up to $20,000 
in fines .. 4111t, 

Deer remains, including the skulls of seventeen does, were among 
evidence that led to the arrest and conviction of two game-law 
violators in the Francis Marion National Forest. 

PHONE CALLS LEAD 
TO ILLEGAL HUNTERS 

Calls from a suspected night 
hunter to two Lowcountry 
conservation officers ended in 
the arrest of the poacher and his 
cohort and some of the most 
severe penalties ever imposed for 
night hunting in South Carolina. 

"The fe llow called Corporal 
G lenn D. Ward and he called 
my house coo, wanting to give us 
some information ," said Corporal 
Victor E. Lincoln Jr. of 
Awendaw. "Bue we figured out 
what was going on. He wanted 
to see whether we were at home 
or working." 

Lincoln and Ward met with 
the suspect but later joined 
officer Martin D. Napier and hid 
their vehicle near property 
owned by one of the suspects, 
within the Hellhole Unit of the 
Francis Marion National Forest. 
After observing the suspects for 
several hours, officers moved in 
to make the arrests. What they 
saw confirmed their worst 
suspicions. 

In addition to a freezer full of 
illegal venison , the officers found 

five fresh out-of-season buck 
antlers, 17 doe heads in a gut 
pile, an alligator skull, a whole 
turkey left to spoil and skinning 
racks. 

Two men , Carl Blease Morris 
and Archie Wade Hursey Jr., 
both of Moncks Comer, were 
charged with night hunting for 
deer and conspiracy to commit a 
crime. At the time of their 
arrests, officers also confiscated a 
1987 pickup truck, a .243 caliber 
rifle and ammunition. 

Morris and Hursey were fined 
$2,500 and sentenced to one 
year in prison, suspended upon 
paymentof$2,000and three 
years' probation. Both men also 
received a ninety-day jail tem1 to 
be served on weekends, six 
months' house arrest and loss of 
hunting and fishing privileges for 
three years. While on probation 
neither man will be allowed to 
possess fireanns. 

Director William K. Chastain 
and Captain C.R. "Rippie" 
Murray cited the officers for good 
law enforcement work and noced 
that the wildlife department is 
making an extra effort to stop 
such violations. _ _, 
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WINTERING 
WATERFOWL RESEARCH 
CENTER ESTABLISHED 

An ideal environment fo r 
hands-on research will be 
provided by a long-tem1 
waterfowl study center to be 
located at the state wildlife 
department's waterfowl facility 
in Georgetown. The Delta 
Atlantic Flyway Substation will 
provide a mechanism for 
scientific research on migratory 
and resident waterfowl, as well as 
integrating current knowledge of 
breeding and wintering habitat. 

Establishment of the station 
was the result of a joint 
agreement among the wildlife 
department, C lemson 
Universi ty, Ducks Unlimited, 
and Delea Waterfowl and 
Wetlands Research Station. 

In announcing the center's 
fonnation, Gov. Carroll 
Campbell said , "South Carolina 
is a natural home for a waterfowl 
research station due to the 
excellent waterfowl management 
program of the wildlife 
department and the abundance 
of rich over-wintering areas." 

The wildlife department will 
provide office space , radio 
communications, vehicles, staff 
support and limited funding 
from state duck stamp revenue. 
Ducks Unlimited Inc. will also 
offer financial help to the 
research program. C lemson 
University will lend 
administrative and technical 
assistance, secretarial support 
and other university resources. 

Delta Waterfowl Station , 
internationally respected 
research arm of the C hicago
based North American Wildlife 
Foundation, will provide expert 
personnel, leadership and 
funding .. _, 
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THE FOOTHILLS TRAIL, 
South Carolina's longest 
hiking path, is described in 
mile-by-mile detail in a 
recently published second 
edition of "The Guide to the 
Foothills Trail," now ready for 
distribution. 

This latest edition provides 
several new maps (including a 
profile of the entire trail) and 
descriptions of adjoining trails 
not included in the first 
edition (Eastatoe, Fork 
Mountain, Caesars Head 
State Park). Owners of the 
first edition may order a 
supplement containing the 
new material. 

The guide may be purchnsed 
from camping supply stores or 
may bf ordered from the 
Foothills Trail Conference, 
P.O. Box 3041, Greenville, SC 
29602. For those ordering the 
guide the price is $12 ( or $9 
for active members of the 
Foothills Trail Conference) 
plus$ 1.50 shipping/handling 
for all purchnsers. 
Supplements to the first edition 
cost $4 ( or $3 for conference 
members) plus $.50 shipping/ 
handling. 

All proceeds are used to 
support and maintain the 
Foothills Trail. _ __, 
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PRESERVE HARBORS 
RARE INSECT-EATING 
PLANTS 

The mountain sweet pitcher 
plant, a rare insectivorous 
species found in only 10 places 
worldwide, was afforded 
protection recently by the 
acquisition of South Carolina's 
newest Heritage Preserve. 
Named in honor of the property's 
former owners, the 113-acre 
Chandler Heritage Preserve is 
located off Persimmon Ridge 
Road in Greenville County 
about six miles southeast of 
Caesars Head. 

"This area protects the upper 
third of the world's largest 
population of the mountain 
sweet pitcher plant," said Dr. 
Douglas Rayner, chief botanist 
for the state wildlife department. 
The species was once found in 
26 sites along the Blue Ridge 
Divide; today that number has 
dwindled to 10, because of 
flcxxling from new 
impoundments, clearing for golf 
courses, industrial site 
preparation and conversion to 
agriculrure. 

"The C handler Preserve 
contains the narural features 
critical to the continued 
existence of this species," Rayner 
said. The rare plant grows along 
the wet margins of steeply 
sloping waterslides, a fragile 
habitat called a cataract bog. 

Known by such common 
names as trumpets, bog bugles 
and frog bonnets, pitcher plants 
are carnivorous. Attracted by 
the plant's sweet nectar or color, 
insects become trapped inside 
the pitchers and are digested by 
enzymes. 

Other rare plant species found 
on the Chandler Preserve 
include Grass of Parnassus 

(known only from seven 
localities), divided-leaved 
groundsel (known only from 30 
locations worldwide), and 
Indian paintbrush. 

The preserve was purchased for 
$186,000 from the Heritage 
Land Trust Fund. It is one of 20 
state-owned heritage preserves 
which serve to protect some of 
South Carolina's best narural 
areas. _ __, 

A block of hardened sand and 
mud removed from an airport 
construction site in Charleston has 
yielded the fossilized remains of the 
largest sea bird that ever lived. 
Scientists believe the extinct 
"pseudodontom" weighed 90 
pounds and had a wingspan of 19 
feet. 

RADON THREAT 
GREATEST IN UPSTATE, 
STUDY REVEALS 

A srudy conducted recently by 
researchers at Clemson 
University revealed that South 
Carolina residents living in the 
upstate and a few isolated areas 
along the coast suffer a greater 
risk of exposure to harmful levels 
of indoor radon than those 
residing in other areas of the 
State. 

Radon is a radioactive gas that 
results from the natural 
breakdown of uranium, an 
element found throughout the 
earth's crust. In outdoor air, 
radon quickly dissipates and 
poses little hazard. Trapped 
inside a house, however, the gas 
can accumulate to dangerous 
concentrations. Scientists 
estimate that of the 130,000 
lung cancer deaths in the United 
States each year, 5,000 to 

20,000 are caused by radon. 
Based on test results gathered 

from more than 600 homes 
across the state, researchers 
pinpointed fourteen counties 
"most likely to have houses with 
concentrations in excess of 4 
pCi/L," the level established by 
the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency as warranting 
corrective action . The fourteen 
counties are Abbeville, 
Anderson, Charleston, 
Cherokee, C hester, Greenville, 
Laurens, Lexington, Newberry, 
Oconee, Pickens, Richland, 
Spartanburg and York. 

Indoor levels of radon vary 
depending on a building's 
construction and the 
concentration of radon in the 
underlying soil. The gas seeps 
into homes from exposed earth 
of a crawl space, or through 
loose-fitting pipes and 
foundation cracks, and 
occasionally through well water. 
Remedies include sealing entry 
points and ventilating basements 
and crawl spaces. 

Radon testing devices are 
available to the public and range 
in cost from $20 to $100. For a 
list of suppliers in South Carolina 
and additional information 
about indoor radon, write S. C. 
DHEC, Bureau of Radiological 
Health, 2600 Bull Street, 
Columbia, SC 29201, or call 
(803) 734-4631.___, 
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Locally grown Christmas trees are going home for the holidays with 
more and more South Carolinians. Cut-your-own tree farms offer 
fresher trees, better prices, and old-fashioned holiday fun. 

MORE CHOOSING S.C. 
CHRISTMAS TREES 

More and more South 
Carolinians are choosing locally 
grown Christmas trees to 
brighten their holiday season. 
Last year South Carolina growers 
captured almost half of the state's 
$5 million Christmas tree 
market, according to the state 
Forestry Commission, and local 
growers expect business to be 
brisk again this season. 

Marvin Gaffney, spokesman 
for the S. C. Christmas Tree 
Growers Association, said that 
South Carolina growers cannot 
yet supply the full demand, but 
that sales of locally grown trees 
increased by 20,000 in 1987. 
"Our growers are producing 
top-quality trees, and new 

varieties promise to provide 
competition to the exotic 
northem species," Gaffney said. 
He added that trees grown at 
cut-your-own tree farms are 
fresher and cost less than those 
from other states. 

The most popular South 
Carolina-grown tree is the 
Virginia pine, a sturdy, short
needled species. Leyland cypress, 
a relative newcomer to the 
South, is gaining popularity due 
to its delicate foliage and formal 
shape. 

For a free list of South Carolina 
Christmas tree growers, 
including location , hours, and 
types of trees sold, write S. C. 
Christmas Tree Growers 
Association, 1433 Fire Tower 
Rd. N.E., Orangeburg, SC 
29115 or call (803) 533-0133 .. • 

ARTIFICIAL SEAWEED 
MAY SLOW 
BEACH EROSION 

Seascape, a novel invention 
using synthetic seaweed for 
reducing beach erosion, is a 
current experiment in North 
Carolina and also has been 
considered for use in South 
Carolina. 

A single Seascape unit is 5 feet 
long and is constructed of a 
spunbonded polypropylene 
fabric. At the base of the unit is 
an anchor tube which is filled 
with sand, and above are fronds 
which are 4 feet high and 2 
inches wide, with buoyant foam 
sewn into the top to cause them 
to float vertically above the 
anchor tube. A series of units is 
planted parallel to the shoreline 
at a depth of 6 to 10 feet. 

The premise is that by slowing 
the velocity of the waves and 
causing some of the water-bome 
sand to settle out, a sandbar 
effect will build up, halting the 
erosion of the inshore beach. 

Seascape units have been 
tested since 1981 at the Cape 
H atteras Lighthouse in North 
Carolina. Since the last of 
several installations was made in 
July 1987, the results have been 
dramatic. Sand has accumulated 
around a concrete groin to such 
a depth that it is now possible to 
drive an off-road vehicle across 
the structure. Hugh Morton, 
acting chairman for the Save 
Cape Hatteras Lighthouse 
Committee, said, "We feel that 
Seascapeisagoodproductand 
that our use of it has been 
effective." 

Early in the Cape Hatteras 
experiment, a group of city 
administrators from Myrtle 
Beach visited and viewed the 
installation, but former mayor 
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Erick Ficken said that at that 
point he was not favorably 
impressed. He acknowledged, 
however, that current reports 
certainly indicate a significant 
buildup of beach. 

Ficken added, "I believe that 
Seascape is more appropriate for 
a site-specific nourishment 
situation than for a long stretch 
of beach such as we have on the 
Grand Strand."-, 

OFFICERS HONORED 
FOR OUTSTANDING 
PERFORMANCE 

Conservation officer Michael 
D. Thomas of Sheldon was 
selected by a special committee 
as Conservation Officer of the 
Year for 1988, a top honor 
among law enforcement officers 
with the state wildlife 
department. He was singled out 
from outstanding officers selected 
by district captains from each of 
the state's nine wildlife law 
enforcement districts. 

Thomas was honored as the 
state's Conservation Officer of 
the Year for his "persistence and 
attention to detail that resulted 
in several arrests and convictions 
for the illegal commercialization 
of shrimp, as well as a federal 
investigation into the illegal 
importation for sale of several 
wildlife species," said WK. 
Chastain, director of law 
Enforcement and Boating. 

In addition to Thomas, eight 
other officers received honors for 
outstanding service in their 
districts. These were Cpl. Robert 
M. Busha, Cpl. Danny L. Berry, 
Officer J. Mark Carey, Cpl. 
William W Matthews Jr., Sgt. 
Leo Morse, Officer Robert L. 
Snipes, Cpl. Major L. Hulon 
and Lt. Robert C. Borders. _ _, 
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Nearly 150 hunting clubs now practice quality deer management 
guidelines, including selective harvesting, habitat improvement and 
ethics afield. 

HUNTERS PURSUE 
QUALITY OVER 
QUANTITY 

"Quality deer management," 
an approach which encourages 
the use of restraint in harvesting 
bucks combined with an 
adequate harvest of antlerless 
deer, is changing the way many 
South Carolina deer hunters 
practice their sport. 

According to Joe Hamilton , 
assi rant district wildlife biologist 
with the state wildlife 
department, "Voluntary 
partidpation in quality deer 
management has increased 
markedly within the past five 
years and South Carolina now 
has nearly 150 hunting clubs 
representing in excess of 500,000 
acres under such guidelines." 

The "quali ty" movement had 
its beginning here in 1982 when 
A l Brothers, a Texas wildlife 
biologist and co-author of 
Producing Quality Whiter.ails, 
delivered an address to 300 
wildlife managers and sportsmen 
gathered in C harleston . "Since 

that meeting our biologists have 
responded to ever-increasing 
requests from hunters to provide 
guidelines for quality deer 
management, but the primary 
driving force behind the success 
of this program is the change in 
hunter attitudes," Hamilton 
said. "Hunters today are much 
better informed about the 
biology and needs of their 
quarry, and from this knowledge 
comes a new sense of respect and 
commitment." 

In addition to selective 
harvesting, the quality approach 
also encourages habitat 
improvement and ethical 
hunting practices. "Involvement 
in quali ty deer management 
extends the role of hunters from 
mere consumers to the position 
of managers, " Hamilton said. 
"In short, quality deer managers 
are good stewards and tnie 
sportsmen ." 

For more infom1ation about 
quality deer management, 
contact your district wildlife office 
or write SCWMRD, P. O. Box 
167, Columbia, SC 29202. --, 

According to a survey conducted 
lry the National Shooting Sports 
Foundation, 49 percent of all 
US. hunters have attended 
college, as compared to 39 percent 
of the national population. 

BEWARE OF SHOOTING 
DOVES OVER BAIT 

"But officer, I didn't know the 
field was baited!"These words 
are too often the last spoken by a 
dove hunter on what began as a 
hopeful autumn afternoon of 
hunting. 

"Many hunters charged with 
shooting doves over bait truly 
didn't know the field had been 
baited , but that doesn 't excuse 
them from being liable for their 
actions, " said R.M. G ifford, 
chief of law enforcement for the 
state wildlife department. 
"Hunters can easily avoid 
participation in an illegal dove 
shoot if they will ask a few 
questions about preparation of 
the field and open their eyes to 
what is attracting the birds." 

By legal definition , baiting 
means the placing, exposing or 
scattering of com , wheat or 
other grain, salt or other feed so 
as to constitute for game birds a 
lure on or over any areas where 
hunters are attempting to take 
them. 

Federal regulations permit 
shooting doves on or over 
standing crops, grain crops 
properly shocked on the field 
where grown, or grains found 
scattered solely as the result of 
normal agricultural planting or 
harvesting. The law also allows 
hunting over fields where 
shelled, shucked or unshucked 
com , wheat or other grain or 
feed has been distributed or 

scattered as a result of bona fide 
agricultural operations. 

In summary, hunters should 
remember that the presence of 
grain has to be the result of a 
normal agricultural practice. 

Dove hunters who have 
questions or doubts about a 
particular field are encouraged to 
contact their local conservation 
officers to make sure the field has 
been legally prepared .. --, 

RED WOLF KILLED BY 
ALLIGATOR 

A family of endangered red 
wolves released on Bulls Island 
last summer suffered an 
unfortunate setback when the 
adult female was killed by an 
alligator while crossing a 
waterway. 

According to Cape Romain 
Refuge Manager George G arris, 
a search for the radio-collared 
wolf began soon after contact 
was lost on Friday, July 29. 
G arris discovered the wolf 
floating in Jack's C reek on 
Sunday morning. The remains 
were taken to C harleston 
veterinarian Dr. John Murray for 
examination . Tests and an 
autopsy conducted by Murray 
indicated death by an alligator. 

1l1e adult male and two of the 
pups born to the pair in April 
continue to show signs of 
excellent health. The male is 
continuing his role of bringing 
food to the pups. The Fish and 
Wildlife Service is planning to 
locate another red wolf female 
on Bulls Island with hopes of the 
two pairing up. 

The red wolf is considered the 
most endangered mammal in 
the United States, and fewer 
than 100 exist, mostly in captive 
breeding populations .. • 



NAVY CARGO SHIP 
JOINS REEF PROGRAM 

The state wildlife depamnent, 
in cooperation with saltwater 
sportfishing clubs and public 
officials, has added a 460-foot 
ship to the depamnent's artificial 
reef program. 

The USS Vem1ilion, a former 
Navy attack cargo ship, became 
the state's 22nd artificial fishing 
reef when it was sunk in about 
110 feet of water between 
Georgetown and Murrells Inlet. 
The largest single vessel ever 
added to the reef program, the 
ship will provide improved 
offshore fishing opportunities to 
anglers from both ports. 

The Vermilion had been towed 
from Wilmington , N.C., where 
it was prepared for sinking, and 
now rests 27. 5 miles from the 
south jetty at Winyah Bay on a 
heading of 126 degrees. Loran 
coordinates are 45266.2/ 
59834.8. There is no marker 
buoy. 

The U.S. Maritime 
Administration had transferred 
the moth-balled Vermilion to the 
state on Gov. Carroll A 
Campbell's signature. Also 

instrumental in obtaining the 
ship was Sixth District 
Congressman Robin Tallon . 
Federal Wallop-Breaux funds for 
cleaning, transportation and 
other costs associated with 
preparing the vessel were 
matched by monies from the 
Georgetown and Horry county 
legislative delegations and 
several saltwater sportfishing 
clubs. 

Built near the end of World 
War II , the ship carried landing 
craft capable of transporting 
troops and equipment for 
amphibious assaults. le originally 
displaced 14,000 cons and was 
stricken from use in 1977 .. ,,., 

HELICOPTER SOWS 
SEED FOR WILDLIFE 
FOOD AND COVER 

Remote wildlife plots in the 
Sumter National Forest have 
been planted by helicopter, a 
timesaving technique that will 
benefi t numerous wi ldlife 
species. 

The wildlife department's 
statewide small game project and 
Midlands C hapter of Quail 

The 460-foot Vermilion, an ex-Navy transport ship, became the 
single largest vessel ever added to the state's artificial reef program. 
Holes cut in the hull provide improved fish habitat. 

Unlimited joined the U.S. 
Forest Service's Challenge Cost 
Share Program to plant for quail 
on clear-cuts within the forest. 
The program allows the forest 
service to match the donations 
made by other agencies or 
conservation groups. 

Mark Hall , small game 
biologist with the wildlife 
department, and Oscar Stewart, 
biologist with the forest service, 
prepared a seed mixture for quai 1 
that could be planted on bare 
soil on recently cue-over tracts of 
land. The mix was designed to 
provide additional quail food 
and cover for several seasons. 
The Midlands Chapter 
purchased 30 SO-pound bags of 
the special mixture to be planted 
on public hunting lands. 

"The helicopter-seeding 
technique is one that allows a lot 
of area to be planted in a short 
period of time," Stewart said. 
The usual two-man crew with a 
truck and trai ler makes wildlife 
planting a time-consuming 
process. 

Included in the seed mixture 
was browntop millet, which is 
the first to "head-out" and 
provides early fa ll food for young 
quail, according to H all. Foxtail 
and proso millets make seed 
during fall and winter. Egyptian 
wheat, a tall plant that provides 
overhead cover, matures later to 
produce when food is scarce in 
February and March. 

The areas seeded are open to 
public hunting through the 
state's Wildlife Management 
Area program. _,,., 

Approximately half the households 
in the US. have a firearm in the 
home, reports the National Rifle 
Association. 
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BIRDS brighten even the 
bleakest of winter days, and all 
that's needed to ensure their 
visits is a backyard feeder 
stocked full of their favorite 
food . 

Bird species have their own 
preferences for certain seed, 
types of feeders and feeding 
elevations. Towhees, juncos, 
mourning doves and sparrows, 
for example, like to feed on the 
ground and pref er sunflower or 
white millet seed. Cardinals, 
grosbeaks, titmice and 
chickadees prefer to feed on 
shelf, hopper, or tube fe eders 
placed four to seven feet in 
height. Sunflower seeds are 
the favorite food of cardinals 
and other strong-billed 
members of the finch family. 

An excellent and inexpensive 
bird food that is often 
overlooked is suet, or beef fat . 
Usually available free at most 
butcher shops and grocery 
stores, suet is relished by birds 
that 1wrmally don't eat seeds. 
These include wrens, warblers 
and woodpeckers. Suet should 
be hung six to nine feet above 
the ground in a mesh basket or 
sack. (The netting from a bag 
of oranges works well.) _,,., 
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ECO-FOCUS: 
AN ECOLOGICAL 
DATABASE 

A visit to the new State 
Museum will be a highlight of 
the upcoming year for many 
South Carolinians. An array of 
intriguing exhibits have been 
designed to enhance visitors' 
awareness and appreciation of 
our state's natural and human 
heritage, thus fulfilling one of 
the museum's primary purposes. 

But a museum is like an 
iceberg-there's more to it than 
meets the eye. Much of the work 
of the State Museum goes on 
behind the scenes, beyond the 
exhibit halls regularly toured by 
visitors. It is here, in the 
museum's "cupboards," that 

ecosystems is built on an 
understanding of the 
components of each system. 

Classically, natural history 
collections have been used for 
the study of taxonomy, the 
science of classifying organisms 
based on their natural relations. 
Using preserved specimens, 
certain physical characteristics 
can be measured and compared 
in order to determine whether 
one is looking at a Florida 
cooter, for instance, or a yellow
bellied slider. A well-curated 
natural history collection 
provides the taxonomist with 
the opportunity to search for and 
recognize the sometimes subtle 
"clues" that distinguish one 
species from another. 

In addition to identifying 

w....,,.y 
:¥¥ ... , 

another of its vital functions is 
carried on -the curation of 
collections. 

A museum collection is a 
material record of the world 
around us, both past and present. 
The natural history collection, 
in particular, is a storehouse of 
specimen rocks, minerals, foss ils, 
flora and fauna, each with a story 
to tell about our state's natural 
environment. The collection 
serves as a physical data base for 
the ecologist, for the study of 
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species, museum collections also 
help researchers discover the 
genetic relationships between 
groups of organisms (phylogeny) 
and their distribution in a given 
area (biogeography). Taken 
together, these sciences form the 
basis for understanding the biotic 
(living) structure of ecosystems 
and might thus be called "alpha
ecology." 

In many areas ecological 
research has progressed far 
beyond the alpha-ecology level, 

the assumption being that we 
know enough about the structure 
of ecosystems based on the 
descriptive natural history 
studies of innumerable species. It 
is true that we know a great deal; 
however, we don't know it all. 

During the 1960s a researcher 
from the Savannah River 
Ecology lab reported capturing 
striped mud turtles in South 
Carolina. This species was not 
known to occur north of 
southern Georgia, a hundred 
miles from our state. Some 
people believed his identification 
of the species, while others 
questioned it. The first striped 
mud turtles collected, and in fact 
most of the ones we've seen 
since, lack head and shell stripes, 
making it very easy to confuse 

Much of the State Museum's 
work goes on behind the 
scenes, in the "cupboards" of 
its collections . 

them with their close relative 
the Eastern mud turtle. 
Eventually, through the efforts of 
another Ecology lab researcher, 
the identification was confirmed. 
A survey was begun and through 
collection and examination of 
museum specimens we now 
know that striped mud turtles 
occur not only throughout the 
coastal plain of South Carolina, 
but also across North Carolina's 
coastal plain. 

In 1974 South Carolina 

created the first Heritage 
Program in the nation. This 
program was charged with 
inventorying the state for the 
presence of rare plants, animals 
and plant communities and with 
working to protect outstanding 
examples of these. 

The data on these "elements" 
of our natural heritage was to 
come mainly from secondary 
sources, including natural 
history collections of colleges, 
faculty, amateur naturalists and 
museum collections. In 
subsequent Heritage programs in 
other states, this reliance upon 
secondary sources has worked 
well where a strong, centralized 
state museum exists, such as in 
North Carolina. In South 
Carolina, however, we had a 
number of regional museums but 
no museum curating a natural 
history collection representative 
of the entire state. Much of the 
natural history information on 
South Carolina's fauna, for 
example, is housed in the 
Museum of Natural History in 
Washington, the University of 
Michigan's Museum of Zoology, 
and other large museums 
throughout the eastern United 
States. While specimens 
belonging to these museums are 
available for study, they are not 
easily accessible to South 
Carolina researchers. 

The new State Museum is a 
welcome solution to the problem 
of our state's natural history 
being housed outside South 
Carolina. The development of 
strong, well-curated collections 
will enhance all aspects of 
biological research in our state 
and go a long way toward helping 
us understand the plants, animals 
and ecosystems which are part of 
our natural heritage .. • 

-Steve Bennett 
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The 1989 Check For Wildlife Poster is available. This full-color poster features the 
painting Black Skimmer by noted South Carolina wildlife artist John Henry Dick. The 

poster also presents important information on the wildlife department's Check For 
Wildlife program. Send for your poster today and remember to Check ForWildlife on 
your 1988 state income tax form (line 22 long form, line 10 short form). 

For your poster write Check For Wildlife, P.O. Box 16 7, Columbia, SC 29202. The folded 
poster will be mailed to you free, or send $2 to cover mailing costs for a flat poster, 
suitable for framing. 

A high-quality limited edition print of Dick's Black Skimmer is available for $100 each. 
Please send inquiries to the address above. 

for turning the page and 
using that convenient 
orclerform. 

RESPECTcaps are available in 
international orange, which meets 
Wildlife Management Area 
requirements, or camouflage in two 
styles: fall leaf pattern or our newest 
cap, featuring the latest in 
woodland bark camouflage. Winter 
style, laminated inside for warmth 
and durability. $5.25 each. 

linden conveniently store and 
protect six issues ( one year) of 
South Carolina Wildlife magazine. 
$7.30 each. 

Subscribe to South carolina 
Wildlife magazine, the only 
magazine devoted exclusively to all 
South Carolinians. Six issues per 
year-(1 yr.) $7.95, (2 yrs.) $14.95, 
(3 yrs.) $19.95. 
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Convenient order form: 

Name -------------------------------------
PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION 

Address ------------------------------------

City · State · Zip ----------------------------------

Daytime Phone Area Code ______ Number __________________ _ 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE EACH TOTAL 

S.C. Wildlife Magazine Binder $ 7.30 

RESPECT Cap-Bark (One size fits all ) $ 5.25 

RESPECT Cap - Camouflage (One size fits all ) $ 5.25 

RESPECT Cap - International Orange (One size fits all ) $ 5.25 

S.C. Wildlife Ma9a&ine Subscription 1 year $ 7.95 

(six issues per year) 2 years $14.95 
For circulation inquiries, magazine only, call 
toll -free 1-800-6 78-7227. 3 years $19.95 

TOTAL PRICE • 

All orders must be prepaid; make check or money order payable to S.C. Wildlife. 
Send your payment and this order form to: s.c. Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, SC HHl-0167 

ORDER FORM 

1989 Palmetto Portraits Calendar 

D Yes! Send me the 1989 Palmetto Portraits Calendar at $6.25 each. 
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Quantity ordered ______ _ Amount enclosed ______ _ 

All orders must be prepaid; make check or money order payable to S.C. Wildlife. 
Send your payment and this form to: 
S.C. Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, S.C. ttlot-0167 

Name _______________________ _ 

Address -------~---------------

City· State· Zip ____________________ _ 
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Representing the very best of our photographers' efforts in calendar form, PALMETTO PORTRAITS 
1989 is the perfect complement to SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE magazine. Filled with vignettes 
portraying South Carolina's spectacular scenic beauty, this calendar makes a perfect holiday gift. 

This year we've expanded Nature's Notebook to include a guide to our state's diverse natural areas. 
At only $6.ts, our pictorial calendar is economical, yet elegant. Deck your halls ... and the halls of 
those on your holiday gift list ... w ith PALMETTO PORTRAITS 1989. 

Use the convenient order form on the opposite page. 

J 
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